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THESIS 
The human race cannot exist without taking risks- after all, 
most of us drive motorcars. Asking one of us (the N.Z. 
Geomechanics Soceity) for an assurance that a piece of sloping 
ground will not become flatter is like asking a doctor of 
medicine for a certificate that we will not die- the only question 
in both cases is "when". 
Opening session to the Symposium on Stabi lity o[ Slopes in Natural Ground, Nelson, Nov. 1984. 
D.K. Taylor, Chairman , N.Z. Geomechanics Society. 
Appropriately the only significant failure during this thesis 




This study investigates a slope failure complex in loess at Allandale, Lyttelton 
Harbour. Literature relevant to the slope stability and strength of Banks Peninsula 
loessial soils is reviewed. 
Laboratory and in situ strength testing shows that both C and P layer loess in a 
partially saturated state displays a significant reduction in undrained shear strength 
with increasing degree of saturation. Strength reduction can be attributed to 
reduced pore water tension due to capillary suction which results from an increased 
degree of saturation. The moisture controlled strength component in partially 
saturated loess can be defined by any two of dry· density, moisture content and 
degree of saturation. When comparing loess C and P layer remoulded strengths 
with peak strengths, the P layer is significantly more sensitive to remoulding than C 
layer. 
Drained direct shear testing of C layer loess produces remoulded and peak strength 
parameters of c'=O, ¢'=28.4° and c'=6kPa, ¢'=28.4° respectively. Drained direct 
shear testing of P layer loess produced remoulded and peak shear strength 
parameters of c'=O, ¢'=28.4° and c'=20kPa, ¢'=28.4° respectively. 
The slope failure complex investigated has been formed by an earthflow initiated 
by a tension crac~ in C layer loess (which acts as an unconfined leaky aquifer). 
Subsequent retrogressive upslope and lateral migration of the slope failure complex 
involves "turfmat slides" in S layer loess which al~o acts as an unconfined leaky 
aquifer, and more tension crack initiated earth flows in C layer loess. Back analysis 
suggests both forms of slope movement may have failed by translational sliding at 
the base of their respective loess layer, with a piezometric level coincident with the 
ground surface. Mobilisation of the "turfmat slide", requires drained remoulded 
shear strengths, whereas mobilisation of the earth flow is more likely to involve 
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Discussions with Dr D.M. Elder and M.D. Y etton from Soils and Foundations 
Limited, Christchurch, revealed that qualitative assessment of slope instability is 
becoming less acceptable to local Authorities. Recently, more local Authorities have 
required quantitative slope stability analysis to prove an adequate "Factor of Safety". 
However, it would appear there is no consensus among Geotechnical Engineers as 
to what shear strength parameters should be used for calculating the factor of safety 
for loessial soils from Banks Peninsula. 
A thesis study site at Allandale on Banks Peninsula (figure 1.1) was selected with 
the aid of M.D. Y etton and D.H. Bell, for the following reasons: 
1) The presence of a pre-existing slope failure contained entirely in loessial 
soils; 
2) The slope failure appeared typical of those encountered elsewhere on 
Banks Peninsula in loessial soils. 
Figure 1.1 Location Map 
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 
The principal objectives of this study are: 
1) To determine the causes and mechanism of slope failure identified at 
Allandale; 
2) To develop engineering geological models of the hillslope hydrogeology 
and stability; 
3) To obtain and compare shear strength parameters determined from back 
analysis of the pre-existing hillslope failu're, with shear strength 
parameters determined by in situ and laboratory testing. 
1.2.1 Scope of Research 
This study is intended to enhance the understanding of the strength behaviour and 
slope failure causes and mechanisms of loessial soils from Banks Peninsula. In 
particular, it is intended to obtain shear strength parameters that are representative 
of the loessial soils investigated, to enable a soundly based quantitative assessment 
of slope instability. 
1.3 The~is Methodology 
To meet the thesis objectives the author has carryed out detailed engineering 
geological mapping/logging, installation of appropriate field instrumentation, 
laboratory and in situ strength testing, and a review of the relevant literature. 
1.4 Thesis Organisation 
Chapter 2 presents: 1) a literature review of Banks Peninsula engineering geology; 
2) a review of loessial soils both locally and worldwide; 3) a review of slope stability 
concepts relevant to this study, thereby setting the background to the investigations 
carried out. 
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Chapter 3 attempts to identify the development and nature of the investigated slope 
instability. A hydrogeological model of the hillslope is presented and the slope 
failures are classified. 
Chapter 4 presents the laboratory methodology and the results obtained from testing. 
Chapter 5 analyses in detail the strength results presented in chapter 4. 
Chapter 6 mathematically models the observed instability, compares this with the site 
investigation findings and presents a schematic model of the slope failures at 
Allandale. 
Chapter 7 presents conclusions drawn from this thesis study and makes 
recommendations for further research. 
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Chapter 2 
Banks Peninsula Geology, Loess, 
Slope stability - A Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews Banks Peninsula geology, loessial soils generally, and the slope 
stability concepts, relevant to this study. A review of the previous work sets the 
framework for the investigations carried out. 
2.2 Geological Setting 
In summary, the present form of Banks Peninsula developed in four phases of 
volcanic activity: Lyttelton, Mt Herbert, Akaroa, and Diamond Harbour Volcanic 
Phases, which formed two major composite volcanoes (Lyttelton and Ak:aroa) (see 
figures 2.1 and 2.2). Rapid erosion, both during and after successive volcanic 
episodes, formed anteconsequent radial drainage patterns. By the end of the 
volcanism both the Lyttelton and Akaroa volcanoes had been breached by the sea. 
During the Pleistocene, glacial outwash sediments accumulated to form the 
Canterbury Plains, and transformed the once volcanic island into a peninsula. 
Aeolian silt (loess). was blown from the Canterbury Plains and accumulated in gullies 




Simplified Geological Map of Miocene Volcanic Rock of Banks 
Peninsula (after Sewell, 1988). 
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A more detailed geological history of Banks Peninsula is described by: Bradshaw et 
al., 1981; Thiele, 1983; Weaver et al., 1985; Browne and Field, 1988; Sewell, 1988; 
Sewell et al., 1988; Weaver et al., 1989; and Shelly, 1989. 
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2.3 Loess Deposits 
2.3.1 Introduction 
Loessial soils are the predominant slope deposit on Banks Peninsula, particularly on 
the lower slopes of the Port Hills, where residential housing is concentrated. The 
aim of this study is to extend the understanding of slope failure on Banks Peninsula 
by evaluating the fundamental parameters affecting strength and stability of hillslope 
loess deposits. This section begins with a general discussion of loess, and culminates 
in a discussion of Banks Peninsula loess. 
2.3.2 A General Overview 
Loess (derived from the German lOss or !Osch = loose), is a fine grained aeolian 
sediment which covers approximately 10% of the world's land surface and generally 
occurs between latitudes 24° and 55° North in the northern Hemisphere, and 
between latitudes 24° and 47° South, in the southern Hemisphere (Kriger, 1985) 
(figure 2.3). The thickest and most extensive loess deposits are found in China, 
Soviet central Asia, the Ukraine, Siberia, central Europe, Argentina and the Great 
Plains of North America. Small deposits occur in Israel, Iran, Iraq and New Zealand, 
but true loess is rare in Australia and Mrica (Pye, ·1984 ). 
There are many reported studies of loess deposits of the world. However, owing to 
linguistic problems and the diversity of research interest, it is often difficult to obtain 
the relevant literature of most interest. There appear to be at least five main 
languages in which discussion about loess has been written: Russian; English; 
German; French; Chinese; and it is also discussed in various other central European 
languages. This often results in misinterpretation from translations and a general 
lack of communication between researchers from different countries. This is 
especially evident between Russian and English speaking scientists. In addition, there 
is a wide diversity of specialised interest in loess research (For example: 












Map Showing the Distribution of Loess Deposits. Loess covers 
approximately 10% of the world's land surface (after Tatlor et al., 
1983). 
The majority of loess-size material (2-60 ,urn) is produced by two major mechanisms-
glacial grinding and frost weathering (Smalley and Smalley, 1983). Limited amounts 
of loess material are derived from other sources such as high energy rivers. The two 
major mechanisms produce two primary types of loess: 
1) ice-sheet loess (IS) - associated with major continental glaciations and 
produced by glacial grinding and; 
2) mountain loess - produced by frost weathering. 
Table 2.1 shows in a generalised form the type and source region for loess deposits 
of various parts of the world. 
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Table 2.1 Loess deposits in various parts of the world - type and 
source (modified after Smalley and Smalley, 1983) 
Place 
Central North America 
North European Band 
China, North China & inland 
New Zealand, North Island 
New Zealand, South Island 
Europe, Rhineland 
Europe, East-Central 




Type Source Region 
IS northern glaciers 
IS northern glaciers 
Mountain Himalayan & Tibetan uplands 
Mountain Tararua Mts. 
(& tephric) Ruahine Mts. 
Mountain & IS Southern Alps 
Mountain European Alps 
Mountain & IS Alps and northern glaciers 
Mountain Tien Shan Mts. 
Mountain Himalayas 
IS northern glaciers 
Mountain Andes 
There is no single, universally accepted definition of loess. Pye (1984) states: 
There have been many attempts to define loess and no single definition, including that proposed 
by the INQUA (International Union for Quaternaq Research) Loess Commission, has gained 
universal acceptance. 
Pye gives his definition of loess, which is very similar to most European definitions, 
as: 
.. .loess is defined simply as a windblown silt deposit consisting chiefly of quartz, feldspar, mica, 
clay minerals and carbonate grains ... Loess is typically homogeneous, non-stratified and highly 
porous ... 
This definition, like many others, would exclude New Zealand loess. It is not always 
highly porous, generally not calcareous or non-stratified and the soil mass is not 
typically homogeneous. For the purposes of this thesis, Raeside's (1964) definition 
will be adopted. It is essentially: 
... any fine-textured deposit of aeolian origin other than sand dunes or tephra. It thus embraces 
all aeolian d.eposits where transport has been primarily by suspension, irrespective of content 
of organic matter, mineralogical composition, calcium carbonate content, degree of compaction, 
or texture. 










General Characteristics of Loessial Deposits (after Bell, 1978) 
- usually yellow-brown or buff, but varies as a function of organic content 
- consists dominantly of silt-sized particles (>50% by wt. in range 10-50JLm) 
- contain fine sand and clay-size particles, the latter as aggregates surrounding the coarser particles 
- silt and fine sand particles dominantly subangular 
- texture open, with little granular interlock and high ·void space (porosity 30-60%) 
- material usually friable, but some calcite cement may be present 
-quartz predominates (50% +);feldspar subordinate ( 20% ); other minerals dependent on source area 
-clay-sized fraction may consist of both clay minerals (e.g. illite, montmorillonite) and non-clay minerals 
(quartz and feldspar) 
- calcite cement often present (but secondary in origin) 
- principal organic remains are shells of terrestrial snails 
- stands vertically in cut faces if dty 
- displays vertical (polgonal) fracture patterns resulting from desiccation and shrinkage 
- may contain tubular (root?) structures to depths of 10m ( +) 
- carbonate encrustations common on fracture faces 
- carbonate and iron concretions may occur in some horizons 
- massive, compact layer ("fragipan") often developed within soil profile 
- blankets underlying topography to variable depth 
- often displays intricate drainage patterns (both surface and subsurface) 
- chimneys and tunnels may form as a result of subsurface erosion and surface collapse 
- creep "terracettes" common, especially toward base of slopes 
- aprons of reworked (water deposited) loess common at base of slopes 
2.3.3 Banks Peninsula Loess 
Loess Deposits 
Loess accumulated gradually on Banks Peninsula in a senes of extended jumps 
across the fans and plains adjacent to the aggrading- rivers of the Canterbury region 
(Ives, 1973). Raeside (1964) suggests that during the sea-level recessions of the 
Pleistocene (max. lOOm below present sea level), the continental shelf was a likely 
additional source region for the Banks Peninsula loess (see figure 2.4). 
Cegla (1969) suggests that loess size particles accumulate in places where the 
capillary water fringe rises to the ground-air interface. Hence the presence of 
moisture in the ground is of primary importance for the accumulation of loess. 
Cegla emphasises the ability of loess to transmit water by capillary action, and that 
a capillary rise of some 20m is obtainable in loess deposits (possibly the controlling 
factor in deposit thiclmess ). 
Figure 2.5 shows those Pleistocene loess deposits thicker than 30cm and the 
approximate extension of the Pleistocene land surface around the South Island. 
Raeside has suggested that during the last glaciation, the present shoreline was 
extended by approximately SOkm in South Canterbury and Pegasus Bay. Therefore, 
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the toes of the great Pleistocene alluvial fans, of which only the heads are exposed 
on the Canterbury Plains today, would have been an abundant source of fine 
detritus (Raeside, 1964). 
The thickest and coarsest loess deposits occur on the northwest side of the 
Peninsula which, according to Griffiths (1973), indicates transport by prevailing 
north-westerly winds from the nearby floodplain and fan of the Waimakariri River. 
Four episodes of loess deposition marked by periods of non-deposition and hence 
soil formation have been recognised in the most complete loess sections on Banks 
Peninsula (Griffiths, 1973). Attempts to date the depositional episodes have been 
reviewed by McDowell (1989), who suggests they relate to four glacial/interglacial 
cycles. This is supported by work conducted by Brown and Wilson (1988) on four 
gravel (glacial) and four, fine sediment (interglacial) sequences. 
Two distinct facies of loess have been recognised on the Peninsula, and are named 
after their type locations, Birdlings Flat and Barry's Bay. They tend to be found in 
different areas on Banks Peninsula (see figure 2.6, Griffiths p659), although some 
intermingling of loess sheets is evident on the inner wall of the eroded Lyttelton 
crater (Griffiths, 1973). Barry's Bay loess is found in the area researched in this 
thesis. 
Barrys Bay loess is non-calcareous and fine, with a silt loam texture. It is prevalent 
around the heads of inlets and on ridge tops in the eastern segment of Banks 
Peninsula. Both loesses are different facies of the same loess, from the same source 
and deposited during the same periods. 
Birdlings Flat loess is calcareous and coarse, with a fine sandy loam texture. It is 
thickest at lower elevations and on north facing slopes. Salts (calcium sulphate, 
calcium chloride, and sodium sulphate and chloride) are found in the loess at the 
extremities of ridges at lower elevations. Calcium carbonate is found at higher 
elevations only, as it is the first salt to precipitate out of the loess. Sparsely 
distributed hard 'calcareous concretions are found throughout the strata, or 
concentrated in seperate horizons (Griffiths, 1973). 
0 10 20 
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Figure 2.4 
Figure 2.5 
Schematic Representation Showing Origin for Banks Peninsula Loess 
Deposits (after Bell, 1978) 
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Loess Deposits of the South Island Thicker than 30cm (after 
Raeside, 1964) 
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The distribution of loessial soils on Banks Peninsula today, reflects the topographic 
relief at the time of primary airfall deposition, and the subsequent reworking by 
slope processes during the Quaternary to form secondary deposits (Bell et al., 1986). 
lves (1973) divides loess into two categories based on collation of overseas 
information. These are: 
1) Primary loess- initial deposits derived from either fluvio-glacial or 
continental sources; 
2) Secondary loess- derived from primary loess by being altered in 
place (soil horizon formation), or reworked and redeposited. 
Pye (1984) separates loess into three categories: 
1) Primary loess- wind deposited; 
2) Weathered loess- primary loess whose sedimentary characteristics 
have been markedly modified by weathering, soil formation and 
diagenesis; 
3) Reworked loess- consisting of material eroded from primary and 
weathered loess, and redeposited by running water and slope 
processes. 
Bell and Trangmar (1987) categorize the loessial deposits on the Peninsula as: 
1) In situ (primary airfall) loess; 
2) Loess-colluvium (reworked in situ loess). 
For the purposes of this study, the categorisation used by Bell and Trangmar (1987) 
is adopted because, on Banks Peninsula, Ives' and Pye's Primary loess is 
indistingishable from Pye's Weathered loess. As there is no primary loess exposed at 
the surface, it is superfluous as a mapping term. 
Pedogenic Layering 
Figure 2.7 shows the pedogenic layering that has developed in Banks Peninsula 
loess, and the terminology used to describe the layering. 
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~ Oirdlings Aal loess 
lJI[] Oarrys Bay loess 
0 Eroded phase of Barrys Oay loess 
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Figure 2.6 Distribution of Loess on Banks Peninsula (after Griffiths, 1973) 
This non-genenc terminology was introduced by Hughes (1970) and has 
subsequently been adopted by engineers and engineering geologists (Evans, 1977a; 
Evans and Bell, 1981; Bell, 1978; Bell et al., 1986). However, a more recent 
publication by Bell and Trangmar (1987) uses pedological nomenclature to describe 
the loess layering, ·similar to that used by Griffiths (1973). 
The surface (S) layer consists of top soil that grades into a moderately weathered 
sandy silt. Underlying the surface layer is the compact (C) layer, generally plastic, 
mottled clayey silt (relatively higher clay content than S and P layer loess). The 
compact layer typically exhibits vertical joints with associated gammation and 
mottling zones (Griffiths, 1973). Selby (1976) calls the compact layer the fragipan, 
and suggests that it originates from seasonal drying, which causes cracking of the 
subsoil and subsequent infilling by loose material. The following wet season causes 
the loess to swell and compact the soil. Underlying the compact layer is the parent 
(P) material which, in contrast to the overlying layers, is a non-plastic homogeneous 
silt. 
Typical Soil Layer Symbols Soil Horizon 
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Grey brown, highly weathered 
organic SANDY SILT 
Light yellow, moderately 
weathered SANDY SILT 
• firm, plastic 
Yellow grey and red brown, 
mottled, moderately weathered 
CLAYEY SILT 
·stiff to very stiff, plastic 
• mottling & density increases 
towards base 
Light greyish yellow, fresh, 
homogeneous, SANDY SILT 
with some clay 
• stiff, non-plastic 
Figure 2.7 Pedogenic Layering that Develops in Banks Peninsula Loess 
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Table 2.3 Geotechnical Properties of Banks Peninsula Loess 
Parameter Typical Range of Values 
POROSITY 30 - 40% 
VOID RATIO 0.4- 0.7 
AITERBERG LIMITS LL 18-33 
PL 17 - 22 (C layer) 
PI < 12 
GRAIN SIZE (Silt range > 0.002mm & < 0.06mm) 
Sand"" 10% 
Silt 65 - 80%, Clay 11 - 25% 
DRY DENSITY S layer average = 1.54t!m3 
(1.39- 1.62t/m3 range) 
C layer average = 1.64t/m3 
(1.51 - 1.88t/m3 range) 
P layer average = 1.55t/m3 
(1.32 -1.71t/m3 range) 
LINEAR 0 - 2% in lowerS and P layers 
SHRINKAGE > 5% in C layer 
PERMEABILITY 1.5 • 10-7 m/s (undisturbed) 
""1•1 o-7 m/s (In-situ test) 
INTERNAL ANGLE 35 - 37° (Residual, Ring shear) 
OF FRICTION 30° (Peak, Triaxial (total)) 
30° (Peak, Triaxial (total)) 
15-25° (Peak, Triaxial (effective)) 
COHESION 0 kPa (effective) 
85 - 112kPa (apparent) 
0- 180 kPa (apparent) 
COMPRESSION Cc = 0.17 (1.7% vol. change 
INDEX dry to saturated) 
Ph Acidic- 5(S layer) to 7(P layer) 
SOLUBLE SALT I ncr. with depth, from 1 meg/1 to 
CONCENTRATION 60meg/l in P layer 
EXCHANGEABLE 0.9 in S layer to41 deep in P layer 
SODIUM% 
SEISMIC 250- 400m/s 
VELOCITY 
RESISTIVITY Varying with depth from 90 ohm/m 
near surface to <1 0 ohm/m in P layer 
CONDUCTIVITY From 1.0 •1o-4 mho/em to 14 •1o-4 
mho/em with depth 
(Modified from Yetton (1986)) 
Source Reference 
Birrel & Packard (1953) 
Birrel & Pacl<ard ( 1953) 
Miller (1971) 
Alley (1966) Hughes (1985) 
Crampton (1985) Yetton (1986) 
Alley (1966) Hughes {1985) 
Crampton (1985) Yetton (1986) 
Evans {1977) Crampton (1985) 
Yetton (1986) 
Alley {1966) Yetton (1986) 







Macwell ( 1986) 
McDowell (1989) 




Crampton {1985) Yetton (1986) 
McDowell (1989) 
Yetton (1986) 
Birrel & Packard {1953) 
Yetton (1986) 
Table 2.4 SOME GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF INTERNATIONAL LOESS 
Parameters Chinese Czechoslovakia USSR USA (Iowa) (Vicksburg) Yugoslavia 




1.29- 1.55 1.43- 1.98 1.2- 1.5 1.49 1.20- 1.48 
Degree of 55-58% 56-76% 20- 60% 
Saturation 
Void ratio 0.76-1.10 0.63- 0.77 0.43- 1.00 0.81 
Liquid limit 26-31 26-39 26.5 




clay 8-24% 9% 
Gs 2.71 
w (opt) 16% (1.62t/m3) 
Angle of internal 26.1 - 28.4° 20° (w <1%) 27- 62kPa (qu) 
friction (effective) 15°(W=16%) (w=14-20%) 
(total) 34°{W<1%) 
24° (w = 16%) 
Remoulded 27° (W< 1%) 
(total) 23° {W= 16%) 
Cohesion 20-24 kPa 303 (kPa) (34°) 
76 (kPa) (24°) 
207 (kPa) (27°) 
21 (kPa) (23°) 





Tables 2.3 and 2.4 summarise the general geotechnical properties of Banks 
Peninsula loess and some international loess. There are large gaps in the 
international material, which is largely due to poor reporting of these properties. 
These tables are included for interest only, as in many cases the methods for 
determining these properties are unknown. 
2.4 General Slope Stability 
2.4.1 Introduction 
This study concentrates on a particular slope failure within loess on Banks 
Peninsula. This section presents a general review of literature relevant to the 
analysis of the slope failure investigated. 
Slope movement is essentially a geological phenomenon resulting from either 
natural processes or human actions (or both), which involve the displacement of 
soils, rocks, or combinations of both. Although the causes of slope movements tend 
to be complex and varied, geological factors are generally the fundamental cause of 
slope failure in natural ground (Hancox, 1974). 
The largely qualitative descriptive approach to slope movement by geologists differs 
considerably from the quantitative approach of engineers. Today, slope stability also 
falls into the domain of the engineering geologist. Hancox (1974) describes the 
qualitative and quantitative information with respect to geology, hydrology, and 
material mechanics, on which engineering calculations can be soundly based. This 
requires a close liason and understanding between the engineering geologist and the 
engineer. 
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2.4.2 Slope Stability Classification 
Slope movement classification is an attempt to reduce a multitude of different but 
related slope processes, to a few easily recognisable and meaningful groups on the 
basis of common properties. By definition, a good classification system must have 
consistent terminology to avoid ambiguity, accommodate new findings with minimal 
change, be universally applicable and allow for reproduction of results. 
Publications by Hansen (1984) and Crozier (1986) review the published literature 
on slope movement classification systems. However the generalised descriptive 
classification system of Varnes (1978) is the most universal, and as such has been 
adopted for this study. Principal criteria used in his classification are: 
1) Mechanism and mode of movement; 
2) material properties; 
3) failure geometry; 
4) geologic, geomorphic, geographic and climatic setting; 
5) age and state of activity; 
6) causes of movement. 
Varnes (1978) classified slope movement into six broad groups which are described 
in figure 2.8, a pictorial representation of Varne's slope movement classification. 
Often slope movement cannot be attributed to a single mechanism and so requires 
a multiple classification, in which case the dominant mechanism is listed last. 
2.4.3 Causes of slope movement 
Terzaghi (1950) states that there are two ways to initiate slope movement: 
1) external causes, resulting in an increased shearing stress along the rupture surface. 
2) intetnal causes, resulting in a decreased shearing resistance of the material. 
Table 2.5 outlines the factors that contribute t.o changes in internal and external 
conditions which could result in slope movement. Moisture content has been added 
to the Internal changes in stability conditions, as it has been noted by Bell and 
Trangmar (1987) to reduce shear strength in Banks Peninsula loess. The extent to 
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Table 2.5 Causes of Mass Movement 
(modified after Terzaghi, 1950; Bruns den, 1979; Hansen, 1984) 
External changes in stability conditions 
1) Geometrical changes (undercutting, erosion, stream incision, artificial 
excavation leading to changes in slope height, length or steepness) 
2) Unloading (erosion, incision, artificial excavation) 
3) Loading (addition of material, increase in height, etc.) including undrained 
loading 
4) Shocks and vibrations (artificial, earthquakes, etc.) 
Associated processes: a) Liquefaction 
b) Remoulding 
c) Fluidisation 
d) Air lubrication 
e) Cohesionless grain flow 
5) Drawdown (lowering of water in lake or reservoir) 
6) Changes in water regime (rainfall, increase in weight, pore pressure, reduced 
apparent cohesion) 
Internal changes in stability conditions 
1) Progressive failure (following lateral expansion or fissuring and erosion) 
2) Weathering (freeze-thaw, desiccation, reduction of cohesion, removal of 
cement) 
3) Seepage erosion (solution, piping etc.) 
4) Increased moisture content (reduced apparent cohesion) 
2.4.4 Basic Shear Strength Properties 
Shear stress and shear strength are fundamental to any quantitative study of slope 
stability. This section provides a basic introduction to the determination of these 
parameters. 
Effective stress 
Terzaghi (1936) developed the principle of effective stress, which is approximately 
the force per unit area carried by the soil skeleton. It is the effective stress in a soil 
mass that controls its volume change and strength. The effective stress (a 1 ) within 
a given element of saturated soil is: 
a'=a-u 2.1 
where a is the total stress acting in the same direction, and u is the pore water 
pressure acting in the element. For soils with a single fluid, either water or air in 
the pore space, equation 2.1 is essentially true (Bishop and Henkel, 1957). 
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In partially saturated soil, water in the void space is not continuous, but consists of 
a three-phase system- that is, solid, pore water, and pore air. Based on laboratory 
test results, Bishop and Henkel (1957) gave the following equation for effective 
stress in partially saturated soils: 
where 
a I = a - U3 + X(Ua - Uw) 
ua = pore mr pressure 
uw = pore water pressure 
2.2 
In equation 2.2, X is an experimentally determined coefficient, which represents the 
fraction of a unit cross-sectional area of the soil occupied by water. For dry soil X 
= 0, and for saturated soil X = 1. Bishop and Henkel show that X is primarily 
dependent on the degree of saturation, though it is influenced by soil structure. The 
relationship between parameter X and the degree of saturation for a silt is shown 
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Relationship between Partially Saturated Parameter X and the 
Degree of SaturationS for a Silt (after Bishop & Henkel, 1957) 
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Peak and Residual Strengths 
When a soil is subjected to shear strain, the shear resistance increases. For any 
applied effective normal stress, the limit to the resistance that the soil can offer is 
known as the peak shear strength. If the soil is sheared beyond the peak shear 
strength value, the resistance offered by the clay particles decreases until a constant 
value is reached, which is known as the residual strength. The decrease in shear 
strength to its residual value is related to the orientation of clay particles in the 
sheared zone (Skempton, 1985). For a normally consolidated and an over 
consolidated clay tested under drained conditions, figure 2.10 shows the typical 
stress-strain curves and defines the peak and residual strength failure envelopes. 
peak 
residual / 
I normally - consolidattd 
s --f 
.~---------------------------- ~ 
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..-----i residual / x_......- I 
T __.- I 
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_!_ ----- vn 
displacement 0 effective norm':J.l stress 
Figure 2.10 Definition of Peak and Residual Str.ess Envelopes (after Skempton, 
1964) 
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Many laboratory tests will not measure the true residual strength because the test 
apparatus are limited as to the amount of relative displacement they can apply to 
a sheared sample. The resulting measured post peak strength is often referred to as 
the remoulded strength, which falls part way between the peak and residual 
strengths on the stress-strain curves shown in figure 2.10. 
Failure Criterion 
Conventional soil strength analysis is based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion 
and the effective stress theory for saturated soils, given by the following expression: 
f ::; C I + a I n tan¢ I 2.3 
where shear strength ( r) on any plane in a soil is related to the effective normal 
stress (a 1 11), and the soil parameters, effective cohesion ( c 1 , cohesion intercept, 
figure 2.10), and the internal angle of friction ( ¢ 1 ). Although shown as a linear 
relationship, this is a simplification, because the true failure envelope is often 
curved, especially at low normal stresses (Skempton and Hutchinson, 1969). This 
causes the tangentially defined parameters c'and ¢'to vary with the applied normal 
stress level. 
Determination of Shear Strength Properties 
Soil disturbance is inevitable during sampling for laboratory testing and also occurs 
with most forms of in situ testing. The effects of disturbance are particularly 
applicable to sensitive soils and cemented soils. If on remoulding clay particle 
reorientation substantially decreases the available shearing resistance, the soil is 
said to be sensitive (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967). The effects of pore water pressure 
on soil strength calculated from in situ or laboratory testing methods will now be 
considered. 
In general, a strength test deforms a soil until the point of failure (peak strength) 
is attained. The rate at which the deforming load is applied becomes important if 
the free flow of pore water is too slow for full pore pressure equilibration at all 
stages of the applied loading, or if free flow is not permitted at the soil boundary. 
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Excess pore water pressures are then generated. Selecting a rapid strain rate will 
ensure that failure takes place without significant drainage, while setting a slower 
rate will have the opposite effect, and drainage will allow excess pore water 
pressures to dissipate. Shear strength tests can be conducted under drained or 
undrained conditions, so that an apparatus which permits the control of drainage or 
measurement of pore water pressures is desirable for the determination of effective 
stress parameters t 1 and a 1 • 
Where pore water pressures can not be measured ·or calculated, effective stresses 
can not be used in shear strength calculations, and an alternative method must be 
used. The conventional approach is to use undrained shear strength, which relates 
only to conditions where the pore water in the soil can be considered immobile 
relative to the soil stmcture. Such conditions only exist in a failing slope when 
failure is very rapid. 
Two common methods of undrained shear strength determination are the 
unconfined compression test, and the vane shear test. In both tests the specimen is 
brought to failure relatively quickly and not allowed to consolidate. The appropriate 
interpretation of the unconfined compression test is to plot the known total stresses 
at failur~ on a Mo~r diagram. This produces a horizontal ( ¢u = 0) Mohr-Coulomb 
envelope where the cohesion intercept represents the deviator stress at failure qr 








Mohr Stress Circles for Undrained Tests on Saturated Cohesive Soil 
(after Miller, 1982) 
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Atkinson and Bransby (1978) suggest that the undrained shear strength su measured 
in triaxial compression tests is independent of the applied total stress path, but the 
pore water pressure at failure is mainly influenced by the applied total stress path. 
They state: 
In both cases of undrained strength and undrained elastic strain the total stress technique is valid only for 
the special case when the soil is saturated and undrained so that volumetric strains are zero; in all other cases 
the total stress analyses are not valid and calculations must be carried out in terms of effective stresses. 
Theories covering the mechanical behaviour of soils, methods of determining these, 
and their effects on slope stability is a diverse topic, beyond the scope of this thesis, 
but is comprehensively covered by Atkinson and Bransby (1978), Atkinson (1981), 
and Walker and Fell (1987). 
2.4.5 Slope Stability Assessment 
Slope stability assessment can generally be divided into three phases: a field 
investigation phase; a soil parameter determination phase; and a stability analysis 
phase. 
The fielrl investigation phase (engineering geological investigation), essentially 
involves recognition of five components that contribute to slope failure, these being: 
topography; geology; groundwater; weather and site history (including past and 
current movement). Methods of establishing the contribution of each component to 
slope instability is varied, and often requires different methods and approaches for 
different situations. These are discussed in detail by Sowers and Royster, 1978; 
Hansen, 1984; Petley, 1984; and Veder, 1981. Generally the field investigation phase 
involves literature research, aerial photograph interpretation, engineering geological 
mapping at a suitable scale, logging of trenches and pits, groundwater monitoring 
(piezometer installation), and displacement monitoring (surveying and 
inclinometers). 
The soil parameter determination phase usually involves in situ and laboratory 
strength testing. This has been covered in the previous section, section 2.4.4. 
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There are essentially three approaches appropriate to slope stability analysis in soils: 
1) Limit equilibrium methods 
2) Finite element methods 
3) Empirical methods 
All these methods require an engineering geological investigation to determine the 
important features of the soil mass, including both geotechnical properties and 
hydrogeological conditions. 
Limit Equilibrium Method 
Most of the methods which have traditionally been used to analyse the stability of 
a slope under static gravity loading, give upper bound solutions based on the 
principle of limit equilibrium (for example: Skempton, 1948; Bishop, 1955; Bishop 
and Morgenstern, 1960; Janbu, 1957; Morgenstern and Price, 1965; Spencer, 1967; 
Sarma, 1973; San~a, 1979). These methods usually assume a profile of a two or 
three dimensional surface through the slope (often an inclined plane or circular arc), 
on which failure is postulated to occur. A fact~r of safety against failure is 
established, based on the computation and ratio of the available resisting and 
destablilising forces, acting on the failure surface in an integrated or global sense. 
Finite Element Method 
The finite element method attempts to obtain a lower bound stress-strain solution 
for the entire slope which satisfies equilibrium at any point. The stress-strain details 
are hence free to dictate the failure surface initiation and propagation in a natural 
way (Mostyn and Small, 1987). 
Empirical Methods 
The empirical approach to slope stability is qualitative assessment based on 
engineering geological information, which is used to classify the problem in a 
behavioural grouping and relate it to similar past failures in the same geological 
enviroment. Thus stability analysis is based on· the previous experience and 
judgement of the engineering geologist and engineer (Brown, 1975). 
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These approaches to slope stability analysis and their limitations are discussed in 
detail by Schuster and Krizek (1978), Brunsden and Prior (1984), Walker and Fell 
(1987). 
2.5 Slope Stability of Loess 
2.5.1 Loess Shear Strength Parameters 
Introduction 
Loess is an unusual soil deposit, in that it exhibits high strengths when partially 
saturated, forming near vertical cliffs, yet when saturated it is prone to slope failure. 
This section discusses international and local literature concerned with the shear 
strength of loess. 
International Literature 
Many publications during the past 30 years consider the structural collapsibility of 
loess (for example: Feda, 1966; Minkov et al., 1979; Myslinka, 1986; and much of 
Eng. Geol., Vol.25, 1988), which does not appear to be a serious problem with New 
Zealand loess (Birrel and Packard, 1953). Some of this literature gives details of 
shear strength and related parameters, though much of the literature does not 
discuss how these parameters were determined, making comparison difficult. 
Barden et al. (1973) wrote a general paper on partially saturated soils, suggesting 
that collapsing soil involves the breakdown of either simple capillary suctions, clay 
buttresses or chemical cementation. The addition of water to the soil weakens the 
three forms of cohesion. In the case of capillary suction the drop will be immediate; 
in clay buttresses it may be slower and in chemical cementing slower still. 
Kie (1988) investigated the geotechnical properties of loess from China, and showed 
that shear strength decreases rapidly with increasing moisture content to 11.5%, 
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and then more slowly, levelling out at 20% moisture content. Milovic (1988) 
conducted extensive unconfined compression, moisture content and dry density tests 
on loess from Yugoslavia, which show unconfined compressive strength decreases 
with increasing moisture content (range 16-24%)(figure 2.12). He also showed that 
unconfined compressive strength increases gradually with increasing dry density (with 
moisture content, 22-24% ), until dry density is approximately 1.53t/m3, where the 
rate of increase accelerates (figure 2.13). Figure 2.14 shows the additional scatter 





Figure 2.12 Relationship between the Unconfined Compressive Strength qu and 
Moisture Content w for Undisturbed Loess Samples from 
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Figure 2.13 Relationship between the Unconfined Compressive Strength qu and 
Dry Unit Weight%" for Undisturbed Loess Samples from Yugoslavia; 
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Results of Unconfined Compressive Strength q" and Dry Unit Weight 
td over a Moisture Content range of w = 14-26% (after Milovic, 
1988) 
Banks Peninsula 
It is generally reported in most review papers discussing Banks Peninsula loess, that 
shear strength reduces with increasing moisture content. However comprehensive 
laboratory investigations of the strength behaviour of Banks Peninsula loessial soils 
have not been reported. 
Blakeley (1965) conducted California Bearing Ratio Tests (CBR) on 'Heathcote 
loess' to determine the relationship among dry density, compaction moisture content 
and CBR strength. Although the CBR test does not directly measure shear strength, 
it can be considered to be a crude undrained shear strength test. Blakeley showed 
that the CBR value decreases with increasing moisture content during soaking, with 
a minimum CBR value at 16% moisture content. He also showed that the rate of 
water absorbtion by the loess soil follows the same trend. He graphically presented 
good correlations among dry density, compaction moisture content and CBR as 
shown in figure 2.15. This is the most thoroughly reported investigation into the 
shear strength behaviour of Banks Peninsula loess. 
Alley (1966) suggested that the angle of internal friction (a 1 ) for loess is between 
15o and 25° with a cohesion ( c' ) of zero from drained tests, although he presented 
no discussion or details of his results. 
Figure 2.15 
ISO-CBR CURVES FOR UNSOAKED CONDITIONS 
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Relationship among Dry Density, Compaction Moisture Content and 
CBR values for Heathcote Loess 
Scott (1979) made general comments about shear strength and suggested that high 
shear strength is due to cohesive bonds (clay floes, capillary tension and interparticle 
Vander Waals forces), although with sufficient quantities of water in the loess voids, 
raised pore water pressures and reduced cohesion causes the metastable structure 
of loess to collapse. 
Evans and Bell (1981), whose work was essentially concerned with chemical 
stabilisation of Port Hills loess, gave results of unconfined compressive tests on 
untreated loess. They showed a near linear, inverse relationship between unconfined 
compressive strength and remoulded water content (range 10-20%) for Player loess. 
Their results showed that at similar moisture contents (JC:" 12%) the C layer loess (su 
~ 80kPa) has approximately twice the undrained shear strength of P layer loess (su 
~40kPa). Evans and Bell empirically corrected their unconfined compression data 
to a height:diameter ratio of 1:1. 
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Mackwell (1986) conducted a series of unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests on 
partially saturated loess colluvium. She recognised after testing, that effective stress 
parameters could not be obtained from the results, and therefore did not use them 
for stability analysis. 
Glassey (1986), who worked primarily on chemical stabilisation of Port Hills loess, 
reported results of unconfined compression tests on untreated loess. He compared 
immediately tested samples with 14 day moist cure and 7 day moist cure + 7 day 
air drying, with no. consideration for consequential moisture content variations. No 
area corrections at large strains were applied, and samples with a height:diameter 
ratio of 1.1:1 were used. 
Bell and Trangmar (1987) noted that with increasing moisture content, loessial soils 
display a marked reduction in shear strength, with a change from an essentially 
brittle failure mode to one of plastic deformation at moisture contents greater than 
15%, thus providing the mechanism for soil creep. 
Tehrani (1988) also investigated chemical stabilisation of loess. Though he did not 
directly comment on the relationship between unconfined compressive strength and 
moisture content, his results for untreated P layer loess showed that the same 
inverse relationship exists between undrained shear strength and moisture content. 
Tehrani showed no evidence of correcting for area changes at large strains and used 
samples with a height:diameter ratio of 1.1:1. 
Unfortunately no true comparisons can be made among the data reported above in 
the absence of a consistent test method. Evans and Bell, Glassey and Tehrani have 
either empirically corrected the sample height:diameter ratio, or introduced 
experimental error by using a height:diameter ratio less than 2:1 which introduces 
end friction effects, particularly significant with squat samples (Miller, 1982; Bishop 
and Henkel, 1957). Furthermore, area corrections become significant at large strains 
and these do not appear to have been applied in many of the strength tests reported 
above. 
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In addition to unconfined compression testing, Tehrani (1988) conducted direct 
shear tests on untreated P layer loess. He presented no raw data, but reported shear 
strength parameters with an internal angle of friction ranging from 30° to 39° and 
a cohesion of 30kPa. The tests were conducted at a fast shearing rate of 
1.2mm/minute with no time allowance for sample consolidation under normal loads. 
It is apparent that his shear strength parameters were based on a quick undrained 
test and should therefore be interpreted using total stresses. They represent a 
measure of pore pressure generation in the partially saturated soil, rather than 
inherent shear strength parameters. 
McDowell (1989) conducted unconsolidated, undrained triaxial tests on partially 
saturated loessial soils, as did Mackwell (1986). He reported a total stress internal 
angle of friction ( ¢u) of approximately 30° and cohesion ( cu) varing from 0 to 
180kPa, with moisture content decreasing from 19 to 8%. Although McDowell's 
trends are well defined, they are only valid at the total stress levels tested, which are 
higher than those common in loess slope failures on Banks Peninsula. These results 
could be reinterpreted as showing undrained strength reducing with increasing 
moisture content, since total stress parameters should generally only be used for 
soils subject to zero volumetric strain (section 2.4.4), which is restricted to the case 
where soil is fully saturated. 
If in situ conditions could be simulated exactly in the laboratory, then total stress 
analysis on partially saturated soils would be useful. However as previously 
mentioned, the total stress parameters are influenced by the applied total stress path 
and the soil strains occurring prior to failure, and hence the applied strain rate. 
Moisture content and normal stresses can generally be reproduced in the laboratory 
(ignoring effects of sample disturbance, which can be significant with loessial soils 
(Miloviv, 1988) ), but the applied strains are difficult to reproduce and therefore 
the total stress parameters are not an accurate measure of in situ soil strengths. 
Despite these considerations, unconfined compression tests are a means of 
establishing soil behavioural trends on partially saturated soils, provided shearing 
strain modes are similar. The inverse relationship between undrained shear strength 
and moisture content has been noted in most strength testing reported above. 
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Terminology 
Undrained shear strength parameters ¢u = 0, and su are only valid for specimens 
which fail with no change in specific volume (Atkinson and Bransby, 1978). Strength 
tests, such as unconfined compression and vane shear, are generally conducted at 
strain rates high enough to prevent any significant specific volume change in fine but 
partially saturated soils (Dr D.M. Elder, pers. comm., 1990). On this basis, the term 
undrained shear strength (su) will be adopted in this study to describe strength values 
obtained from unconfined compression and vane shear testing on partially saturated 
soils. This is consistant with terminology used by Seed and Chan (1960). 
2.5.2 Loess Slope Stability 
International Literature 
Reference to slope failures in loess (excluding structural collapse) in the 
international literature is rare. Varnes (1978) refers to the 1920 earthquake in 
Kansu Province, China, which resulted in a dry loess flow that killed about 100,000 
people. Varnes's 1958 classification of failures involving loess showed a block glide 
of loess material on a planar surface of glacial clay (failure appears to have little to 
do with loess material). This is not included in Varnes's 1978 classification, although 
the Kansu Province loess flow has been classified. Varnes (1978) also referred to 
loess falls along bluffs of the lower Mississipi River Valley and extensive loess flows 
associated with the July 1949 earthquake in Tadzhikistan, south-central Asia. Rid 
and Liang (1978) refer to the unmistakable identity of loess deposits in aerial 
photographs, which are highlighted by vertical-sided gullies, evenly spaced along 
wide, flat-bottomed tributaries showing a feather like drainage pattern. Slope features 
include earthflows and minor slumps. Sharpe (1968) referred to the lower 
Mississippi Valley loess bluffs and the formation of 'cat steps' ( terracettes) in deep 
loess deposits of western Iowa. Lohnes and Handy (1968) studied the same loessial 
bluffs of western Iowa with regard to predicting their instability, which they 
successfully modelled as sliding-wedge failures. Terzaghi (1950) referred to the 
effects of earthquakes on loess deposits, citing the 1920 Kansu Province loess flow 
and the 1811 New Madrid loess flows. He also refers to the effects of water, in 
removing calcium carbonate from loess and thus substantially reducing cohesion, 
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making the loess deposit akin to supersaturated rock flour which flows like molasses. 
Calcium carbonate is not present in any effective quantity in Banks Peninsula loess 
(Raeside, 1964 ). 
Although the international literature does make reference to slope movement 
involving loess deposits, no reference has been found which gives a detailed account 
of a slope failure of similar proportions, and loessial properties similar to those 
investigated in this study. The only exception to this is an interesting paper by 
Lutenegger and Hallberg (1988) which described slope failures in loess, appearing 
to result not from ~imple shear failure (although they suggest it is undoubtedly part 
of the process), but from structural collapse of the loess to form mud-flows. 
These mud-flow like forms occur on hillslopes in are;ls where the loess is moderately 
thick ( 4-6m). During wet periods a perched water table forms above low 
permeability material, and eventually forms seepage zones at the groundsurface on 
the hillslope. Under these conditions a variety of mud-flows and slabslides (a slope 
movement with apparently coherent upper increment, which has flowed on a soft, 
or liquid lower increment) occur. These leave "pipe" like scars which extend back 
into the failed hillslope. 
Lutenegger and Hallberg suggested that zones of unstable loess (nearly liquid) occur 
naturally in otherwise stable loess profiles. They noted that in situ zones of "liquid 
loess" exhibit the same properties as collapsible loess and are recognisable where 
the in situ moisture content is at the soil liquid limit. 
Banks Peninsula Literature 
Much of the slope stability research conducted on Banks Peninsula to date has been 
biased towards a qualitative descriptive approach. Some present a relatively 
simplistic analysis of slope failure initiation. For example, Hutchinson (1975) 
discussed the effects of a heavy rain storm in August 20 - 22 1975 which deposited 
up to 400mrn of rain on Banks Peninsula, resulting in widespread slope failures. He 
suggested the widespread slipping, slumping and earthflows were due to the subsoil 
becoming completely saturated, thus providing the additional mass required to 
induce movement. 
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Harvey (1976) analysed the effects of the same heavy rain storm on 519 soil slips 
that occurred on the Port Hills. Harvey suggested that there was little or no soil 
moisture deficit prior to the storm, with the storm rapidly saturating the soils leading 
to high positive pore water pressures, and providing the trigger mechanism for the 
slope failures, which all occur on well defined hydraulic discontinuities (above the 
fragipan and soil-bedrock interface). Harvey concluded that east and south facing 
slopes of between 25° and 31°, composed of loess, and mixed loess and basalt 
colluvium, are most prone to failure as the result of prolonged low intensity rain 
storms. These are essentially the same conclusions drawn by Evans (1977b ), Evans 
and Trangmar (1977), Scott 1979), Bell (1978), and Bell and Trangmar (1987), 
although Bell and Trangmar suggest that high intensity rainstorms are often 
precursors to mass movement. 
Hill (1978) investigated a slope failure at the La Clare subdivision, Akaroa, which 
resulted from the burial of ephemeral springs beneath the construction of a large 
road embankment. The embankment was constructed with re-worked loess, which 
Hill suggested was inherently weak and prone to failure when excessively wet. He 
described the failure as being a rotational failure, with the main movement 
apparently a translational block-slide, with movement changing from sliding to 
flowage in the toe region. Analysis of seasonal (three-monthly moving mean) rainfall 
indicated that whenever the summer 'deficit' was substantially exceeded by a 
following winter 'surplus', major slope movement ensued. 
Scott (1979) suggested the single most imortant factor causing the instability of loess 
slopes is water, which enters the void space in sufficient quantity to raise pore water 
pressures and reduce the cohesion between quartz grains so that the metastable 
structure of loess collapses. He suggested that poor drainage results in rotational 
and translational failures within the P layer and that slopes with a southerly aspect 
are more prone to slope movement. 
Mackwell (1986) investigated what she described as two 'slide-avalanche-flow' 
complexes at Akaroa Harbour. These followed high rainfall winters and high 
intensity rainstorm events, which saturated subsoil layers and perched groundwater 
above less permeable colluvium or bedrock, promoting failure. Mackwell suggested 
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the predominant failure mechanism was translational sliding, and that rapid 
'avalanching' features were preserved in the form of low angle, fan-like flow lobes. 
Papers by Bell (1978), and Bell and Trangmar (1987) present the most extensive 
review of erosion forms on Banks Peninsula. They recognised slide-avalanche-flow 
mass movements and reported that this form of slope movement is initiated by 
positive pore water pressures developed in a saturated zone immediately above a 
zone of low permeability, suggesting four possible zones: 
1) The upper surface of a high bulk density, very low permeability fragipan 0.6 to 0.9m 
below the ground surface; 
2) A contact between different layers of colluvium and at depths between about 0.9 and 
2.0m; 
3) The contact between younger colluvium and an underlying erosion surface (often a 
trun~ated fragipan) in buried loess, at depths between 1.2 and 2.5m; or 
4) A contact between colluvium and volcanic bedrock at depths between 1.0 and 1.9m, with 
or without a saporlite zone of clay loam texture present in the top 0.2m of the 
weathered volcanics. 
They further suggested that as the volcanic-colluvium component increases, so too 
does the clay mineral content, resulting in a change of the shear strength parameters 
controlling stability. However, they did not say whether or not the increased clay 
content improves or weakens the stability of the slope, although Harvey (1976) 
suggested it reduces shear strength. 
2.5.3 Summary 
In terms of quantitative and qualitative research, the following conclusions can be 
drawn from what has been termed the slide-avalanche-flow on Banks Peninsula. 
1) Water from both high intensity and long duration rainstorms are the 
principal agents of slope failure; 
2) Slope movement is initiated within four possible saturated zones that 
overlie lower permeability zones, as a result of raised pore water 
pressures; 
3) Water causes a reduction in the apparent cohesion of loessial soils and 
hence a reduction in shear stength; 
4) Increased clay content reduces shear strength. 
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5) Slopes of between 25° and 31°, and facing east and south are most prone 
to slope failure. 
Although much of the research to date has provided very useful qualitative 
descriptive information about the slide-avalanche-flow on Banks Peninsula, no work 
has been done on the effects of water and loess soil properties and their effect on 
shear strength. The necessity to quantify slope stability on Banks Peninsula (noted 
in chapter 1) requires further work in the following general areas, to determine in 
particular: 
1) The influence of water, density, clay mineralogy, and chemical 
cementation on the shear strength of the loessial soils of Banks Peninsula; 
2) The geohydrology of loessial soil layering (permeability and infiltration 
variability); 
This study adopts 1) and 2) above as it's main objectives and attempts to qualify and 
quantify the influence of water on the shear strength of in situ loess from one site 
at Allandale. It is (;llso hoped that this research will further understanding of typical 





The purpose of this chapter is to: 1) identify the nature of the slope instability at 
Allandale; 2) obtain an understanding of the processes which contributed to the 
formation of observed morphological features; and 3) to discuss the factors which 
contribute to slope instability. To achieve this, information has been gathered by 
engineering geological mapping, aerial photographic interpretation, logging of pits, 
piezometric and displacement monitoring, and the study of relevant literature. 
3.2 Setting 
The investigated site is approximately 50m by lOOm in area, and is located at grid 
reference 43°39'S, 172°39'E. The site forms part of a pasture covered hillslope 
(approximately 0.5km2 in area), located between Bamfords and Teddington Roads, 
Allandale (figure 3.1). The arcuate hillslope (sloping 18° - 22°; figure 3.1) faces 
southeast, has a maximum elevation of 118m above mean sea level, and a minimum 
elevation of lOrn above mean sea level. At the toe of the slope is a 3m to 4m high 
oversteepened sea cliff, associated with the 6000 year old sea level maximum, which 




Vertical Aerial Photograph Showing Investigated Site and Adjacent 
Area 
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The hillslope can be divided into three sections facing; north-northeast, east-
southeast, and southeast. These three aspects are separated by two converging 
entrenched ephemeral streams, with native manuka growth in their lower reaches. 
The eastern most portion of the southeast facing hillslope forms the basis of this 
investigation. 
3.3 Site. History 
3.3.1 Land Usage 
The east- southeast and southeast facing portions (figure 3.1) of the hillslope were 
cultivated for the production of early market potatoes and turnips for winter sheep 
feed on an eight year rotation (1 year cultivated, 7 years pasture). The hillslope was 
cultivated in the early 1920's through to 1950 by a horse drawn, single furrow 
reversible plough. Turnips were grown on the steeper parts of the hillslope and 
potatoes on the less steep parts (B. Gebbie, pers. comm., 1989). 
3.3.2 Slope Failures 
Slope movement occurred in the early 1920's shortly after the first cultivation. 
Notable slope movements included: the winters of 1945, when 25 farm fences were 
demolished by slips; 1968, when there was substantial movement on the southeast 
facing slope; and 1978 where there was substantial movement on the east-southeast 
facing slope (B. Gebbie, pers. comm., 1989). For a more detailed discussion on the 
development of the hillslope failures see section 3.4. 
3.3.3 Rainfall Data 
Monthly rainfall data (appendix A3.1) recorded at Allandale and Living Springs 
show a good correlation between maximum rainfall events and dates of slope 
failures noted above. May 1945 had the highest ever recorded monthly total 
( 403mm) and April 1968 had the second highest ever recorded monthly total 
(375mm). Unfortunately, 1974 saw the close of Allandale rain station and Living 
Springs did not open until November 1978. December 1978, however, remains the 
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highest December rainfall total on record (242mm). For comparison, the average 
monthly rainfall over the period 1951-80 for April, May and December are 87, 99, 





Monthly Rainfall Normals 1951-1980 (mm) (Modified from N.Z. 
Met. Misc. Pub. 185) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year 
67 53 73 87 99 90 115 89 58 63 60 61 915 
50. 52 49 60 71 60 69 59 35 39 36 42 602 
The storm of August 19-25, 1975 produced 217mm of rainfall at Living Springs 
(Harvey, 1976) and caused some 627 slips on the Port Hills. Although 217mm of 
rainfall in 7 days is considerably higher than the monthly average of 89mm, it is not 
known what effect this storm had on the area being investigated. 
Monthly rainfall totals (appendix A3.1) indicate that the months in which the failures 
reported by Gebbie have occurred (see above) are preceded by at least two months 
of below or average rainfall. This does not necessarily mean the slope failures are 
a result of high intensity rainstorms. Monthly rainfall data does not differentiate 
between a month of persistant daily rainfall and a month with one or more high 
intensity rainfall events, that would otherwise show a below-average total. 
3.4 Aerial Photography ~nterpretation 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Four aerial photographs, covering a period of 43 years (1941-84) record the 
progression of slope failure development. Figures 3.2 (a,b,c,d) show sketches based 
on vertical aerial photograph runs 135/10-11 (1941), 3155/57-58 (1963), SN2634 
K/52-53 (1973) and SN8389 J/14-15 (1984) respectively. 
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Fig 3· 2: Aerial photograph interpretations showing development 
of site and adjacent areas 
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3.4.2 Failure Complex Development 
1941 (figure 3.2a) 
Extensive collapsed tunnel gullies and the east-southeast facing and southeast facing 
slope movements all existed prior to January 1941. The east-southeast facing slope 
movements consisted of five individual failures which had little or no vegetation 
cover, whereas the southeast facing slope movements were partially covered with 
pasture. 
1963 (figure 3.2b) 
The southeast facing slope movement had spread laterally in an eastward direction, 
but was entirely pasture covered. This may imply that prior to 1963 there had been 
no slope failure for some time. The 1963 aerial photograph indicates that the two 
southern most slope failures on the east-southeast portion had become inactive and 
were obscured by vegetation. The three other failures show signs of minor activity, 
probably erosional. Some partial shrub cover had established on the ancient sea cliff 
and in the ephemeral streams between 1941 and 1963. The sea cliff above the farm 
loop road had failed and covered the road. 
1973 (figure 3.2c) 
Renewed surficial flow deposit features had developed, trailing from both slope 
movement complexes. Substantial enlargement of the failure to the west of the 
southeast facing failure complex can be seen. Also apparent is fresh material in the 
heads of the east-southeast facing sectors. Vegetation growth had increased on the 
ancient sea cliff and in the ephemeral streams. The farm loop road had been 
restored. 
1984 (figure 3.2d) 
The southeast facing failure complex was entirely pasture covered, indicating no 
recent failure activity. The three east-southeast facing slope failures had spread 
laterally both north and south to form a larger complex. 
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3.4.3 Discussion 
Observations from the aerial photographs show that both pasture quality and slope 
stability deteriorated from 1941 to the present day. These interpretations are 





An engineering geology plan and cross-section of the investigated site and adjacent 
area were prepared at scales of 1:500 and 1:250 respectively, utilising a topographic 
base map. This was based on topographic surveying (section 3.6.2), low-level vertical 
aerial photographs, auger holes and hand dug pits. Engineering geological mapping 
was initiated on the 3/4/89, prior to and concurrent with, subsurface investigations 
and surveying. 
The main objectives of the engineering geological mapping were to identify and 
obtain an understanding of the development and nature of: 
1) the lithology 
2) the slope morphology 
3) the slope hydrogeology 
4) the slope failure. 
3.5.2 Geological Observations 
Only one rock unit (Allandale Rhyolite) was identified in the field area. It is 
exposed at two outcrops on the crest of the hillslope and was found in auger holes 
1, 2 and 8. 
The rhyolite is slightly weathered (completely weathered in auger holes) creamy 
white to light brown, and porphyritic with black bipyramidal smoky quartz 
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phenocrysts (Sewell, 1988). Steeply dipping columnar joints and a major low angle 
dip joint set are present (see figures 3.3 and 3.4, map pocket). 
Charteris Bay Sandstone is exposed in failed ground of the central east-southeast 
slope portion (not recorded on the most recent geological map (Sewell, 1988)), and 
at one outcrop at the base of the old sea cliff (both outside the field area). 
Figure 3.3 Columnar Jointed Rhyolite- Outcroping at Crest of Hillslope 
3.5.3 Geomorphology 
a) Features Adjacent to the Failure Complex 
Three morphologic features are distinguishable adjacent to the slope failure complex 
investigated (see (igure 3.4 and 3.5): 1) break in slope angle; 2) slope deposits, 
trailing from failed ground; and 3) soil creep. 
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Break in Slope 
The slope is approximately 22° from the crest of the hillslope to just below the 
failed ground, where it changes to approximately 18° (see figure 3.4). 
Slope Deposits 
The down slope orientated slope deposits (figure 3.4) trailing from the flanks of the 
failed ground are best described as thin bands of hummocky ground, orientated 
perpendicular to the slope contours (figure 3.5). Figure 3.6 shows similar slope 
deposits trailing from the western extreme of the failed ground on the southeast 
facing hillslope. T~ese appear to be more recent examples of the same slope feature 
and consist of blocks of displaced top-soil (up to 1m in size) on the same downslope 
path. 
Soil Creep 
Soil creep is active over most of the hillslope in the form of rolling hummocks that 
create contour-like parallel features on the slope (figure 3.4 and 3.5). These features 
are accentuated by stock movements. Bell and Trangmar (1987) present a detailed 
discussion of the processes involved in the formation of Banks Peninsula soil creep. 
b) Failure Complex 
The area investigated in detail consists of six elongated channels up to 1.5m deep 
and Sm wide that converge downslope (figure 3.4 and figure 3.5). Between each 
channel is a downslope orientated row of "terracette" like slump features, often with 
head scarps up to '0.4m high (figure 3.9). 
Two slump blocks and associated minor scarps are· evident at the top of the main 
failure (figures 3.10 and 3.11). From the surface, the failures appear to be back tilted 
slumps. 
c) Surface Erosion 
Many of the slope features at the investigated site are likely to pre-date 1941 (see 
figure 3.2a). Some of the earliest slope features are likely to have been obliterated, 
covered over, reworked or eroded by wind and water over the years. 
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the effects of erosion on the flow deposits that have come 
to rest on the hillslope. The smooth hummocky appearance of the older eastern-
most flow deposits (figure 3.6), contrast considerably with the angular appearance 
of the younger western most flow deposits. The erosional action of water through 
time is the most probable cause of this. Figure 3.12 shows the smoothed slope 
features and the incised drainage channels within the failure complex resulting from 
the erosional action of surface runoff water. 
Figure 3.5 
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Slope Deposit Trailing from Flanks of Failed Ground- photograph 
taken from the downslope portion of the eastern flank of the 
investigated failed ground complex. 
Slope Deposits below Western Portion of Failed Ground Complex-




Terracette like Slump Features within Investigated Failed Ground-
looking upslope. 
Slump Block- upper western corner of investigated failed ground. 
Note soil creep features in top left hand corner of photograph. 
Figure 3. 11 
Figure 3.12 
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Slump Block with Associated Head Scarp- upper eastern part of 
investigated failed ground. Note: Pit 1 was dug across this slump 
feature. 
Drainage Channels in Investigated Failed Ground Complex. Note 
smoothing of slope features, resulting from the erosional action of 
surface runoff water. 
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3.5.4 Subsurface Data 
a) Auger Holes 
Introduction 
Ten hand augered holes up to 6m deep were bored between 7/4/89 and 18/5/89, 
in and adjacent to the slope movement investigated (locations shown on figure 3.8, 
map pocket). There had been no significant rainfall at the site for at least four 
months prior to commencing the hand auguring. T,he disturbed soil samples were 
retrieved using the auger bit illistrated in figure 3.13; the auger logs are presented 
in figure 3.14 (map pocket). 
Lithological Descriptions 
S LAYER LOESS 
Two layers constitute the S layer loess. Moist, soft, greyish brown, organic SILT, 
0.01-0.4m thick is the upper most layer recognised on all auger logs except auger 
hole 4, which was not covered by vegetation. Auger holes 6 and 7 had very thin 
organic silt (0.01m) layers at the surface, while auger hole 7 had a organic silt (0.3m 
thick) layer 0.1m below the surface. 
Underlying the organic silt layer is a generally moist, soft, reddish brown speckled 
light yellow, massive, SILT usually 0.15-0.25m thick, though this was not identified 
in auger holes 1, 2, 5, 7 and 8. It is likely that this material was present, but the 
disturbing action of the hand auger probably mixed it with the overlying top soil. 
C LAYER LOESS 
Underlying the S layer is a moist to wet, soft, reddish brown mottled whitish yellow 
CLAYEY SILT with intermittent reddish brown speckles (concentrations of iron 
oxide) up to Smm in diameter. This layer varies in thickness from 0.6 to 1.2m and 
is totally absent from auger log 4. The moisture content would appear to increase 
with depth and the soil was usually wet in the lower 0.05 to 0.10m of the layer. 
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p LAYER LOESS 
Underlying the C layer is a dry to wet, soft to firm, yellowish brown, homogeneous 
SILT with intermittent reddish brown speckles (concentrations of iron oxide), up to 
3mm in diameter. This material bas wet zones which do not appear to be related to 
depth or soil boundaries. Rhyolite clasts were encounted in auger holes 1, 2, and 8, 
which are probably due to the deposition of the in situ loess rather than reworking 
by slope processes. Bedrock (Rhyolite) was encounted in auger hole 1 at a depth of 
4.0m and a possible cavity was located in auger hole 4 at a depth of 2.0m (the hand 
auger dropped 0.3m with little force). The P layer material increased in thickness 
moving down slope as inferred by cross-section A-A (figure 3.14). 





Photograph showing the development of a large belly, resulting from 
resting on shovel instead of digging pits. 
Five pits were hand dug (figure 3.15) on the 26/7/89 in and adjacent to the slope 
failure investigated. Locations were selected on 'the basis of auger holes and 
completed engineering geological mapping, and are shown on figure 3.8 (map 
pocket). Bulk, undisturbed and tube samples were collected from Pits 1 and 2 for 
laboratory investigations. Figures 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 show the face logs 
of Pits 1, 2, 3, and 4, and 5 respectively. 
Descriptions 
Pit 1 (figure 3.16) 
Pit 1 was dug across a minor scarp upslope of the eastern extreme of the slope 
failure. Logging of the pit revealed the three layers (S, C, & P) similar to those 
designated by Hughes (1970). Below the scarp a tension crack infilled with a super 
saturated spongy c,layey silt with inclusions of organic silt, had formed. A wet zone 
extended from this material down to the base of the pit. Seepage waters exited from 
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the pit face via the tension crack material (and the associated wet zone) and the C-
p layer interface. Particle size distribution, moisture contents, densities and 
Atterberg limits for the loess layers are presented in chapter 4. 
Pit 2 (figure 3.17) 
Pit 2 was dug within the failed zone just below a head scarp in an attempt to visually 
locate the failure surface. Logging of the pit revealed two organic silt horizons (top 
soil), of which the lower one had been disturbed, containing large inclusions of lower 
S layer horizon. The original C layer material (Pit 1 for reference) appeared to be 
entirely removed, although a new C layer would appear to be forming (weathering 
process). The Player (lighter coloured material than Pit 1 Player) material revealed 
features that would appear to be infilled dessication cracks. It would appear to have 
been subjected to a weathering process, discussed later in chapter 4. 
Pits 3 and 4 (figures 3.18 & 3.19) 
Pits 3 and 4 were ~ug in the toe and the left flank of the failed ground respectively. 
Both faces were logged parallel to the slope. Pit 3 had two organic silt horizons, the 
lower of which displayed flame structures which in~orporated the loessial horizons 
above and below it. Pit 4 also had two organic silt horizons, the lower horizon 
exhibited minor flame structures involving the upper loessiallayer and considerable 
bioturbation associated with the lower loessial horizon. 
Trench 5 (figure 3.20) 
Trench 5 was dug perpendicular to the slope incline to investigate the slope deposit 
below the failed ground. Logging of the trench showed that it consists predominantly 
of top soil overlying a thin sandy silt zone that overlies in situ top soil. Of note is 
the considerable amount of bioturbation associated with the lower loessial horizon 




Pit 1 was dug across the back tilted slump feature and the associated infilled tension 
crack shown in figure 3.11. Logging of pit 1 revealed a super saturated spongy soil 
zone infill in the tension crack. On the down-slope side of the tension crack the 
lower S layer loess is lens-like and considerably thinner than the same soil on the 
up-slope side of tlie tension crack (figure 3.16). It would appear that the lower S 
layer loess down-slope from the tension crack has structurally collapsed, decreased 
in volume and flowed into the void space associated with the tension crack. This 
suggests that the slump blocks are only associated with the top 0.5m of loess-the S 
layer loess. It also suggests that a continuous failure surface from the tension crack 
to the toe of the block (through the C layer loess) is unlikely. It is more probable 
that the tension crack formed at the same time the lower S layer loess structurally 
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The face log of pit 1 shows that the super saturated spongy soil extends down into 
the C layer loess. The super saturated spongy soil appears to be infilling a tension 
crack that is working its way through the C layer loess at an angle inclined 
downslope to the vertical. It is likely that the tension crack will propagate through 
to the base of the C layer loess over time. 
On the 14/9/89 a "turfmat slide" took place in the Slayer loess at the upslope end 
of the western portion of the failed ground. Figure 3.21 shows the "turfmat slide" 
that buried piezometer 4. The slope movement consists of a coherent upper 
increment (essentially top-soil, upper S layer loess), which has flowed on a soft, or 
liquid lower increment (lower S layer loess). The coherent upper increment was a 
triangular shaped block, approximately 1m2 in area. Figure 3.22 shows the saturated 
lowerS layer loess which oozed (flowed) out from under the coherent block of top-
soil. The photographs were taken three days after the slope movement. Despite no 
rainfall, the footprints almost completely filled with water (figure 3.22), indicating 
the soil was still highly saturated. Figure 3.23 shows that a coherent block of upper 
S layer loess appears saturated in only the bottom 6cm, while the still attached 
coherent portion of the lower S layer loess is entirely saturated. 
Raised ground (above the normal hillslope surface) on the left and right flanks 
(figure 3.24) of the failed ground complex was investigated by digging pit 4. Figure 
3.10 shows some 0.25m of loess overlying the original top soil. Of particular interest 
are flame structures involving the original (bioturbation zone present) top-soil and 
the overlying soil deposit. This suggests the soil overlying the original top-soil was 
fluidised at the time of deposition (flow deposit). The flow deposit is more consistent 
with C layer loess than with lower S layer loess described in pit 1, suggesting a slope 
movement of larger proportions than a "turfmat slide", and involving fluidised flow 
of C layer loess. 
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Turfmat Slide that occured on the 14/9/89 
Saturated Lower S Layer Loess which oozed from under the 
Coherent Block of Upper S Layer Loess. Note the water filled 




Section through Coherent Block of Failed Soil 
Raised Ground Forming Lower Right Flank of the Investigated 
Failure Complex. Note: A similar slope feature was evident on the 
lower left flank of the investigated failure complex. 
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Pit 2 (figure 3.17) was located in the centre of the eastern portion of the failure 
complex. The face log of pit 2 indicates that the C layer loess (based on pit 1 C 
layer loess) is almost completely absent from the soil profile. It appears that a soil 
similar to C layer loess is presently forming on the slightly weathered P layer loess. 
The latter is dissected by infilled dessication cracks, suggesting that it may have been 
exposed at the surface at some stage. The P layer loess is overlain by at least one 
deposit from an upslope failure, probably a "turfmat slide". 
Pit 3 (figure 3.18) was dug at the toe of the eastern side of the failure complex. 
Flame structures were documented within the lower paleosol and the loess layers 
above and below. This appears to indicate the presence of at least two separate 
fluidised flow deposits. 
3.6 Surveying 
3.6.1 Introduction 
Two control stations (S1 and S2) shown on figure 3.8 (map pocket) were established 
on ryholite bedrock outcropping upslope of the failure complex. The control stations 
were fixed permanently by pop-riveting webbing onto the bedrock surface (figure 
3.25). The control stations were used as reference points for: 
1) topographic surveying; 
2) locating auger holes, pits, trenches and piezometers; 
3) base control and false origin (S1) for displacement network; and 
4) accurately determining slope features for engineering geological mapping. 
Figure 3.25 
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Survey Control Station (S 1 )- position fixed permanently by pop-
riverting webbing to bedrock surface. 
3.6.2 Topographic, Feature Location, and Displacement 
Appendix Al describes the equipment, method and accuracy of survey used to 
produce topographic contours, locate piezometers, locate pits, and locate many of 
the slope features. Results of the surveying were used in the construction of all maps 
in section 3.5 (Engineering geological mapping). Reduced data for the eleven 
months of displacement monitoring are presented in appendix A1.4.2 and A1.4.3. 
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3.6.3 Discussion 
There was no significant movement trend for any of the displacement points over 
the survey period. All horizontal movement (x and y directions) can be explained by 
instrument and operator errors. The one exception is a trend for the vertical 
component to increasre over the wetter months, then decrease during the dryer 
months, indicating a minor seasonal swell/ shrink characteristic of the slope. 
3. 7 Site Hydrogeology 
3. 7.1 Piezometers 
Introduction 
Features and uses of various types of piezometers are discussed by Stanley and 
Mikkelsen (1978); Hunt (1984) and Hana (1985). The Casagrande type, open-tube 
piezometer (Singleton, 1984) was chosen for this investigation due to simplicity of 
operation and its cost effectiveness. Basic theory, equipment and method of 
installation are discussed in appendix A2. 
Piezometer groups were installed at eight different locations in and adjacent to the 
slope failure, to monitor groundwater pressure variations within the different 
pedological horizons of the loessial soil mass during the study period. Installation 
was implemented in May 1989 and the piezometers were monitored until Febuary 
1990. 
Each piezometer group was located either in, or adjacent to, pre-existing auger holes 
(figure 3.8), and th.erefore the depth (soil horizon) to be monitored was determined 
from the auger hole logs (figure 3.14, map pocket). Identification of each piezometer 
is based on the auger hole number (group) and th~ monitored depth. 
Results 
Reduced piezometer data are presented in appendix A2.4. Figure 3.26 shows a 
graphical presentation of pore water pressures and daily rainfall over time. 
Monitoring was conducted on an occasional basis, usually after a period of rain. Two 
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periods of continuous daily monitoring were conducted- 12/9/89 to 29/9/89 and 
18/10/89 to 27/10/89. Piezometers 1/2.0, 3/2.7, and 8/2.0 (not shown on figure 
3.26), show no pore pressure generation over the entire monitoring period. These 
were located in the Player. On 24/9/89 the three piezometers were recharged with 
tap water. Within a 3 day period all three standpipes were dry. 
Piezometers 1/1.3, 2/1.4 and 3/1.16 showed roughly the same pore water pressure 
response to daily rainfall, with peak pore water pressures lagging 1 to 4 days behind 
peak rainfall data. During periods of peak rainfall, pore water pressures were 
marginally greater the further up slope the piezometer was located. All three 
piezometers were located in the C layer material (moist, soft, reddish brown mottled 
whitish yellow CLAYEY SILT). 
Piezometers 1/0.5 and 7/0.4 showed roughly the same pore water pressure reponses 
to daily rainfall, with pore water pressure peaks lagging 1 to 2 days behind peak 
rainfall data. Piezometer 7/0.4 apparently produced artesian pressure (although 
unlikely to be significant) during periods of peak rainfall, because the piezometer 
cap was forced off on two occasions (14/9/89 and 23/10/89). Piezometer 1/0.5 was 
located near the S-C layer interface above the failure. Piezometer 7/0.4 was located 
within the organic rich top soil below the failure. 
Piezometers 1/4.2 and 2/2.68 showed minimal response to daily rainfall fluctuations. 
Piezometer 1/4.2 was located within highly weathered rhyolite basement, while 
piezometer 2/2.68 was located within the Player. Piezometers 1/4.2 and 4/6.0 show 
a response that goes against the trend of all other piezometers. On about the 
18/8/89 both piewmeters responded to what is believed to be the ground water 
table, and lagged some 6 days behind the rainfall peaks. 
Piezometer 7/2.3 located in P layer material showed the most extreme fluctuations 
to rainfall. This may be due to a combination of water table effects, and the soil 
mass permeability at this location. Piezometer 8/1.28 also shows large extreme 
responses to rainfall, though the peak pore water pressures lag some 3 days behind 
rainfall peaks. The ground surface adjacent to piezometer 8/1.28 dried out days 
before all other piezometer locations. This is probably because its location on a 
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Figure 3·26: Graphical presentation of slope monitored pore water pressures with time, and daily rainfall data from Living Springs (Grid 






































ridge, and is exposed to the predominant easterly and southerly winds (discussed 
later). This dehydration may also be influenced by diverging drainage (ie. located 
on top of a ridge). 
Discussion 
It appears that all piezometers display a storm response, but some show a greater 
response than others. Piezometers 1/4.2 and 2/2.68 show a predominantly seasonal 
response. Piezometers 1/4.2 and 4/6.0 appear to respond to ground water table 
fluctuations. Ground mass permeability within the P layer is considerably variable. 
In some places no -pore water pressure is generated, while in others pore pressures 
as high as 9.5kPa are generated (e.g. top of Player, below failed ground, 7 /2.3). The 
base of the C layer appears to consistently generate the highest pore water 
pressures, with a maximum of 11.8kPa being recorded during the monitoring period. 
3. 7.2 Effects of Site Orientation 
Harvey (1976) showed that east and south facing loessial soil slopes on the Port 
Hills, were most prone to slope movement during the storm of 19-25 August 1975. 
He related the slope failures to the slope aspect (sunny and shady slope faces). His 
results show that 42% of the total slope failures occurred on east facing slopes, and 
25% on south facing slopes. Harvey infered that the reduced sunshine hours on the 
shaded south and east facing slopes, leaves the soil with a high moisture content 
and therefore more prone to failure. He suggested that the large number of 
movements on slopes with an easterly aspect and a sunny face, are due to the 
dispersive nature of the soils, which promotes instability. This appears to contradict 
the effects of shade in promoting instability on the· south and east facing slopes. 
The predominant winds recorded at Lyttelton Harbour and Christchurch Airport are 
from the northeasterly and southwesterly quarters (figure 3.27). Figures 3.27 and 
3.28 illustrate the strong influence of local topography in channelling the wind flow 
and hence influencing wind speed and direction. Floods and periods of heavy rainfall 
affecting Banks Peninsula, occur predominantly with easterly and southerly winds, 
and are associated with the weather patterns shown in figures 3.29 and 3.30, along 
with the indicated rainfall distributions. 
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The question of whether slope exposure to rain bearing winds is a more significant 
factor than exposure to the sun in initiating slope failure is debatable. Observations 
during this study suggest that the easterly and southerly winds act to evaporate slope 
moisture. 
After a period of rainfall, the ridge east of the failed ground (where piezometer 
group 8 was located) appeared to dry out more quickly on cloudy, windy days than 
it did on windless sunny days. Auger hole logs also show that the top 1.4m of the 
soil profile was drier on the ridge (auger hole 8) than elsewhere on the site. Ground 
within and immediately adjacent to the failed ground was substantially wetter than 
the ridge irrespect~ve of the weather conditions. Based on observations, it appears 
the drying effects observed on the ridge are influenced more by the wind and 
topography (drainage) than by sunshine. 
Site topography (figure 3.4, map pocket) shows the slope movements have occurred 
in a topographic depression. The depression results in a convergent surface drainage 
pattern, thus concentrating water in this zone. It is therefore likely that subsurface 
flow within the loessial horizons also converge in the topographic depression. 
Figure 3.27 
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Mean Monthly Surface Wind Seed for Selected Locations (after 
Ryan, 1987). 
Weather Situation at Midnight 20/12/63 and 24 hour Rainfall (mm) 
Distribution at 9a.m. 21/12/63 (after Ryan, 1987). 
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Figure 3.30 Weather Situation at Midnight 15/4/74 and 24 hour Rainfall (mm) 
Distribution at 9a.m. 17/4/74 (after Ryan, 1987). 
3.7.3 Weathering 
Three general forms of chemical weathering have been identified from the pit face 
logs: 
1) iron staining at the boundaries of dessication cracks; 
2) clasts of iron oxide; and, 
3) mottling of soil horizons. 
Selby (1982) describes chemical weathering processes that affect soil profiles, and 
suggests that the formation of iron (ferric) oxide requires the percolation of water 
and air. Iron oxidises quite readily from the ferrous to the ferric state, forming iron 
stains on the surfaces of dessication cracks. The accumulation of iron oxide to form 
clasts takes place where ferrous iron links silica tetrahedra in a silicate structure and 
then reacts with oxygen to form ferric oxide. The silicate structure then falls apart 
(Selby, 1982). This. chemical weathering process appears to be active in lowerS layer 
loess, and some P layer loess. 
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Mottling in soil is the result of an alternating oxidising and reducing environment. 
This is produced by seasonal fluctuations in the water table, that is, fluctuating 
between a saturated (reducing) and a partially saturated (oxidising) state (Selby, 
1982). This chemical weathering process appears to be active in C layer loess. 
The water effects and the resulting chemical weathering processes on the soil 
horizons at the site are generally in agreement with the proposed geohydrological 
model (section 3.7.5). 
3. 7.4 Hydrogeology 
Introduction 
To appreciate the proposed geohydrological model for the southeast facing 
Allandale site, a general explanation of some key geohydrological processes is 
required. 
Infiltration 
Infiltration is defined as the movement of water from the ground surface into the 
soil via the pore spaces and defects of the soil mass (Brand, 1984). The infiltration 
rate is affected by: 
1) The amount of water at the soil surface; 
2) The nature of the soil surface (vegetation cover); 
3) The ability of the soil to absorb water from the soil surface, and; 
4) The state of the soil moisture deficit (a saturated soil has a zero soil 
moistur~ deficit). 
The ability of a soil to absorb water depen<;Is on the size, number and 
interconnection of voids and their potential change in size due to swelling of clay 
minerals on wetting. Generally, the rate of surface infiltration is an inverse function 
of the volume of capillary moisture in the soil column. That is, a relatively dry soil 
will have a higher initial infiltration capacity than the same soil with a higher 
moisture content, primarily because saturation of the soil causes a reduction in the 
hydraulic gradient near the surface (Chorley, 1978; Knapp, 1978). However, some 
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pre-existing soil moisture is important, as many dry soils exhibit an initial resistance 
to wetting (Selby, 1982). For some loessial soils, the pre-existing soil moisture 
content may need to be reasonably large to initiate a high infiltration rate (for 
example: P layer loess). 
Permeability 
The permeability (the ability of a soil to transmit water) of an unsaturated soil is 
dependant upon its texture and particle geometry. The permeability of an 
unsaturated soil is related to soil moisture content and may be orders of magnitude 
less than under saturated conditions. Essentially, as the water content of a partially 
saturated soil decr~ases, the largest pores are drained first, due to the greater water 
potential. Therefore, as a soil becomes drier, and the remaining water is held in 
progressively smaller pores with progressively lower. potentials, the total conductive 
volume reduces and the interconnecting pathways become fewer and more tortuous. 
The permeability of the soil decreases very rapidly as it becomes drier, dependant 
upon size distribution, shape and interconnection of the pores (Wellings and Bell, 
1982). 
Boundary Effects 
Whipkey and Kirkby (1978) show that variations in particle size distribution between 
two soils in a partially saturated state, will result in different boundary flow effects, 
dependant on the moisture conditions (dry or wet). They show how a fine particle 
sized soil (such as C layer loess), overlying a relatively coarser particle sized soil 
(such as Player loess), can generate an apparent impermeable boundary between 
the two soil layers under partially saturated conditions. 
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3. 7.5 Hydrogeological Model 
The proposed hydrological site model is based on piezometer data, pit and trench 
logs, and personal observations during the period of site investigation. Figure 3.31 
shows a generalised schematic drawing of the site geohydrology for immediate post 
rainstorm conditions. During periods of rainfall, a large proportion of water runs off 
the slope as surface flow, while a proportion of the water infiltrates the soil. The 
exposed bedrock (being relatively small in area, with only joint derived 
permeability), is a relatively insignificant water catchment zone. 
"Quasi-impermeable" boundaries form at the S-C layer and C-P layer interfaces. The 
"quasi-impermeable" boundaries have been informally named because when the soil 
mass is in a partially-saturated state there appears to be significant water flow 
variation between the soil layers. It is inferred here that, when fully saturated, the 
permeability variations are relatively insignificant. (P and S layers may be slightly 
more permeable than the C layer). These boundaries form largely as a result of 
particle-size variations, and the degree of saturation which control the inter-particle 
water meniscus tension in the partially saturated soils. 
Water that infiltr<;ttes the slope enters the S layer, saturating it from the base 
upwards. Some of the water infiltrates the lower C layer while the rest travels down 
slope within the S layer, which acts as a leaky perc.hed unconfined aquifer. 
Similarly, the C and P layers form leaky, unconfined aquifers from the infiltrating 
water supplied by their respective overlying soil layers. Saturation starts at the base 
of the respective layers and progresses upwards. Results from the piezometer 
monitoring (section 3.7.1) showed that the largest pore water pressures generated 
were at the base of the C layer. The P layer-bedrock interface intercepts the ground 
water table, reflected in the largely seasonal response in piezometers 1/4.2, 4/6.0 
and 2/2.68. 
Figure 3· 31 Generalised schematic model of site hydrogeology 
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The dessication and tension cracks feed water directly into the layers which they 
penetrate. This is probably the cause of saturated zones within the P layer. To 
produce significantly large pore water pressures at the base of soil layers, saturation 
of the layer must be more rapid than infiltration into the lower layer. Conversely, 
if rainfall is of low intensity and long duration, that is, infiltration at the surface is 
at the same rate as infiltration across the C-P layer interface, then saturation is 
likely to start at the base of the P layer. This will generate the greatest pore water 
pressures at the P layer-bedrock interface. 
Some time after the rainstorm, when evaporation and drainage volumes exceed the 
infiltration volume the hydrological model reverses. That is, seepage flow ceases in 
the Slayer before ceasing within the C layer, which in turn ceases flow before the 
Player. This is essentially due to the layers proximity to the surface, thickness and 
porosity. 
Summary 
It appears that to generate the largest pore water pressures at the S-C and C-P 
interfaces, the underlying layer should have a large as possible soil moisture deficit 
(though not dry), and incident rainfall should be of high enough intensity to allow 
the overlying layer to become fully saturated before the underlying layer. This means 
the S layer will initially generate the highest pore water pressures~ assuming there 
are insignificant differences in the permeability of the soil layers and ignoring 
seepage forces. As the C layer becomes more saturated, its basal pore water 
pressures will increase, reaching a maximum when the S and C layers are fully 
saturated and thus hydraulically connected. 
Further Work 
This generalised site hydrology model is based on piezometer monitoring data, pit 
logging and some assumptions regarding permeability. Further work is required to 
confirm the assumptions, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. Specific areas 
requiring further research include the quantification of pedogenic differences in 
saturated and partially saturated permeability, infiltration rates and soil suction 
effects. 
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3.8 Classification of Slope Failure 
3.8.1 Introduction 
A complete hillslope failure model is presented in chapter 6. For the purpose of 
classifying the slope failure in this chapter, a brief morphological description of the 
failed and adjacent ground is included. In addition, eye witness accounts are used 
to classify the slope failures in accordance with Varnes 1978 classification. 
3.8.2 Failure Processes 
Gebbie (Pers. comm., 1989) suggested that the slope failures he had observed, take 
the form of a slow moving flow. The speed of the advancing flow is similar to a 
walking pace, although there are considerably faster moving boulders bouncing down 
the hillslope ahead of the flow. The flow forms a hard crusted, fan shaped deposit 
at the base of the hill, although 7-14 days later a tractor sunk up to its axles in the 
super-saturated, puggy loess below the hard crust. This eyewitness account indicates 
a significant amount of loessial soil flowed down the hillslope and indicates the 
involvement of C layer loess. Varnes's 1978 classification would classify the 
movement rate of.the flow as very rapid. 
Although no actual failure surface was identified in. the failed ground, observations 
from pits 1 to 5 (section 3.5.5) show failure deposits which involve fluidised flow of 
C layer loess. Observations from pit logging show some of the fluidised C layer 
loess remained in the slide area, while Gebbie's eyewitness account suggests that the 
majority of the failed C layer loess flowed a considerable distance, to produce a fan-
like deposit at the foot of the slope. Coherent blocks of top soil came to rest on the 
slope as they slid off the back of the flowing fluidised C layer and lower S layer 
loess. 
Each down slope orientated trail of top soil blocks represents separate slope failure 
episodes. The investigated failed ground therefore represents relict scarps of at least 
six separate failures involving fluidised flow of C layer loess. The form of the relict 
scarps suggests a translational sliding failure mode (failure plane at base of C layer 
or within C layer), with a failure geometry of at least lOrn long, possibly up to 40m 
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long, 3m to Sm wide and its depth somewhere within the C layer. 
3.8.3 Classification 
The slope failure depicted above is best described as an earth flow according to the 
Varnes 1978 classification. This type of failure has been generally classified as a 
"slide-avalanche-flow" on Banks Peninsula. Varnes 1978 only uses the word 
avalanche in conjunction with debris (for example; debris avalanche), and defines 
debris as a generally surficial engineering soil with a significant (20-80%) proportion 
of coarse ( > 2mm) material. Soil that could be classified as debris does not exist in 
the hillslope investigated. The earth flow classifica~ion is adopted in this study. 
The "turfmat slide" (referred to in section 3.5.5), which is in common usage in Banks 
Peninsula literature is not included in Varnes 1978 classification scheme. According 
to Varnes's classification the "turfmat slide" would be best described as an earth 
lateral spread, where movement involves fracturing and extension of coherent soil, 
owing to liquefaction or plastic flow of subjacent soil. The mechanism of failure 
may initially involve simple shear translational sliding, but spontaneously transforms 
into a very rapid plastic flow. However, the local classification of Bell and Trangmar 
(1987), ("Turfmat slide") better describes the slope movement observed on Banks 





This chapter presents the results of the laboratory investigations and provides a brief 
discussion of those results. Geotechnical classification tests are discussed fully, while 
only a brief discussion of strength test results is presented. A more detailed 
discussion of strength testing is presented in chapter 5. 
4.2 Geotechnical Classification 
4.2.1 Intoduction 
Geotechnical classification tests, which include grain-size analysis, Atterberg limits 
(liquid and plastic limits), moisture content and densities, are used to characterise 
soil behaviour. 
Sampling for classification tests on the soils in this study was conducted during the 
excavation and logging of the pits (chapter 3). Bulk and tube samples were obtained 
from the S,C, and P layers in specific pits. 
4.2.2 Particle-size Analysis 
Particle-size analyses were conducted using the sieve and pipette method in 
accordance with N.Z.S. 4402:1986, test 2.8.3. Samples analysed were taken from pits 
1 and 2, trench 5 and remoulded material at the completion of unconfined 
compression testing. Results from the analysis are given in table 4.1, and particle-
size distribution curves are given in appendix A4.1. 
Table 4.1 Particle-Size Data 
Sample 
Pit/Trench Layer 
1 Tension Crack 












































This shows that the 'tension crack', C layer, remoulded C and P, and P (pit 2) layer 
to be predominately CLAYEY SILT with minor sand, and P (pit 1) layer to be a 
SILT with some clay and minor sand. 
Table 4.1 shows that the C layer loess in pit 1, 2 and 3 have essentially the same 
particle size distribution. The tension crack soil in pit 1 has a little less clay and 
sand, with slightly more silt than the C layer loess. This is probably because it 
originated from S layer loess which was not analysed. Pit 2 P layer loess has 
approximately 6% (of total soil) more clay, approximately 5% (of total soil) less silt 
and similar amounts of sand as Pit 1 P layer loess. Pit 2 P layer loess is more akin 
to pit 1 P layer loess that has been subjected to mechanical remoulding (Remoulded 
P). 
The effect of mechanical remoulding on pit 1 C and P layer loess is to reduce the 
relative sand content substantially (C layer -27%, P layer -21% ), marginally reduce 
the relative silt content (C layer -6%, Player -6%), and substantially increase the 
relative clay content (C layer+ 19%, Player +42%). While both layers of loess have 
similar reductions in relative silt and sand contents, mechanical remoulding produces 
a substantial gain in clay size content with remoulded P layer loess. 
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4.2.3 Atterberg Limits 
Determination of the liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index were conducted 
in accordance with N.Z.S. 4402:1986, tests 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. Samples analysed were 
obtained from pits 1 and 2, trench 5, and remoulded material at the completion of 
unconfined compression and vane shear testing. 
Averaged results from the testing are given in table 4.2, while full results are 
presented in appendix A4.2. Table 4.2 shows that P layer material from pit 1 had no 
liquid limit, yet P layer material from pit 2 had Atterberg limits which are similar 
to the C layer Atterberg limits. Pit 1 P layer material had measurable Atterberg 
limits after mechanical remoulding. 
Table 4.2 Atterberg Limits (averaged) 
Sample Field moisture Liquid Plastic Plasticity Index 
Pit/Trench Layer content w (%) Limit Limit mean max min 
1 T/crack 24.7 28.5 19.1 9.4 10.2 8.6 
1 c 16.8 24.4 17.1 7.3 8.0 6.5 
2 c 20.1 28.2 19.2 9.1 9.2 8.9 
2 c 20.1 26.0 19.9 6.2 6.3 5.9 
5 c 23.7 30.2 19.1 11.1 
1 p 19.5 N/A 
2 p 26.1 19.0 7.2 
Remoulded c 25.0 16.4 8.6 
Remoulded p 22.0 16.2 5.8 
4.2.4 Insitu Moisture Content arid Densities 
Determination of in situ moisture content and bulk density was conducted in 
accordance with N.Z.S. 4402:1986, test 4.1.2. All samples were retrieved from pits 
1 and 2 using thin walled sampling tubes. Dry density 0d), porosity (n), saturation 
ratio (Sr) and void ratio (e) were calculated from laboratory data. Example 
calculations and total data are presented in appendix A4.3. 
Table 4.3 shows the averaged results for each layer, while figures 4.1 and 4.2 show 
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Figure 4.1 shows the S and C layers are either saturated or near saturation, while 
the P layer is only partially saturated (83%). C layer material has the highest dry 
density followed by the P layer and tension crack soil, while the lower S layer has 
the lowest dry density. Moisture content is greatest in the lower S layer and tension 
crack soil, and reduces with depth and distance from the tension crack and its 
associated wet zone. Figure 4.2 shows dry density increases with depth, while 
moisture content reduces with depth, though the degree of saturation increases with 
depth. 
Table 4.3 Averaged Insitu densities, water contents, void ratios and saturation 
ratios for each layer.(sampled 26/7 /89) 
Sample Density Density Moisture Void Saturation 
Pit Layer Bulk(t/m3) Dry(t/m3) Cont.(%) Ratio Ratio 
1 T/crack 2.00 1.60 24.5 0.69 0.96 
1 s 1.93 1.56 24.1 0.74 0.88 
1 c 2.09 1.75 19.2 0.55 0.95 
1 p 2.00 1.70 18.0 0.59 0.83 
2 s 1.82 1.47 24.3 0.84 0.78 
2 c 1.98 1.62 22.1 0.67 0.89 
2 p 2.07 1.71 20.7 0.58 0.97 
Determination of ~he solid density (specific gravity) was completed in accordance 
with N.Z.S.4402:1986, test 2.7.2. Bulk samples from pit 1, C and Players were used 
for testing. Specific gravity varied insignificantly betVfeen the P and C layers, yielding 
an averaged specific gravity of 2.71. Results of testing are presented in appendix 
A4.3.3. 
4.2.5 Discussion 
It has been shown that the geotechnical properties of the loessial soils from the site 
investigated, vary laterally and with depth. In particular it has been shown that 
mechanical remoulding alters the particle size distribution and Atterberg limits of 
the loessial soils examined. 
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Comparison of particle size distribution with other reports shows there is a 
significant variation with depth and laterally on Banks Peninsula, hence generalising 
between loessiallayers is difficult. Evans (1977a) conducted extensive investigations 
into particle size distribution of Banks Peninsula loessial soils laterally and with 
depth. He reports ranges in clay size, silt size and sand size particles of 8-30%, 51-
76% and 8-26% respectively. Results from this study generally fall into the same 
range of particle size distributions with the exception of the sand content which is 
as low as 6% in the tension crack soil. 
Though a lot of particle size information has been reported for Banks Peninsula 
loessial soils (for example: Evans, 1977a; Evans and Bell, 1981; Mackwell, 1986; 
Y etton, 1986; McDowell, 1989), it is difficult to compare specific results as different 
determination methods and different sand/silt boundaries have often been used. 
Coates and Hulse (1985) suggest that the pipette and hydrometer method compare 
well and produce excellent reproducibility, however they show a 5% cumulative 
weight percentage difference at 2J.Lm between the two methods with P layer loess. 
This is significant when considering that the difference between C and P layer loess 
clay content is often only 5% (cumulative weight percent). Selection of the definition 
of the silt/sand boundary is significant, as all particle size distribution curves of 
Banks Peninsula loessial soils show this region to be a steep portion of the curve. 
Hence if 62J.Lm is chosen as the boundary (for example: Evans and Bell, 1981; 
Yetton, 1986), this.will alter the silt/sand fraction significantly when comparing with 
other workers (engineers and engineering geologists) who use 60J.Lm as the silt/sand 
boundary. 
It can be concluded that all in situ loessiallayers examined follow the same general 
particle - size trend reported by other research on Banks Peninsula loessial soils. 
As discussed previously the most significant difference between the Atterberg limits 
involves P layer loess soil from pit 1 (in situ and after mechanical remoulding) and 
pit 2. The Atterberg limits are generally comparable with those reported by Y etton, 
1986 and McDowell, 1989 (liquid limit 21-31; plastic limit 16-21) and the liquid 
limits are considerably lower than those reported by Mackwell, 1986 (liquid limit 30-
44). The plasticity chart (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967) classifies all the loessial soil 
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tested (except pit 1 P layer) as cohesionless soils and inorganic silts of low 
compressibility. 
The dry density range is consistant with that reported by Evans (1977a), who reports 
ranges of 1.39-1.62t/m3, 1.51-1.88t/m3 and 1.32-1.71t/m3 for the S, C and Player 
respectively. 
In situ moisture contents encounted from the loessial soils investigated are generally 
on the high side of.those reported from other work on Banks Peninsula loessial soils. 
Yetton (1986) reports in situ moisture contents between 10 and 16%, while 
McDowell (1989) reports in situ moisture contents·between 5 and 21%. Mackwell 
(1986) reports the highest in situ moisture contents, which are as high as 28.4%. 
An average specific gravity of 2.71 for loessial soils would appear to be on the high 
side considering that quartz particles are the dominant (50%+) mineral (Bell, 1978), 
and have a specific gravity of 2.65 (Hurlbut and Klein, 1977). Miller (1971) reported 
specific gravity changed with depth, these changes being 900mm = 2.68, 1350mm = 
2.68 and 2400mm = 2.71. These results are consistantly higher than the quoted 
specific gravity of quartz. The possibility that clay minerals provide the additional 
specific gravity is unlikely due to their relative small contribution to the soil mass 
and this study showed no evidence of consistent variation (range 2.67-2.73, see 
appendix A4.3.3) between C and P layer loess soils. 
In summary it can be concluded that: 
1) The geotechnical classification tests confirm that pit 2 P layer loess is a 
slightly weathered version of pit 1 P layer loess as discussed in chapter 3. 
2) Mechanical remoulding significantly alters the geotechnical description of 
loessial soils. 
3) Loessial soils encounted at the site investigated are generally consistent 
with those loessial soils reported by other work on Banks Peninsula 
loessial soils. 
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4.3 Undrained Strength Tests 
4.3.1 Introduction 
The aim of this section of testing was to determine the relationship between dry 
density, water content and undrained shear strength for the loessial C and Players. 
This involved unconfined compression, shear vane and compaction testing. All 
testing for this section was in the Civil Engineering department laboratory of 
Canterbury University. Material was obtained from pit 1 bulk samples of layers C 
and P. Soil was air dried to the lowest desired water content in large trays. Distilled 
water was added in known quantities to bring the material up to successively higher 
water contents. It was then thoroughly mixed in the soil mixer (figure 4.3), and 
stored in air-tight plastic bags in the fog room (100% humidity) for a curing period 
of 24 hours, to further allow the water content to equilibrate through the sample. 
The laboratory programme was modified to recycle material as much as possible. 
The farm manager of Living Springs Trust requested minimal damage to his 
property. To achieve the desired laboratory program with fresh soil would have 
required nearly O.Sm3 (1 tonne) of soil, which would have left a large hole in the 
farmers paddock, as well as being difficult to transport. It was thus decided to collect 
75kg of soil from each of the C and Players which was remoulde4·several times to 
conduct the large number of tests. The possible consequences of this are discussed 
in chapter 5. 
4.3.2 Unconfined Compression Testing 
A laboratory program was set up to determine the undrained shear strength of 
remoulded loessial layers C and P over a wide range of dry densities and water 
contents. This involved compacting the remoulded soil in three layers, in a standard 
proctor mould, using a kneading compactor (figure 4.4). The kneading machine had 
a load controllable hydraulic ram with variable tamp control. Dry density and water 
content were determined in accordance with N.Z.S. 4402:1986, test 4.1.1, except that 
only a central strip of soil (from top to bottom of mould) was used for the 
determination of water content, instead of the entire mould contents. Three thin 
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Figure 4.3 Soil Mixer- used to mix remoulded .samples 
Figure 4.4 Hydraulic Kneading Compactor 
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Figure 4.5 Hydraulic Proctor Mould Extruder 
Figure 4.6 Wykeham Farrance Unconfined Compression Machine 
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walled sampling tubes were forced into the compacted material as it was extruded 
from the proctor mould. Figure 4.5 shows the hydraulic extruding machine used. 
Two of the three samples were then sealed with hot wax and air-tight plastic bags 
and placed in the fog room (99% humidity and 20°C temperature), then tested in the 
unconfined compression machine at 10 and 100 days to determine effects of cure 
time on the undrained shear strength of the remoulded soil. The other sample was 
extruded from the sample tube, prepared and tested immediately in the Wykeham 
and Farrance (Machine 2) unconfined compression machine (figure 4.6), in 
accordance with N.Z.S. 4402:1986, test 6.3.1. All samples were tested at a rate of 
axial compression of 1mm/minute. 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the results of undrained shear strength plotted against 
failure moisture content for the remoulded C and P layers respectively. Both plots 
show a large scatter in undrained shear strength at failure moisture contents below 
15% with C layer soil and at all moisture contents with Player soil. The C layer plot 
(figure 4.7) suggets a possible inverse relationship between undrained shear strength 
and failure moisture content greater than 14.5 %. This same relationship is not 
obvious with the P layer soil (figure 4.8). 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show plots of curing sensitivity against cure time. Curing 
sensitivity was determined by dividing the undrained shear strength of the non-cured 
samples by the unarained shear strength of the cured samples, at the same initial 
moisture content and dry density. The data is presented this way because plots of 
undrained shear strength against cure time produc'ed to much scatter (due to the 
experimental scatter with undrained shear strengths), making a trend impossible to 
determine. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show a definite trend of strength increase with 
increased cure time (up to 100 days) for the C and Players respectively. 
Specimen condition at failure are shown in figure 4.11, for the C and P layers. 
Example P layer specimens are stacked on top of example C layer specimens, with 
moisture content (range from 9-18%) at failure, increasing from left to right. 
Processed data in accordance with N.Z.S. are presented in appendix A4.4.1 and 
A4.4.2. 
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Figure 4.11 Test Specimen Condition at Failure- remoulded C & P layer 
Possible Errors 
Specimens that were failed at low water contents, and dry densities (figure 4.11) 
produced failure surfaces that were near vertical and at the top of the sample. This 
was due to additional compaction at one end, produced by the thin walled sample 
tube extruder. Though attempts were made to remove the effected portion from the 
specimen, this was seldomly accomplished. The effect was noted on most extruded 
samples up to a water content of 14%, which produced large scatter between test 
samples of similar dry density and moisture content, see appendix A4.4.1 and A4.4.2. 
Milovic (1988) reported similar problems with loessial soils from Yugoslavia and 
discusses the influence of sampling technique on unconfined compressive strength. 
Samples taken from the same place by thin-walled sampling tubes and by hand 
carved blocks show significantly different undrained shear strength responses which 
results from mechanical disruption (additional compaction) to the piston samples 
causing an increase in the dry density. 
The increase in dry density was not accounted for in this testing program as dry 
density was calculated from the original compacted· soil in the proctor mould. This 
means some test specimens actually had higher dry densities than those recorded, 
particularly those tested at relatively low dry density and moisture content. 
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4.3.3 Compaction Tests 
Compactive effort was calculated from all compaction tests undertaken in sections 
4.3.2 and 4.3.5 based on the product of compactive load and the number of tamps. 
The results of these tests are presented in appendix A4.4.1 and A4.4.2. For 
reference, New Zealand standard and heavy compaction tests were conducted in 
accordance with N:Z.S. 4402:1986, tests 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 for both loessiallayers C and 
P. The results of these tests are presented in appendix A4.4.3. 
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the contoured compaction curves with New Zealand 
standard and heavy compaction curves for reference, for the loessial layers C and 
P respectively. All compaction curves (and dry densities) follow similar trends with 
scatter reducing as moisture content increases. 
4.3.4 Four Day Soak Test 
The soak test was conducted to assess the effects of soaking on dry density, moisture 
content and undrained shear strength. Blakeley (1965) reported tests on 'Heathcote 
loess', and showed that the 4 day soak test used in C.B.R. testing gave adequate 
time for samples to become approximately 95% saturated. 
Specimens of remoulded loessiallayers C and P were compacted as in section 4.3.2 
at different dry densities and water contents. The specimens were then placed in a 
constant level water tank (figure 4.14), in their proctor moulds with free draining 
bases and tops. Dial gauges were installed to monitor swelling during the 4 days of 
soaking. 
Dry densities and water contents were calculated before and after soaking as in 
section 4.3.2, with the exception of initial water content which was determined from 
excess sample after compaction. Undrained shear strengths were determined as in 
sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 for all specimens after 4 days soaking. Results of these tests 
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Figure 4.15 shows the results of the 4 day soak tests on remoulded loessial C and 
P layers. Also included in this figure is a cross-section through a P layer soak tested 
sample, showing the water content variation through the specimen. The plot shows 
that the C layer soil nearly always attains a degree of saturation of 95% irrespective 
of the initial dry density and moisture content. However, P layer soil shows very 
little change in moisture content (generally < 1%) after 4 days soaking. The cross-
section through the P layer soaked sample shows that after 4 days soaking there is 
very little change in the moisture content at the centre of the sample. 
4.3.5 Vane Shear Test 
A laboratory program was initiated to determine the undrained shear strength of 
remoulded loessial C and P layers over a range of dry densities and moisture 
contents, to compare with results obtained from unconfined compression tests 
(section 4.3.2) and insitu vane shear tests. 
A Pilcon direct reading hand vane tester (figure 4.16) was used to determine all 
undrained shear strength values. The Pilcon direct reading hand vane (shear vane) 
gives a direct dial reading in kPa units, based on empirical correlation with triaxial 
shear strengths over a wide range of saturated clays (Serota and Jangle, 1972). 
However for the purposes of this testing program, the shear vane was calibrated to 
formula (vane dimensions and applied torque) according to B.S. 1377:1975. All tests 
were conducted at or near to a revolution rate of 360° /minute, with the vane tip 
forced 70mm into the sample, as recommended by Serota and Jangle. 
Remoulded Testing 
Specimens for vane shear testing were obtained by compacting remoulded loessial 
C and P layers by the same method and at the same dry densities and moisture 
contents as for unconfined compression testing, described in section 4.3.2. Specimens 
were tested with the shear vane while the pro tor mould was clamped in place during 
shear vane rotation. 
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Figure 4.16 Pilcon Direct Reading Vane Tester 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the results of undrained shear strength plotted against 
compaction moisture content for rernoulded C and P layer respectively. Both graphs 
show a trend between undrained shear strength and compaction moisture content. 
Both graphs show a large scatter in undrained shear strength at low compaction 
moisture contents. There would appear to be a greater scatter in the P layer soil, 
with the scatter being significantly reduced at compaction moisture contents greater 
than 15 %. The C iayer scatter would appear to reduce uniformally with increasing 
compaction moisture content, with an apparent change in the plot tend at 19% 
compaction moisture content. Processed data are presented in appendix A4.4.1 and 
A4.4.2. 
Ins itu Testing 
Insitu vane shear testing was undertaken on Pit 1 loessial layers S, C, P, and in a 
vein and a tension crack. Soil samples at each test position were sealed in tins and 
air-tight plastic bags, and analysed for water content. Processed data are presented 
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Figure 4.19 shows a face log of Pit 1 with the location of sample positions, 
undrained shear strength and in situ moisture content. 
Figure 4.20 shows the relationship between undrained shear strength and in situ 
moisture content for the loessiallayers tested. The .plot shows that the P layer soil 
produces greater in situ undrained shear strengths than the S layer which in turn 
produces greater undrained shear strengths than the C layer at similar in situ 
moisture contents. The plot shows an apparent change in trend at 24% in situ 
moisture content, with increasing scatter in undrained shear strength as in situ 
moisture content reduces. The vein soil would appear to be a continuation of the C 
layer soil, suggesting localised weathering processes. 
0 NB: Sample positions with 
no data had strengths 
in excess of the shear 
vane's capacity 0·2 
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4.4 Drained Strength Test 
4.4.1 Introduction 
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Though the direct shear (shear box) apparatus is in common use by practicing 
engineers and researchers world· wide, there is no New Zealand standard test 
procedure. The test procedure standardised in this work is described in appendix 
A4.5.1. Testing was carried out in the Engineering Geology laboratory at Canterbury 
University. 
4.4.2 ltate ~ffects 
The Wykeham Farrance shear box booklet provides a method for determining strain 
rate, which is the same as that recommended by Bishop and Henkel (1957). This 
predicts the time to failure allowing for 95% dissapation of pore water pressure. 
This method requires an estimate of the relative shear displacements at failure. A 
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series of tests were run at different strain rates to observe the rate effects. Five 
remoulded Player samples were tested at strain rates of 1.2, 0.12, 0.012mm/minute, 
and two at 0.08mm/minute, with a confining stress of 400kPa. Remoulded Player 
soil was used for these tests, since it had been noted in previous work in this study 
(section 4 day soak test) that the Player loess absorbed and lost water more slowly 
than the C layer loess, suggesting a lower partially saturated permeability for P layer 
loess, which controls shear and water dissipation rate. This was verified from the 
consolidation curves (A4.5.3 and A4.5.4) that show the C layer loess achieves 
maximum settlement much earlier than the P layer loess. This effect was more 
marked with the remoulded soil than with undisturbed soil. 
Results of rate effect tests (table 4.4) show an apparent increase in shear strength 
with a reduction in strain rate. This was unexpected as it is contrary to findings for 
most soils which show increasing strain rate typically increases the shear strength of 
soils, due to pore pressure generation, when drained conditions are not met. 
Two tests conducted at a strain rate of 0.08mm/minute produced a 7.0% difference 
in peak shear strength and no real difference in residual strength. Assuming the 
7.0% difference to be within the bounds of experimental repeatability, then the 
difference of 5.8% between peak shear strengths and 4.2% between residual 
strengths at strain rates of 0.12 and 0.012mm/minute (factor of 10 hicrease in strain 
rate) must also be considered to be within the bounds of experimental repeatability. 
A strain rate of 0.08mm/minute was selected for all testing, for convenience, as 
there is no significant rate effect for strain rates from 0.12 and 0.012mm/minute. 
Shear load/ displacement graphs are presented in appendix A4.5.2. 
Table 4.4 Results of Rate Effects 












Note: The apparent increase in shear strength from peak to remoulded is due to the area corrections applied. That is, the 
remoulded strengths arc subjected to large area corrections as they failed at large displacements. These area 
corrections must also be applied to the normal loads. Hence the greater remoulded shear strength when compared 
to the peak shear strength is due to the difference in normal stress being applied to the sample at large displacements. 
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4.4.3 Reversing Effects 
Reversal of the shear box during the shearing stage produced results which suggest 
a continual increas'e in residual shearing load with additional shearing displacement 
as shown in figure 4.21. This effect was noted on all samples subjected to reversal. 
During shearing a portion of the sample was abraded away, getting trapped between 
the box halves. The abraded soil appeared to consist of predominantly coarse 
fraction particle size loess. It is possible that the effect noted above is due to 
increased friction between abraded sand and the box halves, as the amount of 
abraded sand increased with increasing reversals. 
Figure 4.21 also shows a different shear load - displacement characteristic between 
the tension and compression cycles. The non-peak load-displacement curve on the 
compression cycle is difficult to explain, as the load cell was calibrated both in 
tension and compression and any effects due to particle reorientation or relocation 
of the shear plane should also be evident on the reversed tension cycle. This 
difference is possibly due to variable rotation of the principle stresses or increased 
friction caused by rotation of the sample and or .tilting of the box halves upon 
reversal. Corne (1973) suggests this to be a potential source of error with reversable 
direct shear apparatus, which results from apparatus alignments. Although with his 
own results he reports the same effect and suggests it is due to shear surface 
irregularities. Cullen and Donald (1971) recommend that the shear box travel be 
modified so that it offsets an equal amount in both directions from a central start 
position and all the end play be removed. The shear box apparatus used in this 
investigation offsets only in one direction and has considerable end play. 
All data used in the following sections are based on their initial shearing run and 
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4.4.4 Remoulded and Undisturbed Direct Shear Tests 
Consolidated drained direct shear tests were conducted on loessial material for 
remoulded and midisturbed C and P layers, at normal stresses of 100, 200 and 
400kPa (except Pundisturbed which was tested at 50, 100 and 200kPa). It should be 
noted that the original intention was to test at normal stresses of 25, 50 and 100kPa, 
however, a mis-calculation of sample area resulted in normal stresses being four 
times greater than originally intended. 
It is not known whether or not this is significant, but as discussed in chapter 2, the 
Mohr failure envelope is not neccessarily linear over all applied normal stresses. 
Anayi et al. ·(1990) show from work with Lias clay, that at normal stresses below 
150kPa, the failure envelope for this clay changes from linear to a convex Mohr-
Coulomb failure envelope. Although the testing stresses are considerably greater 
than those expected in a typical loess earth flow, the curvature of the Mohr envelope 
is unlikely to be significant for a low plasticity soil such as loess. 
All direct shear tests on remoulded and undisturbed samples were conducted in 
accordance with the test procedure outlined in app,endix A4.5.1. 
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Remoulded Tests 
Remoulded loessial C and P layer material was obtained from the remoulded 
material used in tests in section 4.3, which had been mixed at approximately 20% 
moisture content and stored in air-tight plastic bags for two weeks. Shear box 
samples were retrieved from extruded proctor mould samples (using the 20mm high 
sampler shown in figure A4.2 {appendix A4.5 .1}) which had been compacted in 
accordance with N.Z.S. 4402:1986, test 4.1.1 (standard compaction). 
Table 4.5 shows the results from the tests, while figures 4.22 and 4.23 show graphs 
of shear stress versus normal stress for the C and P layers respectively, giving 
effective peak and remoulded angles of friction ( ¢' ) and cohesion ( c 1 ). Appendix 
A4.5.3 presents the raw data. 
Table 4.5 Direct Shear Test Results 
PARAMETER SAMPLE 
c (remoulded) p (remouldcd) c (undisturbed) p (undisturbed) 
Normal Stress (kPa) 100 200 400 100 200 400 100 200 400 50 100 200 
Shear Stress (kPa) 
(Peak) 57.4 110.6 227.6 58.5 123.3 244.6 67.2 . 117.8 238.2 48.9 76.6 133.1 
(Remoulded) 155.3 108.5 214.8 54.2 106.3 219.1 60.4 113.1 221.2 31.9 61.7 114.8 
Strain failure (mm) 8.2 9.4 8.3 6.2 3.9 7.2 6.3 8.8 9.3 4.2 5.5 5.2 
Moisture Content (%) 
Inital 20.8 20.7 21.3 19.3 19.5 19.2 19.7 19.7 20.4 18.3 18.2 18.3 
Final 
Dry Density (t/m~ 17.8 15.3 14.3 18.4 15.9 12.7 19.1 17.2 16.4 19.9 20.4 18.5 
Initial 1.68 1.67 1.66 1.71 1.69 1.71 1.56 1.56 1.53 1.65 1.64 . 1.65 
Final 1.80 1.90 1.95 1.79 1.87 1.91 1.80 1.83 1.88 1.72 1.74 1.68 
Settlement (mm) 
ConsolidationJ>hase 2.27 2.45 2.65 2.40 2.79 3.12 1.60 2.24 3.41 2.18 1.54 1.64 
Shear phase 0.27 0.33 0.35 0.14 0.28 0.32 0.77 0.72 0.61 -0.38 0.22 0.45 
Void Ratio 0.49 0.41 0.38 0.50 0.43 0.28 0.51 0.47 0.44 0.56 0.55 0.51 
Saturation Ratio 0.98 1.01 1.02 0.99 1.01 1.23 1.02 0.99 1.01 0.97 1.00 0.98 
The results show there is no cohesion in either the C or P layer with remoulded 
loess. There is no significant difference between the remoulded angle of internal 
friction for the C and P layers. P layer loess produced a peak angle of internal 
friction 2° higher than the C layer loess. 
Undisturbed Tests 
Undisturbed bulk samples of loessiallayers C and P were obtained from pit 1. Shear 
box samples were retrieved from the undisturbed bulk samples using the 20mm high 
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ring sampler shown in figure A4.2 (appendix A4.5.1). However, the P layer bulk 
sample partially collapsed upon the application of the sampler, which left the 
samples with multiple randomly orientated partings, loose soil and hence disturbed. 
These samples will be refered to as undisturbed for ease of grouping only. Samples 
were orientated such that a failure plane expected in situ would be coincident with 
that formed in the test samples. After attaining the peak strength, samples were 
sheared further to reach the remoulded state. 
Table 4.5 shows the results from the tests, while figures 4.24 and 4.25 show graphs 
of shear stress versus normal stress for the C and P layers respectively, giving 
effective peak and remoulded angles of internal friction ( ¢ ') and effective cohesion 
( c' ). Appendix A4.5.4 presents the raw data. 
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Figure 4.22 
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Figure 4.25 Direct Shear Results- undisturbed P layer 
Figure 4.24 shows that cohesion ( c' = 6kPa) was the same for peak and remoulded 
C layer samples while the remoulded angle of friction at large displacement (a 1 R = 
28.2°) was 2° lower than the peak angle of internal friction (a' 1• = 30.2°). Figure 
4.25 shows that cohesion differed by 14kPa between the peak cohesion (c' p = 
20kPa) and the remoulded cohesion (c' R = 6kPa). There is only a sinall difference 
(0.7°) between the remoulded angle of friction (a' R = 28.5°) and the peak angle of 
friction (a' P = 29.2°), and the remoulded value is consistent with that observed in 
tests where soil was initially in the remoulded state before shearing. 
4.5 Summary 
The following trends can be drawn from the laboratory investigations completed in 
this chapter: 
1) There is a difference between particle size distribution in the C and P 
layers investigated. 
2) Mechanical remoulding affects the particle size distribution in the C and 
Players. 
3) Atterberg limits vary between the C and P layers. 
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4) There is no obvious difference in specific gravity between C and Player 
loess. 
5) For both C and P layer loess in a partially saturated state there is an 
inverse trend between undrained shear strength and moisture content. 
6) There is a significant scatter in dry density contours at moisture content 
below their respective (contour) optimum moisture content for both C and 
P layer loess. 
7) Four day soak test shows a significant difference in the ability to absorb 
water by the C and P layers. 
8) There is little difference between remoulded angle of internal friction 
(0.3°) between C and P layer loess in the undisturbed and remoulded 
states. The remoulded angle of friction is about 28.4°. 
9) There is no effective cohesion for remoulded samples of C and P layer 
loess. 
10) Undisturbed C layer loess showed no significant drop in cohesion from 
peak to and remoulded strengths. This cohesion was equal to that for 
undisturbed P layer material at the remoulded state. Undisturbed P layer 
material at peak strength possesses the highest cohesion. 
11) All peak angles of internal friction are within 2.2° for the C and Player 
loess in the undisturbed and remoulded states. 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis of Strength Behaviour 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 4 it is shown that undrained shear strength is sensitive to dry density 
and moisture cont~nt. Milovic (1988) reported similar trends with loessial soils in 
Yugoslavia, while Evans and Bell (1981), Glassey (1986), Tehrani (1988) and 
McDowell (1989) all reported an inverse trend be~ween undrained shear strength 
and moisture content. These are discussed in chapter 2. 
Probably the most extensive general study of the strength behaviour of partially 
saturated compacted clays was that conducted by Seed and Chan (1960 a and b), 
who reported a relationship among moisture content, dry density, undrained shear 
strength and CBR values for partially saturated clays. They found a good correlation 
among dry density, moisture content, degree of saturation, and CBR values or 
undrained shear strength for partially saturated clays. 
Blakeley (1965) reported results of CBR tests on 'Heathcote loess', as discussed in 
chapter 2. Once again the most significant finding was the correlation among dry 
density, moisture ·content, degree of saturation and CBR values for partially 
saturated loessial soil. 
This chapter discusses in detail the results of the laboratory strength testing 
presented in chapter 4 and considers the implications with respect to these earlier 
studies. 
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5.2 Undrained Strength Tests 
5.2.1 Remoulded Samples 
a) Unconfined Compression Testing 
Undrained shear strength, moisture content and dry density results from unconfined 
compression testing of remoulded C and P layer loess have been presented on plots 
of dry density versus moisture content. Strengths measured in each test are noted 
(refer figure 5.1 and 5.2 respectively). 
In both figures contours of undrained strength have been constructed by eye. It is 
apparent that there is considerable scatter in the undrained shear strength data, 
particularly at low dry density and moisture content. This is discussed in section 
4.3.2. 
However the plots do show trends among the three determined soil parameters. 
Results for remoulded C layer loess (figure 5.1) show that undrained shear strength 
increases approximately linearly with increasing dry density and reducing moisture 
content. This suggests that undrained shear strength is not strongly affected by the 
degree of saturation, which is reflected on the plot by the strength contours being 
mutually subparallel, and nearly perpendicular to the air-void curves. 
Testing of remoulded Player loess (figure 5.2) show that undrained shear strength 
increases significantly with increasing dry density, but only show a minor reduction 
in undrained shear strength associated with increasing moisture content. This is 
reflected on the plot by the near linearity of the strength contours, which are 
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Comparison of the. strength contours obtained for the C and P layer loess shows that 
at similar low dry densities and moisture contents, the C layer loess produces 
significantly higher undrained shear strengths than .the P layer loess. For example, 
at 10% moisture content and dry density of 1.55t/m3, the C layer and P layer 
strengths are about SOkPa and 10kPa respectively. The C layer loess, therefore has 
a shear strength approximately 5 times higher than P layer loess. As both soils 
approach saturation their respective strengths are similar at the same moisture 
contents and dry densities. This may indicate that there is little difference in 
undrained shear strength between the two loess layers close to saturation. However, 
in light of the errors (section 4.3.2) associated with the unconfined compression 
testing at low degrees of saturation (which appear to be significant), these results 
should be treated with some caution. 
b) Cure Time Effects 
In chapter 4 graphs of curing sensitivity versus log( cure time) are presented to 
highlight the effects of curing time on strength of' remoulded loessial soils. Both 
figure 4.9 and 4.10 show a concentration of data points above and below a curing 
sensitivity of 1. By ignoring the small number of extreme data points (attributing 
these to experimental error due to differential compaction, sensitivity < 0.8 and 
> 1.2) and averaging the remainder data points, a curing trend was· approximated. 
Both remoulded C and P layer loess show an average 3% increase in undrained 
shear strength after 10 days curing. Remoulded C layer loess shows an average 
increase of 12% in undrained shear strength after 100 days curing, while remoulded 
P layer loess shows an average increase of 16% for the same curing period. Once 
again, the potential error observed with unconfined compression testing means these 
results should be treated with caution. 
c) Four Day Soak Test 
The original intention in conducting four day soak tests was to assess the effects of 
soaking on dry density, moisture content and undrained shear strength. However 
insufficient tests were conducted to assess general trends associated with soaking for 
undrained shear strength. 
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The results of the four day soak tests are presented in figure 4.15. These show a 
significant differe~ce in the moisture absorption behaviour between remoulded C 
and P layer loess. The plot suggests that remoulded C layer loess has a significantly 
higher infiltration rate than remoulded P layer loes.s. Particle size variations (table 
4.1) show that remoulded C layer loess is a (relatively) finer soil than Player loess, 
and hence would be expected to have a lower permeability value. 
The reason for the infiltration rate difference in remoulded samples, and the 
existence or otherwise of this phenomenon in undisturbed samples, is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. However, the result is significant and requires further research. 
d) Vane Shear Testing 
Results from vane shear testing on remoulded C and P layer loess in chapter 4 have 
been plotted in the same manner as the unconfined compression results above (refer 
fgures 5.3 and 5.4). 
Both figure 5.3 (remoulded C layer loess) and figur'e 5.4 (remoulded P layer loess) 
indicate less experimental scatter of undrained strength from the vane shear test 
than do unconfined compression test results shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
Strength contours constructed in figures 5.3 and 5.4 follow similar trends, but actual 
values of strength differ. In both plots the strength contours are curved, indicating 
a non-linear relationship among dry density, moisture content and the degree of 
saturation. At low moisture contents and dry densities, strength contours are roughly 
parallel, and close to perpendicular to the air-void curves, hence undrained shear 
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Along a constant strength contour, as dry densities and moisture content increases 
the strength contours curve upwards. The influence of dry density decreases whereas 
the influence of moisture content increases. 
Where the strength contours are perpendicular to the air-void curves, the degree of 
saturation has no influence on undrained shear strength. As the strength contours 
deviate from this perpendicularity, the influence of the degree of saturation upon 
undrained shear s~rength increases. 
Both figures 5.3 and 5.4 show similar trends. Dry depsity and moisture content have 
similar influences on undrained shear strength at low dry densities and moisture 
contents. Undrained shear strength increases with increasing dry density and 
reducing moisture content. At higher dry densities and moisture contents 
approaching saturation, strength contours on each plot coverge (ignoring su = 10kPa 
contour which is based on limited data), and moisture content has a greater 
influence on undrained shear strength than does dry density. 
To aid the interpretation of figures 5.3 and 5.4, a separate idealised plot of 
undrained vane shear strength versus moisture content with contours of constant dry 
density (figure 5.5) is presented. This figure is calculated from the smoothed strength 
contours presented in figures 5.3 and 5.4. Several major trends are apparent. 
The contours of constant dry density in figure 5.5 show a near linear inverse 
relationship between vane shear strength and increasing moisture content below 
16% moisture content. At higher moisture contents the dry density contours are 
curved. The rate of strength reduction with increasing moisture content decreases 
markedly. 
The vane shear strength of remoulded C layer loess is significantly higher than that 
of remoulded P layer loess, at the same dry density. At all moisture contents the 
ratio of remoulded C layer strength to remoulded P layer strength is close to 2: 1. It 
is useful to examine, for soil at constant dry density, the rate of strength reduction 
with increasing moisture content, since under wetting conditions in the field this will 
show which soil suffers most rapid strength reduction. 
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The rate of strength change with moisture content in the near linear portion of 
these contours may be determined uniquely as a function of the dry density and 
the soil type. Figure 5.5 indicates that at higher dry density the rate of strength 
reduction with increase in moisture content increases. Similarly, remoulded C layer 
loess at the same dry density as remoulded P layer loess, has a greater rate of 
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5.2.2 In Situ Vane Shear Testing· 
As no detailed density determination was conducted in association with the in situ 
vane shear testing, averaged density values obtained from the tube sampling of pit 
1 are used in determining strength trends. 
Assuming an average dry density (table 4.3) of 1.75t/m3 for the C layer and 1.70t/m3 
for the P layer loess and using a specific gravity of 2.71, the range of moisture 
contents encounted during vane shear testing (figure 4.20) gives a range in the 
degree of saturation of 81-101% for the C layer and 89-100% for the Player loess. 
This is likely to be realistic and confirms the validity of the assumed dry density 
values. 
The undrained shear strength of the C layer falls from 140kPa to 48kPa as the 
degree of saturation increases from 81% to 101%, while the undrained shear 
strength of the P layer falls from 175kPa to 125kPa as the degree of saturation 
increases from 89% to 100%. Both in situ C and P layer loess show a decrease in 
undrained shear strength with increasing degree of saturation, even at high degrees 
of saturation. 
In situ vane shear testing (figure 4.20) shows that the Player loess :qas higher vane 
shear strength than does C layer loess at similar moisture contents. For example at 
20% moisture content, C layer loess has an undrained shear strength of 55kPa 
(S = 98.9%) while P layer loess has an undrained shear strength of 170kPa 
(S = 91.2% ), a difference of 115kPa. However P layer loess at the same degree of 
saturation as C layer loess (S = 98.8%) has an undrained shear strength of 126kPa, 
a difference of 71kPa. 
Figure 5.6 also presents the idealised contours of laboratory determined remoulded 
undrained shear strengths at similar constant dry densities to the in situ soils, for 
comparison with the peak undrained shear strengths measured in situ. As previously 
discussed, it can be seen from figure 5.6 that the C layer loess has considerably 
higher remoulded strengths than P layer loess, at similar degrees of saturation. 
However peak strength results do not show this trend. In fact peak C layer strengths 
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in situ are considerably lower than peak P layer strengths. 
Specific interpreta~ion of this plot is difficult, but the obvious trend presented on the 
graph is that P layer loess is considerably more sensitive to remoulding than the C 
layer loess. The most probable cause of this phen~menon is structural collapse of 
the more porous P layer upon remoulding. This dramatic loss of strength with 
porous loess is noted in international literature concerned with the structural 
collapse of loess. 
Lutenegger and Hallberg (1988) suggested that loess has the potential to structurally 
collapse if the loess can attain in situ moisture contents equal to, or greater than, 
its liquid limit. The liquid limit for the P layer (LL = 22°) is less than that in the 
other loess layers and comparable to the in situ saturation moisture content 
(w=22°). Structural collapse of the P layer loess upon remoulding is a very likely 
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In section 4.2 it is suggested that mechanical remoulding increased the percentage 
of clay size particles in the C layer loess by 19% and the P layer loess by 42%. The 
increase may subject the remoulded results to introduced errors which are difficult 
to quantify. The exact determination of the sensitivity of the two loess layers is 
therefore impossible. It is not known from this study whether remoulding in situ 
would produce an equivalent increase in clay size particles. 
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5.3 Drained Strength Tests 
The results obtained from direct shear testing in chapter 4 on both remoulded and 
undisturbed C and Player loess are tabulated (table 5.1) for comparison. 
Table 5.1 Results of Drained Direct Shear Results 
Sample Strength 
Remoulded C layer Peak 
Remoulded 
Remoulded P layer Peak 
Remoulded 
Undisturbed C layer Peak 
Remoulded 




















As recorded previously in chapter 4, the remoulded angle of friction is constant ( ¢' 
= 28.2° to 28.5°) for remoulded and undisturbed C and P layer loess. It should be 
noted that peak angles of friction were also recorded for samples of remoulded C 
and P layer loess despite the thorough remoulding before testing. This behaviour was 
probably due to either: 
1) insufficient pore pressure equilibration in the samples prior to formation 
of the failure plane; or 
2) dilation prior to reaching the constant shearing volume state due to the 
coarse silt and fine sand fraction (this accounts for > 50% of the particle 
size distribution, see appendix A4.1). 
Dilation is the most probable explanation as no significant rate effects were 
encounted during testing (section 4.4.2). Cohesion evident in undisturbed samples 
is also probably due to dilation effects, as the differences between the peak internal 
angles of friction are similar. 
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Skempton (1985) reported that residual strength is dependent almost entirely on 
sliding friction of the clay particles. For fine particle soiJs with a clay fraction less 
than approximately 25%, frictional strength is controlled largely by the sand and silt 
particles. Skempton showed that silty and sandy clays with low clay fractions ( < 25%) 
exhibit the classical "critical state" type behaviour in which the frictional strength is 
seldom less than the normally consolidated or remoulded value, even at large 
displacements. The expected little difference in peak and remoulded angles of 
friction was observed in the drained test results. 
No remoulded samples exhibited cohesion, while undisturbed samples had a 
minimum cohesion of 6kPa, confirming that with sufficient mechanical remoulding, 
cohesion can be reduced to zero, but this was not fully achieved in the direct shear 
tests. This suggests that both C and P layer loess have true cohesion due to some 
combination of clay mineral electrostatic attractions and cementation which is 
broken down during mechanical remoulding. The nominally undisturbed P layer 
loess (somewhat disturbed, refer section 4.4.4) exhibited a peak cohesion of 20kPa. 
As the P layer samples were all somewhat disturbed, this cohesion value can only 
represent a minimum value. The drained testing was limited and a more extensive 
investigation is desirable to check reproducability and ensure a greater degree of 
confidence in the results. 
5.4 Discussion 
5.4.1 Summary of Results 
Comparison between undrained shear strength determined by unconfined 
compression and vane shear testing, shows vane shear testing produces less 
experimental scatter and therefore more reproducible results. 
Results of in situ (peak strength) and laboratory (remoulded strength) vane shear 
testing on C and P layer loess show the following trends. 
1) Both C and P layer loess in a partially saturated state show a reduction 
in undrained strength with increasing degree of saturation. 
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2) The undrained strength of partially saturated remoulded C and P layer 
loess can be defined by any two of dry density, moisture content and 
degree of saturation. 
3) Undisturbed Player loess has significantly higher peak undrained strength 
than does C layer loess at similar degrees of saturation. 
4) Remoulded C layer loess has significantly higher remoulded undrained 
strength than does remoulded P layer loess at similar degrees of 
saturation. 
5) P layer loess is significantly more sensitive to remoulding than C layer 
loess. 
The behavioural difference of remoulded C and P layer loess in a partially saturated 
state is significant. Remoulded C layer loess has about twice the undrained shear 
strength of P layer loess at a similar degree of saturation. The infiltration rate in 
remoulded C layer loess appears considerably greater than the infiltration rate in 
remoulded P layer loess. Both these behaviourial differences are probably due to 
different capillary water surface tension responses, resulting from the respective 
difference in particle size distributions between C and P layer loess. 
Drained testing shows there is no significant difference in the angle of friction ( ¢' = 
28.4 °) for C and P layer loess. This suggests the internal angle of friction is 
controlled by the fine sand and coarse silt sized particles. This is consistent with 
the particle size distribution curves (appendix A4.1) which show these fractions to 
be similar for the two loess layers and account for ~50% of the particle size 
distributions. Since the clay contents for both layers are less than 25%, it is likely 
that strength decrease to a residual state at large shear displacements will be very 
slight. However this has not been investigated in this study. 
The sensitivity observed during undrained testing is less evident in drained testing. 
This can be explained by the fact that no truly undisturbed P layer sample was 
tested, although the disturbed P layer sample (c'=20kPa) tested did produce 
significantly greater cohesion than the mechanically remoulded P layer sample 
(c'=O). 
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5.4.2 Significance of Results 
Effective Stress Analysis versus Total Stress Analysis 
McDowell (1989) reported total stress shear strength parameters of ctv~:. 30° and cu 
varying from 0 to 180k:Pa, with moisture content decreasing from 19 to 8% (chapter 
2). This implies that loess at 19% moisture content and at the ground surface (zero 
normal stress) would have zero shear strength. Clearly this is not the case in the 
field. 
By using the effective stress relationship for partially saturated soils (equation 2.1, 
chapter 2): 
a I = a - Ua + X(Ua - ~) 
and calculating the effective stress at the ground surface, where the total normal 
stress a = 0 and pore air pressure ua = 0, the effective stress relationship can be 
rewritten as: 
a' = -X~ 
For example, if it is assumed that the maximum capillary rise in a 10 meter thick 
loessial soil deposit is coincident with the ground surface (as suggested by Cegla 
(1969)), then the pore water pressure (~) is negative and equal to -98k:Pa (ii)l, 
where ~w is the unit weight of water and h is the capillary head). The experimentally 
determined coefficient X is related to the degree of saturation and i& approximately 
comparable in magnitude (Bishop and Henkel, 1957). Assuming a degree of 
saturation of 70%, typical of P layer loess at 19% moisture content, then X is likely 
to be about 0.7. 
The effective stress at the ground surface is then: 
a' = -X~ 
= -(0.7)(-98) 
= 68.6k:Pa 
Ignoring the true cohesion recorded for loess and· using q/ = 28.4 °, the apparent 
cohesion ( c3 ) component at the surface caused by pore water tension alone can be 
considered equal to the effective shear strength at the surface. Thus: 
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ca = r = a' tan¢'= 68.6 tan28.4° = 37kPa 
Including the minimum true cohesion of P layer loess measured in this study, c' = 
20kPa, the total cohesion is at least 57kPa in freshly exposed P layer loess. This is 
considerably greater than the zero shear strength implied by total stress strength 
parameters reported for loess with moisture content 19% at the ground surface. 
It can be seen from this analysis that in partially saturated loess, even where total 
stresses are negligible, high strengths can occur which can be attributed to effective 
stress friction effects and true cohesion. 
Implications For ~ikely Location Of Landslide Failure Surface 
It is suggested by the drained direct shear tests carried out to date that P layer loess 
develops considerably higher true cohesion than C l~1.yer loess (i.e. 20kPa compared 
to 6kPa). Since the angles of friction are the same for each (¢' = 28.4°), failure is 
most likely to occur in the C layer. The undrained tests support this finding, however 
this applies only if the P layer loess is undisturbed. In addition typical 
hydrogeological factors must also be considered. The formation of a perched water 
table above and within the C layer reduces the apparent cohesion in the C layer by 
increasing the moisture content to give it a positive pore water pressure and reduce 
the effective stress. This confirms that, in undisturbed loess, a failure surface is more 





In chapter 3 it is shown that in the particular loess landslide studied, topsoil blocks 
were the only coherent failed mass. Failure deposits ·Of the C layer and lower S layer 
loess apparently involved fluidised flow. Although no readily apparent shear failure 
surface was identified at the site, shear failure by translational sliding is undoubtedly 
part of the initial failure process. Mathematical models of slope movement assume 
that slope failure occurs by simple shear sliding along a clearly defined failure 
surface. 
Slope stability assessment of the failed ground investigated at Allandale, based on 
the site investigation and computer back analysis, is described in this chapter. 
6.2 Computer Modelling 
6.2.1 Introduction 
The shallow translational slide investigated in this study is most suited to analysis by 
slope stability modelling which considers planar failure surfaces. Both the infinite 
slope equation and an adapted version of non-circular failure surface analysis 
derived by Sarma (1979) have been used. Both can be used to model planar failure 
and are limit equilibrium methods. Considering these briefly in more detail: 
1) Infinite Slope Equation 
The term infinite slope refers to a uniform slope, of sufficiently large extent 
that a typical element can be considered representative of the slope as a 
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whole. Irregularities at the toe and the crest of the slide are ignored. The soil 
properties and pore water pressures at any given distance below the ground 
surface are assumed constant. 
When the failure surface is parallel to the ground surface, the equation for 
factor of safety against sliding is: 
FS = c' +~ tan¢' w-
pgh sino coso p tan o 
where FS = Factor of Safety 
c' = cohesion 
¢' = angle of friction 
0 = slope angle 
p = bulk density of soil 
Pw = density of water 
2) Sarma (1979) 
Hoek (1983) formulated a general two-dimensional slope stability computer 
program based on the slope stability theory of Sarma (1979). The computer 
program used here (supplied by Soils and Foundations Ltd.) allows for the 
stability dete.rmination of complex failure profiles with circular, non-circular, 
or planar sliding surfaces or or any combination of these. Hence the program 
can consider end effects on a block failing by .translational sliding. These end 
effects are not considered by the infinite slope equation. For comparison, both 
the Sarma and the infinite slope analysis have been used in the following 
computer modelling and back analysis. 
No failure surface was identified at the site. The only input parameter known is 
therefore the angle of the hillslope. For a drained analysis this means the failure 
block geometry, the piezometric surface, the angle of friction and the cohesion are 
potentially all variables. A preliminary parameter study was carried out to determine 
which of these had most effect when varied. Those to which the analysis results were 
insensitive were held constant in later analysis. 
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6.2.2 Determination of the Failure Geometry 
Failure Surface 
Different failure wedges (figure 6.1) were modelled to determine the effect of .B, the 
down slope exit failure surface angle relative to the slope angle. Values of .B from 
so to 30° were investigated, for maximum depths to the failure surface of 0.50, 0.75, 
1.00, 1.25 and 1.50m. In addition, variable length blocks (2, 4 and 40m long) of 
uniform depth attached to the failure wedges were also modelled. (The above 
variables were only selected to observe trends.) The piezometric surface (ground 
level) and the strength parameters (c'=6kPa; ¢'=28.4°) were kept constant through 
out this parameter study. Cross-sections of the modelled failure geometries are 
presented under the input data for each case in appendix 5. 
The factors of safety for each case have been plotted against relative failure surface 
angle .Bin figures 6.2 to 6.6, for failure surface depths of 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25 and 
1.50m respectively. For all failure depths, and for all realistic slide lengths the factor 
of safety is independent of the exit wedge angle (.B). The factor of safety is lower for 
deeper failure surfaces. 





...- ...-- p1ope angle 
Figure 6.1 Cross-Section of Modelled Failure Wedge and Block 
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Comparison with Infinite Slope Equation 
Factors of safety obtained from the infinite slope equation and from modelling a 
semi-infinite (100m long) slope using the Sarma computer analysis are compared in 
figure 6.7. The factor of safety decreases with increasing depth in both analyses. The 
infinite slope theory predicts a higher factor of safety for the same block thickness 
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Comparison of Sarma (1979) and Infinite Slope Theories 
Three general conclusions can be drawn from this parameter study: 
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1) The effect of varying the assumed relative exit angle, B, is minor for slide 
lengths greater than 2 meters and insignificant for lengths greater than 
about 5 - 10m. 
2) The factor of safety is lower for deeper failure surfaces. 
3) The factor of safety decreases for longer slides if end wedges are included, 
but infinite slope theory predicts slightly higher factors of safety than the 
finite slide model used. 
6.2.3 Back Analysis 
Computer modelling demonstrates that in a homogeneous soil deeper seated failures 
are more likely than shallow failures. However, the site investigation (chapter 3) 
shows this is not the case in the field as only shallow 'turfmat slides' and a deeper 
translational slide were observed. Soil horizons are therefore the controlling factor. 
This is further supported by piezometer monitoring which identified perched water 
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tables within the S and C layer loess. 
For the purposes of back analysing the slope failu~es at the investigated site, two 
failure depths corresponding to the depths of the S-C and C-P soil layer boundaries 
have been chosen. An angle .B of 15° and a block length of 10m have been selected, 
as computer modelling shows there will be little significant error between a 40m and 
a 4m long block with an angle .B of 15°. Piezometric levels at the base of the failure 
block, the mid-height, and at the ground surface have been used to analyse the 
effect of soil saturation. Drained testing (chapter 5) showed no significant variations 
in the internal angle of friction for the loess layers tested, and the constant value ¢' 
= 28.4° has been used for the drained analysis. Back analysis for the two failure 
geometries and the three piezometric levels was carried out. In the drained strength 
analysis with ¢'= 28.4 o the cohesion, c, to produce a factor of safety FS = 1 was 
calculated. 
Table 6.1 Results of Back Analysis - cohesion or strength required for FS = 1 
Depth to failure suiface 
Sarma 1979 Theory 
0.53m (S-C boundary) 1.40m (C-P boundary) 
Piezometric level in slide Base Midheight Surface Base Midheight Surface 
Undrained analysis: su (kPa) 3.15 3.17 3.25 
Drained analysis ( ¢'= 28.4°): 
c'(kPa) 
Depth to failure suiface 
FS > 1 for all c' 1.28 
Infinite Slope Theory 
0.53m (S-C boundary) 
7.39 7.57 8.03 
FS > 1 for all c' 2.71 
1.40m (C-P boundary) 
Piezometric level Base Midheight Surface Base Midheight Surface 
Undrained analysis: su (kPa) 3.62 3.62 3.62 9.54 9.54 9.54 
Drained analysis ( ¢'= 28.4°): 
c' (kPa) FS > 1 for all c' 1.20 FS>l for all c' 3.15 
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Back analysis was completed using the Sarma and infinite slope theories for 
comparison. The results (table 6.1) show that the infinite slope theory indicates 
higher factors of safety so that this method is less COJ?.servative. However considering 
the difficulties in mathematically modelling a shallow failure (discussed later) in 
natural slopes, the differences are not significant. In the discussion below, the mean 
of the two values for each of these cases is used. As expected both stability theories 
show that to induce failure, cohesion (drained case) or undrained shear strength 
(undrained case) have to be reduced significantly as the piezometric level drops from 
the surface to the base of the failure block. 
6.2.4 Discussion 
Determined Strengths 
Strength testing (chapter 5) produced effective strength parameters from drained 
(direct shear) tests. which ranged from ck 0, ¢'= 28.4 o for remoulded C layer loess to 
c'=6kPa, ¢'=28.4° for undisturbed C layer loess. Undrained (vane shear) tests 
produced shear strengths (saturated samples) w~ich ranged from su = 9kPa for 
remoulded (laboratory) C layer loess to su=48kPa for undisturbed (in situ) C layer 
loess. Only peak undrained shear strengths were obtained for the lower S layer loess, 
which makes comparison with the back analysed determined strengths impossible. 
(The lowest undrained shear strength measured in laboratory testing was su =4kPa, 
obtained for saturated remoulded Player loess.) 
Failure at S-C layer Boundary (Depth 0.53 meters) 
Back analysis summarised in table 6.1 shows that undrained failure will initiate at 
the S-C loess layer boundary (approximate depth, O.Sm) ("turfmat slide"), if the 
piezometric level is at the ground surface (worst case), when the undrained shear 
strength is less than about su=3.4kPa. The lowest undrained shear strength obtained 
for C layer loess during testing, su = 9kPa, at moisture content 22% (close to full 
saturation), would not be low enough to initiate undrained failure. This mode of 
failure is therefore unlikely. 
For drained failure with an angle of friction ¢1=28.4°, failure will occur if the water 
level is at the slope surface and the cohesion is less than about c~ 1.2kPa. A 
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cohesion of c = L?kPa falls in the range of C layer values determined from 
laboratory strength testing ( c'= 0, remoulded to 6kPa, undisturbed), and is towards 
the lower end of the range, suggesting that this d~ained failure mode at the S-C 
interface is reasonable, if some in situ strength reduction occurs ( eg. during 
progressive failure). Back analysis shows that drained failure would not occur if the 
piezometric level were deeper than the midheight of the slide, since no cohesion 
( c'= 0) is needed to produce a factor of safety > = 1 for this mode of failure. 
Failure at C-P Layer Boundary (Depth 1.4 meters) 
Back analysis summarised in table 6.1 shows that undrained failure will initiate at 
the C-P loess layer boundary (approximate depth 1.4m) if the undrained strength is 
less than about su=8kPa. Although remoulded strengths of su=9kPa (C layer) and 
4kPa (Player) were measured in laboratory tests at very high degrees of saturation 
and moisture content, peak strengths were considerably higher. It is unlikely that 
failure at the C-P loess layer boundary would involve remoulded strengths, as no in 
situ evidence was observed of remoulded in situ C layer loess. Undrained failure is 
therefore an unlikely failure mode. 
Drained failure (with an angle of friction <t/=28.4°) is predicted if the cohesion is 
less than about c~3kPa, for the water level at the ground surface. This falls in the 
middle of the range of laboratory determined remoulded to undisturbed cohesions 
( c'= 0 to 6kPa). If the piezometric level is below the ground surface, drained failure 
is unlikely. 
Even with the piezometric level at the ground surface, the back analysed cohesion 
(c~3kPa) is below the laboratory determined peak cohesion (c'=6kPa) for 
undisturbed C laye.r loess. The formation of a tension crack (discussed in chapter 3) 
may reduce this difference in cohesion, but the difference is more likely to be due 
either to local variations within the loess, laboratory errors, or the inherent errors 
involved in mathematically modelling shallow failures in natural slopes. 
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Accuracy of Mathematical Models 
Mathematically modelling shallow failures in natural slopes is usually difficult and 
often regarded as almost impossible (Fell and Jeff~ry, 1987). This is because these 
natural slopes are typically comprised of soils whose effective strength characteristics 
vary slightly in all directions. This is mainly due to the complex hydrogeology of the 
surficial soils and the resulting strength variability in partially saturated soils. Added 
to this is the difficulty in accurately determining the precise failure geometry. 
In contrast, for deep seated slope failures slight variations in effective strength 
properties and the determination of the failure geometry become less significant. 
However the exercise is very useful in determining the theoretical sensitivity of 
shallow slopes to the various parameters discussed above. 
Synthesis 
Having noted problems of accuracy in mathematically modelling shallow slope 
failures, the following conclusions can be drawn from this work for the slide 
modelled: 
1) For the particular slide modelled, and for many similar slides in Port Hills 
loess, infinite slope analysis is sufficiently accurate, although slightly less 
conservative than analyses which allow for variable boundary conditions. 
2) Slope failure by translational sliding could occur at the S-C and C-P loess 
layer boundaries. 
3) Failure at the S-C loess layer boundary is likely to involve lower Slayer 
drained shear strengths approaching remoulded values, with the 
piezometric level at or near the ground surface. 
4) Failure at the C-P loess layer boundary is likely to involve C layer loess 
drained shear strengths closer to peak values with the piezometric level 
at the ground surface. 
5) Slope failure for the geometry studied is very unlikely (even if remoulded 
strengths are developed) when the piezo:tp.etric level is close to or below 
midheight in a potential slide, unless artesian pressures are acting. 
6) The strength values obtained from laboratory and field investigations in 
this study are consistent with the approximate theoretical strengths 
suggested by stability modelling. 
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6.3 Hillslope Failure Model 
6.3.1 Introduction 
The proposed hillslope failure model for the investigated earthflow complex is based 
on information presented in this chapter and the previous chapters. A schematic 
representation of the evolution of one of the earthflows from the earthflow complex 
is presented, from its initiation to its present form. 
6.3.2 Suggested Failure Model 
Figure 6.8a shows a schematic representation of the formation of a tension crack. 
It is inferred that the formation of the tension crack is associated with slope creep 
in the lower S layer loess. When the available resistance to movement offered by the 
overlying top soil (upper S layer) is exceeded, the top soil fractures, forming a 
tension crack roughly parallel to the slope contour. Once the tension crack is 
initiated, it propagates down through the C layer loess, driven by seasonal 
swell/shrink characteristics of the C layer loess. Tension crack formation of this 
nature was observed in pitl and is believed to be actively forming at the western end 
of the southeast facing failure complex (expressed at the surface as a minor scarp) 
(see figure 3.4, map pocket). 
Figure 6.8b shows the tension crack which has been infilled by lower S layer (plastic 
deformation) and some topsoil. The tension crack infill offers little or no shear 
resistance, thus reducing the total available resistance against failure. The slope has 
a piezometric level coinsident with the ground surface (as indicated by computer 
modeling). High pore water pressure acting at the base of the C layer are sufficient 
to initiate the failure of a saturated block of C layer loess and the overlying S layer 
loess. The block of loess fails by translational sliding at the C-P loess layer boundary. 
Based on site morphology and computer modelling, the failed block leaves a scarp 
at least 10m long and may be as long as 40m, with a width of approximately Sm. 
Upon failure (figure 6.8c), the failed block of C layer loess collapses and flows 
downslope, depositing coherent blocks of upper S layer loess (top soil) on the slope. 
Some C layer loess is deposited on the toe region of the failure surface. 
~figure 6 · 8 a: Schematic representation of tension crock 
·• development during seasonal and annual 
climatic fluctuations 
Formation of tension crack resulting 
from swell/shrink characteristics of 
C layer loess- infilled with saturated 
plastic deforming lower S layer loess 
Structural collapse of lower 
S layer loess resulting from 
soil creep processes 
Subsurface flow- above 
quasi- impermeable boundary 
Tension crock propagates through to 
C layer contact- propagation driven 
by swell/shrink characteristics of 
C layer loess 
6· 8 c: Schematic representation of failed ground post slope failure 
Coherent blocks of top-soil 
deposit on the hillslope 
.. 
Lower S layer and C Ioyer loess collapses 
upon failure- the majority of the fluidised 
loess flows down slope or is subsequently 
washed down hillslope by surface runoff 
water 
Figure 6·8 b: Schematic representation of failure surface development during period of 
intense rainfall 
Surface and inter-layer infiltration rates 
build up during periods of intense rainfall 
Subsurface flow within soil 
soil horizons build up during 
periods of intense rainfall 
Shear failure surface propagates 
to surface as a result of excess 
pore water pressure acting at 
base of C Ioyer and within soil 
horizons 
Figure 6·8 d: Schematic representation of cross section through site· 
Slope deposit 
Slope deposit from failure _..... 
involving C layer loess 




It is believed that the original earth flow involved a block of soil approximately 10m 
in length, and that the present day scarp length (approximately 40m) is the result of 
retrogressive behaviour of the back scarp upslope of the original failure. The ground 
behind the backscarp has no toe support from the ground surface to the base of the 
C layer loess, allowing two failure mechanisms to act on the ground upslope of the 
original slope failure. These mechanisms are a function of the rainfall conditions on 
the slope and the presence of upslope tension cracks. With sufficiently intense 
rainfall, saturated flow is initiated in the lower S layer loess, which may initiate a 
"turfmat slide" similar to that observed during the site investigation. It is likely that 
the underlying C layer loess will be gradually eroded away through time by surface 
runoff. If the rainstorm is of high enough intensity ·and of sufficient time duration, 
a failure similar to the original failure may initiate in the C layer loess. The tension 
crack need not extend to the base of the C layer as the reduced toe support would 
reduce the resisting forces sufficiently. It was not possible to model the destabilising 
influence of the tension crack using the available computer program. 
Figure 6.8d shows a schematic cross-section representation of the failed ground 
today. Information gathered from logging of the pits is consistent with the proposed 
failure model. The failed ground today represents a slope failure complex which 
consists of the development of many individual earth flows and "turfmat slide" events 
since the original slope failure depicted in figure 6.8c. 
The location and geometry of the failed ground investigated, the adjacent failed 
ground and the failed ground on the central ea~t-southeast facing hillslope all 
suggest that the original slope failures occurred more or less at the same distance 
downslope from the crest of the hillslopes. This suggests that the soil creep at this 
slope position is severe enough to break the surface, forming tension cracks. 
The initial slope failures occur laterally on the same contour with subsequent 





7 .1.1 Allandale Site 
Hydrogeology 
1) The S and C loess layers both behave as leaky unconfined aquifers which 
are recharged by infiltrating surface incident precipitation. 
2) The hydrogeology of P layer loess is extremely variable in all directions. 
Displacement 
1) No horizontal surface displacements were recorded during the period of 
monitoring. 
2) A minor ( < 10mm) vertical surface displacement trend was recognised 
during the period of monitoring. This is probably associated with seasonal 
shrink/ swell soil characteristics. 
Slope Morphology 
1) Surface creep is active on the steeper ( > 22°) portions of the hillslope and 
particularly in the failed ground where terracettes are formed. 
2) Blocks of top soil trailing down slope from failed ground represent slope 
deposits from a single earth flow event. 
3) Relatively minor deposits of fluidised C layer loess from earth flow activity 
are preserved in the failed ground. 
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4) The surface expression of minor scarps (generally < 0.2m high) adjacent 
to failed ground may represent tension crack formation in the C layer 
loess. 
5) Two kinds of slope failure have been recognised as forming the present 
day failed ground: 
a) earth flows involving the C layer; and 
b). "turfmat slides" involving the Slayer. 
7 .1.2 Laboratory Results 
Classification Tests 
Particle size distributions, density variations and Atterberg limits for all 
loess layers tested fall into the same general ranges reported for Banks 
Peninsula loessial soils. 
Unconfined Compression Tests 
1) Unconfined compression testing on remoulded specimens of C and P layer 
loess produced significant error, particularly at relatively low moisture 
contents ( < 14%). 
2) Error can be attributed to differential compaction associated with the 
insertion of thin-walled sampling tubes and extraction of the specimens 
from the thin-walled sampling tubes. 
Vane Shear Tests 
1) Vane shear testing on remoulded C and P layer loess showed the 
following trends: 
a) Both C and Player loess in a partially saturated state display 
a significant reduction in undrained shear strength with an 
increasing degree of saturation. The strength reduction can be 
attributed to the decrease in pore water tension associated with 
capillary suction, as the degree of saturation increases. 
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b) The undrained shear strength of remoulded C and P layer loess 
in a partially saturated state can be defined by any two of three 
parameters: i.e. dry density, moisture content and degree of 
saturation. 
c) Remoulded C layer loess at low degrees of saturation (<50%) 
produces significantly higher undrained shear strength than 
remoulded P layer loess at similar degrees of saturation. 
2) Vane shear testing on in situ C and P layer loess showed the following 
trends: 
a) Both C and P layer loess in a partially saturated state display 
a significant reduction in undrained shear strength with 
increasing degree of saturation. 
b) In situ P layer loess at all degrees of saturation produces 
significantly higher peak undrained shear strengths than in situ 
C layer loess. 
c) The limited drained tests carried out to date suggest the 
significant difference in the peak undrained shear strength 
recorded between P and C layer loess at saturation can be 
attributed to a significantly higher true cohesion in P layer loess 
than C layer loess. 
d) Comparing C and P layer loess remoulded strengths / peak 
strengths shows the P layer to be significantly more sensitive to 
remoulding than the C layer. 
Direct Shear Tests 
1) Drained direct shear tests on mechanically remoulded C and P layer loess 
showed that the remoulded shear strength parameters are identical for 
both layers (c~O, ¢'=28.4°). 
2) Drained direct shear tests on undisturbed C layer loess showed no 
difference between the peak and remoulded shear strength parameters 
(c~6kPa, ¢'=28.4°). 
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3) Drained direct shear tests on disturbed P layer loess gave peak shear 
strength parameters of c'=20kPa, ¢'=28.4° and remoulded shear strength 
parameters of c'=6kPa, ¢'=28.4°. 
Four Day Soak Test 
The four day soak test showed that mechanically remoulded C layer loess has 
a significantly greater infiltration rate than mechanically remoulded P layer 
loess. 
7 .1.3 Slope Stability Analysis 
Computer Modelling 
7.2 
1) "Turfmat slides" can be modelled as essentially translational slides which 
require remoulded drained shear strengths to initiate failure at the base 
of the S layer loess. The piezometric level has to be approaching the 
ground surface to initiate failure. 
2) Earth flows can be modelled as essentally translational slides which 
require peak drained shear strengths and a tension crack in the head 
region to initiate failure at the base of the C layer loess. rile piezometric 
level has to be close to the ground surface to initiate failure. 
Recommendations for Further Work 
The following recommendations are made for further research: 
1) Further drained direct shear testing of loessial soils from elsewhere on 
Banks Peninsula for comparison with results from this study. 
2) A detailed study into in situ undrained shear strength variations among 
other loessial soils elsewhere on Banks Peninsula for comparison with 
results from this study. 
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3) Research into the hydrogeology of loess soil horizons, in particular to 
quantify the differences in the infiltration rate and permeability of all 
three soil layers. 
4) Detailed study of tension crack formation and propagation from the 
surface into the C layer loess. 
5) Research into the structural collapsibility of P and lower S layer loess. 
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Al.l Equipment 
1 * Wild T1000 Electronic Theodolite 
1 * Wild DllOOO Distomat 
3 * Wild GST20 Tripod 
2 * Wild GPH1A Single-prism and Holder 
1 * Wild GLSll Plumbing pole (staff) 
1 * Steel Tape Measure 
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All surveying equipment was from the Geology department, University of 
Canterbury. 
A1.2 Method 
A1.2.1 Topographic and Location Surveys 
Topographic surveying commenced during March 1989 for the purpose of producing 
engineering geological plans, sections and to accurately locate auger holes, pits and 
piezometers. Control points S1 and S2 alternately had a tripod mounted, electronic 
theodolite with distomat (EDM, see figure A1.1) and prism, which was used as a 
reference base line (false origin) for opening and closing each survey. Data points 
for these surveys were located through the use of a prism mounted, hand held staff 
(see figure A1.2). 
Al.2.2 Displacement Surveys 
A survey network was established in and adjacent to the investigated slope failure 
to monitor displacements. The survey network comprising 18 data points, was 
monitored on an approximately two monthly basis from April 1989 to February 
1990. Wooden pegs 45cm long were used as markers for the displacement points 
(see figure 3.8, map pocket)(DP1, DP2, ... , DP18). All measurements involving the 
displacement points were taken using a tripod mounted prism (see figure A1.3) and 
referenced to the S1-S2 (false origin) base line. 
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Figure Al.l Tripod mounted EDM, used for all surveying. Base line (Sl-S2) runs 
between the two rock outcrops. 
Figure A1.2 Hand held prism mounted staff. 
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Figure A1.3 Tripod mounted prism used for displacement surveying. 
Grilph 1J Atmospheric correction in ppm 
- · - · - ·-- ·-~·----
~·) ~~~ ¥(<) J~l oJ )o"( l ;>:O>J ;>..'((1 •:A• Um 
Gr,lph :!;r Correction to se;r lt!vc l in pprn 
Figure A1.4 & Al.S Atmospheric correction in ppm (graph la) and correction to sea 
level in ppm (graph 2a). 
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A1.3 Accuracy 
A1.3.1 Instrument Error 
The Wild DllOOO Distomat requires a scale correction (Wild DllOOO Operators 
Manual) in ppm (parts per million) to compensate for the atmospheric conditions 
at the time of measurement. Using graphs (figures A1.4 & Al.S), a scale correction 
can be input into the Distomat. 
From figure A1.4 the atmospheric correction required for operating the instrument 
between 2S°C and soc (expected temperature variation over survey period) is 1Sppm 
and -3ppm respectively at a height of 9Sm above sea level. The correction to sea 
level (figure Al.S) at this height is -1Sppm. The corrections are summed, hence no 
scale correction is required when operating the instrument at 2S°C, and at soc, a 
scale correction of -18ppm is required, which equates to an error in the distance 
measurement of -1.8mm at a 100m distance. The instrument has an inherent 
accuracy of ± Sppm (O.Smm), hence the total potential instrument error over the 
entire survey period can be expected to be within the range of + O.Smm and -2.3mm 
for the distance measurements. The potential error in bearing measurements 
(vertical and horizontal) is negligible as the readings were taken more or less in the 
same segment of the instrument. 
A1.3.2 Operator Error 
During the survey period from April 1989 to February 1990, five different people 
operated the survey equipment. The error associated with each operator can be 
assumed to be the difference between the opening and closing of each survey, and 
the average of all opening and closure data. This error affects all bearing and 
height/distance measurements. Section A1.4.2 details the average and range of 





Calculations of Rectangular coordinates & 
Actual Height 
Data displayed by the EDM are in polar coordinates, being a horizontal distance, 
a height difference (difference between instrument and staff heights), and a 
horizontal angle (increasing clockwise). For the purpose of manipulating and plotting 
data it is more convenient to use rectangular coordinates based on a false origin, 
hence the following calculations were applied to reduce all raw data. 
Reduced Height 
The following formula was used to calculate the actual height h, as opposed to the 
height difference x, which is the height between the instrument hi and the staff 
height h6 : 
h =X +h.- h t s 
Polar to Rectangular Coordinates 
The following formula were used to convert polar coordinates to rectangular 
coordinates, with Sl being the false origin and the base line coincident with the X-
axis: 
X = (-J) d COS 
y = d sin 
A1.4.2 
1Y-axis 






Reduced Displacement Data 
CLOSURE DATA (S1 - S2) 
Y-coord Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
10/04/89 11.210 -76.258 0 
11.210 -76.257 0 
12/04/89 11.211 -76.259 0 
11.214 -76.259 -0.09 
14/04/89 11.210 -76.259 0 
11.213 -76.258 -0.004 
07/05/89 11.207 -76.257 0 
11.210 -76.257 -0.002 
07/06/89 11.209 -76.259 0 
11.211 -76.259 0 
19/09/89 11.214 -76.258 0 
11.212 -76.258 0 
11.211 -76.258 0 
07/11/89 11.211 -76.257 0 
11.211 -76.254 0 
01/02/90 11.213 -76.256 0 
11.213 -76.257 0 
11.214 -76.258 0 
AVERAGE 11.211 -76.258 -0.032 
RANGE -0.002, + 0.003 -0.004, + 0.001 -0.058, + 0.032 
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SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 1 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
12/04/89 -24.733 37.493 
07/06/89 -24.726 37.496 
19/09/89 -24.722 37.499 
07/11/89 -24.722 37.492 
01/02/90 -24.724 37.490 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 2 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
12/04/89 -29.718 38.234 
07/06/89 -29.710 38.245 
19/09/89 -29.712 38.247 
07/11/89 -29.708 38.238 
01/02/90 -29.715 38.241 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 3 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
12/04/89 -28.382 44.265 
07/06/89 -28.375 44.268 
19/09/89 -28.377 44.272 
07/11/89 -28.372 44.263 
01/02/90 -28.377 44.264 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 4 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
12/04/89 -29.048 50.747 
07/06/89 -29.037 50.754 
19/09/89 -29.036 50.757 
07/11/89 -29.032 50.747 
01/02/90 -29.034 50.748 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 5 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X -coord 
12/04/89 -30.633 50.772 
07/06/89 -30.619 50.792 
19/09/89 -30.619 50.794 
07/11/89 -30.621 50.787 
































SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 6 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -31.513 62.821 
07/06/89 -31.502 62.826 
19/09/89 -31.499 62.828 
07/11/89 -31.500 62.825 
01/02/90 -31.508 62.819 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 7 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -35.781 76.513 
07/06/89 -35.773 76.521 
19/09/89 -35.772 76.521 
07/11/89 -35.774 76.513 
01/02/90 -35.777 76.512 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 8 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -39.149 77.995 
07/06/89 -39.148 77.999 
19/09/89 -39.147 77.999 
07/11/89 NO READING TAKEN 
01/02/90 -39.145 77.996 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 9 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -38.555 73.085 
07/06/89 -38.557 73.059 
19/09/89 -38.547 73.063 
07/11/89 -38.546 73.051 
01/02/90 -38.554 73.058 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 10 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -38.363 64.633 
07/06/89 -38.359 64.639 
19/09/89 -38.365 64.639 
07/11/89 -38.360 64.628 































SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 11 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -34.337 51.644 
07/06/89 -34.325 51.678 
19/09/89 -34.334 51.650 
07/11/89 -34.326 51.639 
01/02/90 -34.334 51.639 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 12 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -39.041 53.909 
07/06/89 -39.035 53.913 
19/09/89 -39.036 53.916 
07/11/89 -39.032 53.903 
01/02/90 -39.043 53.906 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 13 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -45.811 68.357 
07/06/89 -45.800 68.366 
19/09/89 -45.797 68.365 
07/11/89 -45.793 68.352 
01/02/90 -45.808 68.355 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 14 
Date ofSurvey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89. -44.490 74.145 
07/06/89 -44.483 74.153 
19/09/89 -44.486 74.154 
07/11/89 -44.482 74.144 
01/02/90 -44.488 74.146 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 15 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -46.054 81.475 
07/06/89 -46.050 81.476 
19/09/89 -46.048 81.484 
07/11/89 -46.041 81.473 
































SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 16 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -47.243 91.768 
07/06/89 -47.235 91.776 
19/09/89 -47.235 91.782 
07/11/89 -47.234 91.766 
01/02/90 -47.243 91.765 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 17 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord. 
14/04/89 -53.761 94.741 
07/06/89 -53.746 94.745 
19/09/89 -53.749 94.745 
07/11/89 -53.744 94.736 
01/02/90 -53.755 94.729 
SURVEY OF DISPLACEMENT POINT 18 
Date of Survey Reduced Level X-coord 
14/04/89 -50.336 77.681 
07/06/89 -50.326 77.688 
19/09/89 -50.326 77.697 
07/11/89 -50.318 77.682 



















A1.4.3 Grap~ical Presentation of Results 
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Figure A1.6 presents a graphical presentation of the reduced data for all 
displacement points, showing movement (mm) relathre to the initial survey. The data 
was not corrected for instrument and operator error as horizontal movement (x & 
y directions) is insignificant and random. 
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Figure A I· 6: Reduced Displacement Survey Data 
Note: lines represent horizontal displacement vectors (mm) from from false origin (which was based on initial survey) 
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An element of soil can be considered to be a three-phase system (see figure A2.1) 
comprising a solid phase, and a pore phase consisting of liquid and gas phases, 
usually water and air respectively (Das, 1985). It is the ratios of the volumes of these 
three phases that are described in soil mechanics terminology as void ratio, porosity 
and degree of saturation. 
When a load (a) is applied to a saturated element of soil, part is carried by the 
water (u) in the void spaces (acts with equal intensity in all directions) and part is 
carried by the solids (a') at their points of contact. It is the effective stress (a') in 
a soil mass that controls its deformation behaviour and strength, and therefore 
knowledge of the total stress (a) and the pore water pressure (u) is crucial in soil 
engineering. These parameters have the following simplified relationship (Das, 
1985): 
a1 = a - u 
Bernoulli's equation describes the energy level of a flowing liquid. Hydraulic head 
is a measure of energy per unit weight of water and can be expressed as a height. 
Hydraulic head (H) can be expressed by the (Bernoulli) equation: 
H = (P/O'j + (v:,f2g) + z (m) 
where: v = velocity (m.s-1) 
g = acceleration due to gravity (m.s"1) 
P = pressure of a unit weight of water at a given point (Pa) 
?fw = unit weight of water (kg/m"3) ( =pg) 
P /'6w = ·pressure head (m) 
v:,f2g = velocity head (m"1) 
z = elevation above a reference point (m) 
Owing to the very low flow velocities of water in soil, the velocity head can for most 
practical purposes be ignored (Todd, 1980). The hydraulic head can now be 
expressed: 
H =Plow+ z 
Resolving for P (pore water pressure (u)): 
P = ?fw(H- z) (Pa) 
A2.2 Construction and Installation 
A2.2.1 Materials 
19mm diameter PVC pipe 
Hacksaw 











PVC pipe was cut to the desired length and then slots were cut at lcm intervals to 
a distance of 0.15m from one end. The slotted portion was then wrapped with 
geotextile cloth (see figures A2.2) and fixed with masking tape, while air slots were 
sawn into the other end to maintain atmospheric pressure in the PVC pipe. 
Figure A2.1 
Figure A2.2 
(A} Dry soil 
Actual fo rm Idealised 
( Bl Saturated soil (C } Partially saturated 
so il 
The composition of a natural soil (after Hanna, 1985) 




Existing auger holes were used to :house at least one piezometer in each group of 
piezometers. Sand was placed in the annular space around the geotextile covered tip 
as shown in figure A2.3, to prevent clay infiltrating the piezometer. A seal was 
formed above the sand with rammed bentonite pallets and water, while the 
remaining void space was back filled with soil. 
A2.2.4 ·Measurement of Piezometeric Level 
Measurements of water depths were achieved using a mild steel probe with two well 
insulated graduated electrical wires fixed to its surface and connected to a 
multimeter (see figure A2.4). All measurements were referenced to the top of the 
PVC tubing, while water depths were recorded when the electrical circuit was closed 
(registered on continuity meter) upon contact with the water. 
A2.3 Accuracy 
Although the permeability of the fine grained poorly sorted sand filter was not 
determined, Vaughan (1969) suggests the filter can be in the order of ten times 
more permeable than the soil before the pore pressure is significantly influenced. 
Hence the filters are assumed to have negligible effect on measured pore pressures. 
Initial equalisation of pore pressures around a borehole piezometer are subject to 
a time lag known as the initial response time (Vaughan, 1973). Vaughan (1973) 
shows that the initial response time for a Casagrande type piezometer with a sand 
filter in clay is approximately 50 days. Although no experimentation was conducted, 
it is believed that the response time would be somewhat less in silt. 
If pore water pressures are to be monitored with the Casagrande-type piezometer, 
the pressures must be above atmospheric. In partly saturated soils with negative pore 
water pressures, the Casagrande-type piezometer is useless. However, in partly 
saturated soils with positive pore pressures and the sand filter equalised to the pore 
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Figure A2.3 Schematic drawing of piezometer i~stallation 
Figure A2.4 Electrical equipment used to measure water level. Multimeter wired 
to a normally open switch. Switch closes when in contact with water. 
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water pressure and with suitable de-airing of the sand filter, pore water pressures 
may be measured. Vaughan (1973) suggests that with a clean open standpipe of 
sufficient diameter (12mm or greater), the system is self de-airing. On this basis, it 
was felt that the positive pore water pressures have been monitored accurately by 
the Casagrande-type piezometer. 
Reading accuracy of the graduated electrical wire probe was considered to be in the 
order of ± 3mm when accounting for slight displacements in marking depth and 
reflex delays between marking depth and noting deflection on the continuity meter. 
This inaccuracy amounts to a fixed error of ± 14.7 Pa, which would effect the 
accuracy of shorter hydraulic heads more than large heads. 
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A2.4 Results 
Piezometer Group 1 
(Pore water pressure = kPa) 
Date 2.0 1.3 0.5 4.2 
Actual depth (1.99m) (1.27m) (0.47m) (4.16m) 
14/06/89 (FILLED) 
16/07/89 0 11.527 3.924 0.196 
23/07/89 0 10.399 3.139 0.785 
26/07/89 0 7.357 0.588 0.588 
30/07/89 0 5.405 0 0.588 
06/08/89 0 5.278 0 0.549 
18/08/89 0 9.467 2.17.8 0.588 
20/08/89 0 8.289 1.030 0.559 
03/09/89 0 6.965 0.245 0.981 
12/09/89 0 9.790 2.639 1.069 
13/09/89 0 8.878 1.677 1.128 
14/09/89 0 11.174 3.767 1.207 
15/09/89 0 11.791 4.306 1.207 
16/09/89 0 11.252 4.091 1.373 
17/09/89 0 9.673 2.963 1.383 
18/09/89 0 8.839 1.913 1.383 
19/09/89 0 8.289 1.226 1.521 
20/09/89 0 7.465 0.932 1.589 
21/09/89 0 6.867 0.422 1.569 
22/09/89 0 7.220 0.186 1.560 
24/09/89 Filled 6.072 0 1.560 
25/09/89 2.237 5.768 0 1.471 
26/09/89 1.177 5.523 0 1.550 
27/09/89 0 5.395 0 1.540 
28/09/89 0 5.199 0 1.481 
29/09/89 0 4.983 0 1.501 
15/10/89 0 6.504 0 1.952 
18/10/89 0 8.584 0.657 2.050 
19/10/89 0 9.202 2.079 2.050 
20/10/89 0 8.319 1.157 2.138 
22/10/89 0 8.927 1.050 2.060 
23/10/89 0 11.566 3.944 2.237 
24/10/89 0 10.536 3.394 2.227 
25/10/89 0 7.917 1.854 2.129 
26/10/89 0 6.798 0.853 2.119 
27/10/89 0 6.435 0.206 2.138 
07/11/89 0 3.983 0 1.942 
13/01/90 0 2.148 0 1.461 



















































































Piezometer Group 2 




























































































































Piezometer Group 3 



















































































Piezometer Group 4 




















































































Piezometer Group 7 




























































































































Piezometer Group 8 











































Rain Fall Data 
A3.1 Monthly totals (1940 - 1988) 
A3.2 Daily totals (Feb. 1988 -Jan. 1990) 
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A3.1 Monthly totals (1940 - 1988) 
Allandale Rain Station 
(mm) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YR 
1940: 152 33 22 100 345 40 95 62 140 30 93 16 1128 
1941: 34 47 174 115 47 202 34 325 62 57 35 98 1230 
1942: 54 66 35 18 253 10 148 23 71 40 47 53 818 
1943: 100 82 34 20 58 170 96 117 131 110 14 4 936 
1944: 28 135 92 155 151 93 88 47 101 60 99 185 1234 
1945: 52 180 75 47 403 153 163 147 45 73 18 105 1461 
1946: 37 22 44 45 143 124 71 75 196 119 122 100 1098 
1947: 63 87 77 57 51 216 29 65 72 162 11 26 916 
1948: 102 76 26 99 90 48 55 15 48 35 105 11 710 
1949: 61 19 101 38 56 85 85 38 10 18 22 61 594 
1950: 86 114 74 49 38 67 119 106 9 197 48 111 1018 
1951: 166 168 141 227 176 88 110 59 23 148 25 141 1472 
1952: 55 29 27 25 105 74 28 164 67 120 141 44 879 
1953: 157 60 82 97 101 76 112 94 52 152 31 78 1092 
1954: 13 47 58 57 89 56 145 125 25 14 49 41 719 
1955: 27 85 15 25 94 176 169 25 33 23 30 14 716 
1956: 47 19' 68 50 196 40 149 52 113 59 81 67 941 
1957: 28 25 108 49 252 47 138 40 84 71 61 82 985 
1958: 69 39 38 120 57 52 28 51 15 33 26 34 562 
1959: 39 50 46 126 264 10 45 12 . 7 43 14 52 708 
1960: 37 26 171 22 14 141 50 43 32 71 37 171 815 
1961: 148 55 55 26 90 49 174 145 104 2 45 17 910 
1962: 41 119 70 114 86 110 47 93 26 37 102 57 902 
1963: 55 134 60 122 36 80 186 78 53 25 78 116 1023 
1964: 8 22 48 52 70 18 139 112 58 31 70 27 655 
1965: 60 33 156 70 80 114 142 96 83 67 157 14 1072 
1966: 42 38 74 58 80 62 40 67 33 26 113 60 693 
1967: 103 34 35 40 105 38 25 46 115 41 108 34 724 
1968: 67 53 43 375 65 83 130 55 58 45 70 60 1104 
1969: 72 10 4 67 108 74 60 42 34 55 15 51 592 
1970: 60 30 152 33 148 118 142 55 66 66 36 19 925 
1971: 65 17 27 20 80 111 106 39 47 73 41 20 646 
1972: 65 31 41 64 89 104 74 68 26 114 29 44 749 
1973: 40 26 31 29 60 38 76 175 45 34 40 31 625 
1974: 23 96 68 188 CLOSED 
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Living Springs Rain Station 
(nun) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YR 
1978: 47 242 
1979: 33 48 186 24 113 24 197 215 97 145 52 41 1175 
1980: 214 129 127 73 16 98 78 115. 5 14 89 70 1028 
1981: 39 12 59 67 48 147 88 209 30 88 53 26 866 
1982: 28 39 26 77 42 82 115 40 45 178 52 115 839 
1983: 32 25 22 168 198 98 273 83 165 62 39 98 1263 
1984: 111 70 123 34 83 24 141 28 93 44 103 85 939 
1985: 12 96 
1986: 42 144 210 28 
1987: 9 160 77 51 76 87 45 21 30 63 61 57 737 
1988: 35 51 52 24 59 58 41 64 11 11 
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A3.2 Daily Rain Fall Data (Feb 1989 - Jan 1990) 
Living Springs Rain Station 
(mm) 
Date Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep. Oct Nov Dec Jan 
1 0.3 3.0 1.0 0.5 0.2 1.1 0.1 
2 0.3 16.0 
3 7.0 13.3 7.0 0.4 
4 3.3 3.2 22.8 5.5 17.1 13.5 
5 22.5 0.3 8.2 0.2 2.1 
6 0.2 0.5 7.1 0.1 
7 0.3 3.3 7.1 2.5 
8 0.4 12.1 0.2 19.5 36.9 5.6 
9 0.1 0.8 2.0 0.1 
10 6.6 26.5 1.0 2.2 2.1 
11 7.2 14.6 0.5 1.4 2.9 0.7 2.1 
12 0.2 0.1 0.1 9.0 16.2 7.5 0.2 0.2 
13 0.5 6.0 0.3 9.2 9.7 0.3 
14 0.1 3.4 11.5 17.1 
15 1.2 6.2 0.4 3.4 10.5 0.3 0.1 
16 0.3 0.1 5.0 6.7 5.5 
17 3.6 0.2 17.8 49.5 46.5 3.4 
18 0.1 12.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
19 2.0 52.8 0.6 14.6 
20 6.1 5.8 5.0 34.4 0.6 2.2 
21 3.0 0.1 8.4 11.5 6.6 1.0 5.6. 24.6 0.2 
22 0.5 7.1 15.5 1.0 0.2 0.1 42.6 1.6 
23 2.9 2.0 7.9 0.5 9.5 12.9 0.9 
24 1.0 6.0 1.4 0.6 3.9 
25 2.5 1.5 9.8 
26 10.2 2.0 8.0 
27 6.8 21.6 27.1 2.6 
28 3.9 5.8 20.2 5.0 0.6 0.6 
29 7.0 20.0 23.2 4.5 1.4 0.9 
30 1.8 3.0 0.3 0.9 
31 0.3 - 0.1 - 1.1 - 1.1 
MONTHLY TOTALS 
55 42 71 174 105 140 90 66 195 40 80 18 
Appendix 4 
LABORATORY TESTING 
A4.1 Particle-size distribution curves 
A4.2 Atterberg Limits 




In situ densities and moisture contents 
Example calculations 
Density of solid particles 
A4.4 Undrained testing 
A4.4.1 Laboratory unconfined compression and shear vane results 
A4.4.2 Unconfined compressive strength versus axial strain graphs 
A4.4.3 N.Z. standard and heavy compaction results 
A4.4.4 Four day soak test results 
A4.4.5 In .situ vane shear results 
A4.5 Drained testing 
A4.5.1 Shear box procedure 
A4.5.2 Rate effects - load/ displacement graphs 
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A4.5.3 Remoulded samples - load/ displacement & consol./time graphs 
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PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION SEMl LOG PLOT 
PROJECT ................. _ ............ SAMPLE NO .ij.P.2 ...... _..... SAMPLED BY .... __ . _ ... ANALYSED BY __ ....... _ .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . LOCATION . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE ••.•...••.. 
SETTLING VELOCITY METHODS 
0·00001 0·0001 0·001 
OF S.G. 2·65 AT 20°C 200 
CJ.OI 0·1 lo.o76 
Lmm 












NOMINAL SIZE OF SQUARE APERTURE 
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PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION SEMI LOG PLOT 
PROJECT ................. _ ..... _ ...... SAMPLE NO . P .r.emocdd·~-...... SAMPLED BY ........... ANALYSED BY .•........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LOCATION .... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE •........... DATE •. - - .. - . - . -
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PARTICLE SlZF DISTRIBUTION S EM l LOG PLOT 
PROJECT .............................. SAMPLE NO .. 1/ P.l... . . . . . . . . . SAMPLED BY .....•..... ANALYSED BY .•........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LOCATION . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE ..........•. DATE - ..• ·. · · · · 
SETTLING VELOCITY METHODS 
SETTLING VELOCITY (c:n _per sec) OF S. G. 2·65 .>T 20° C I 200 
0·00001 0·0001 0·001 G-01 O·l 0·076 
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mm 
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PARTICLE SiZE DlSTRlBUTION SEM l LOG PLOT 
PROJECT ................. _ ..... _ ...... SAMPLE NO .. i/C.B .... _ .. _ .. _. SAMPLED BY ..... _ .. _ .. ANALYSED BY __ ....... - .. . 
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SETTLING VELOCITY METHODS 
FOR PARTICLES OF S. G. 2·65 AI 20° C J 2:00 
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I 
0.01 0·1 
B.S. SIEVE NUMBERS NOMINAL SIZE OF SQUARE APERTURE 
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PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION SEMI LDG PLOT 
PROJECT .............................. SAMPLE NO . 5/C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SAMPLED BY ........... ANALYSED BY .•........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LOCATION . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE - .. - ...... . 
SETTLING VELOCITY METHODS B.S. SIEVE NUMBERS NOMINAL SIZE OF SQUARE APERTURE 
S::TTUNG VELOCITY (~m per sec} FOR P~RTiCLES OF S. G. 2·65 AT 20° C I 200 100 52 25 14 34" 11'z" 3" 6" 
1 
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A4.2 Atterberg limits 
Sample Field moisture Liquid Plastic Plasticity 
Pit Layer content (%) limit limit index 
1 T/crack 23.7 28.3 18.6 9.7 
1 T/crack 25.8 28.8 19.7 9.1 
1 c 16.6 24.1 17.6 6.5 
1 c 16.8 24.3 16.8 7.5 
1 c 17.2 24.8 16.9 7.9 
2 c 19.3 28.3 19.3 9.0 
2 c 21.0 28.2 19.1 9.1 
2 c 19.7 25.9 19.8 6.1 
2 c 20.5 26.1 19.9 6.2 
5 C. 23.7 30.2 19.1 11.1 
1 p 19.5 N/A 
2 p 26.1 19.0 7.2 
Remoulded c 25.0 16.4 8.6 
Remoulded p 22.0 16.2 5.8 
A4.3.1 In situ densities and moisture contents 
Sample Bulk (t/m3) Dry (t/m3) Moisture Void Saturation 
Pit/ Layer Density Density Content(%) Ratio Ratio 
1/T.Crack1 1.98 1.58 24.9 0.71 0.96 
1/T.Crack2 2.03 1.63 24.8 0.66 1.01 
1/T.Crack3 1.96 1.57 24.8 0.73 0.93 
1/T.Crack4 2.02 1.63 23.5 0.66 0.97 
1/S1 1.90 1.52 24.9 0.77 0.86 
1/S2 1.96 1.59 23.4 0.70 0.90 
2/S2 1.83 1.47 24.3 0.84 0.78 
1/C1 2.09 1.74 20.3 0.56 0.99 
1/C2 2.04 1.71 19.5 0.58 0.90 
1/C3 2.14 1.83 17.1 0.48 0.97 
1/C4 2.11 1.78 17.7 0.53 0.94 
1/C5 2.04 1.68 21.2 0.61 0.94 
1/C6 2.10 1.74 21.1 0.55 1.02 
1/C7 2.10 1.75 19.8 0.55 0.99 
1/C8 2.08 1.79 16.6 0.52 0.87 
2/C1 1.99 1.62 22.1 0.66 0.90 
1/P1 1.86 1.56 19.3 0.73 0.71 
1/P2 1.99 1.71 16.7 0.60 0.77 
2/P2 2.07 1.71 20.8 0.58 0.97 
A4.3.2 Example Calculations 
Formule used for calculating void ratio (e) and saturation ratio (Sr)· 
e = V - (Ms/Gs) 
(Ms/Gs) 
Sr = Mw 
V- (Ms/Gs) 
Gs = 2.71 (measured, refer appendix A4.3.3) 















Ms = mass of solids 
Mw = mass of water 
Gs = specific gravity 
Specific Gravity Results 













A4.4.1 Laboratory unconfined compression and vane 
shear results. 
C Layer Tests 
Pd Er Etan W O'r S0 (uu) S0 (vane) E Cure (t/m3) (%) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (days) 
1.76 8.0 38.0 14.86 171.45 85.73 123.83 15 0 
1.76 5.9 71.7 14.82168.71 84.36 15 10 
1.76 4.5 110.314.44 216.09 108.04 15 100 
1.66 6.6 39.8 14.85138.71 69.36 96.91 6 0 
1.66 5.8 80.0 14.83 155.19 77.59 6 10 
1.66 3.7 112.214.36168.31 84.15 6 100 
1.65 4.0 26.7 14.09 65.37 32.68 110.37 10 0 
1.60 2.5 24.6 14.13 42.48 21.24 80.76 4 0 
1.80 5.0 54.6 14.27 158.49 79.24 160.17 40 0 
1.63 2.2 148.111.87 163.61 81.80 70 0 
1.63 2.2 159.911.96 197.93 98.96 70 10 
1.63 2.7 120.512.04 183.06 91.53 70 100 
1.46 2.6 41.5 11.93 47.99 23.99 109.03 10 0 
1.46 2.6 31.2 12.0142.22 21.11 10 10 
1.46 1.8 333.311.75 147.67 73.83 10 100 
1.58 1.1 92.9 11.72 53.58 26.79 154.79 20 0 
1.64 2.1 47.6 11.66 77.68 38.84 45 0 
1.73 2.5 69.5 11.72154.76 77.38 100 0 
1.56 0.9 70.9 11.59 38.21 19.10 100.95 14 0 
1.64 1.8 193.99.97 241.27 120.63 140 0 
1.64 1.8 162.39.94 221.14 110.57 140 10 
1.64 1.6 470.69.98 433.39 216.69 140 100 
1.53 2.1 251.39.87 247.93 123.96 30 0 
1.53 2.0 94.7 9.91 110.46 55.23 30 100 
1.49 1.1 63.7 9.49 31.56 15.78 148.06 10 0 
1.46 0.8 38.6 9.74 16.18 8.09 121.14 4 0 
1.46 0.8 41.4 9.73 19.86 9.93 111.72 6 0 
1.76 2.2 161.39.73 339.10 169.55 320 0 
1.60 0.8 274.59.82 142.68 71.34 80 0 
1.45 1.0 39.5 7.80 28.63 14.32 10 0 
1.45 0.8 199.4 7.77 72.82 36.41 10 10 
1.45 1.2 122.77.80 85.79 42.89 10 100 
1.63 1.4 313.67.60 511.24 255.62 140 0 
1.63 1.2 343.07.70 254.92 127.46 140 10 
1.63 1.4 333.3 7.80 270.50 135.25 140 100 
1.70 2.1 144.37.47 227.88 113.94 300 0 
1.54 0.8 145.67.84 73.55 36.77 80 0 
1.75 16.3 11.8 15.91138.32 69.16 78.07 6 0 
1.75 11.8 30.0 16.20 141.31 70.66 6 10 
1.75 10.5 34.3 15.98 139.37 69.68 6 100 
1.80 16.5 10.9 15.59 150.75 75.37 72.68 40 0 
1.80 15.8 16.6 16.10 170.65 85.32 40 10 
203 
pd e:, Etan W u, su (uu) S0 (vane) E Cure 
(t/m3) (%) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (days) 
1.80 13.1 23.7 15.98 177.06 88.53 40 100 
1.80 15.2 11.9 15.72 137.39 68.69 75.37 15 0 
1.78 15.0 16.4 15.74 145.98 72.99 76.72 10 0 
1.73 11.9 13.4 15.81105.32 52.66 78.07 4 0 
1.80 14.5 14.1 15.78 165.57 82.78 72.68 100 0 
1.76 19.7 6.5 17.57 85.57 42.78 40.38 6 0 
1.76 18.4 7.57 17.40 94.57 47.28 6 10 
1.76 17.1 11.6 17.40 99.89 49.94 6 100 
1.76 22.3 6.6 17.38 87.51 43.76 43.07 20 0 
1.76 21.8 6.5 17.55 83.47 41.73 20 10 
1.76 19.7 6.6 17.62 81.55 40.77 20 100 
1.76 19.7 7.3 16.9195.84 47.92 40.38 10 0 
1.75 18.4 6.5 17.38 82.29 41.14 41.73 2 0 
1.77 19.7 6.8 17.38 89.88 44.94 42.40 15 0 
1.68 26.3 2.0 19.6233.33 16.66 16.15 20 0 
1.67 23.7 2.0 19.29 33.39 16.69 17.50 2 0 
1.67 32.9 2.2 19.1034.83 17.42 17.50 6 0 
1.63 20.0 2.3 21.88 9.26 4.63 9.42 2 0 
1.57 3.9 14.1171.62 35.81 78.07 0 0 
1.65 13.1 16.05 110.10 55.05 68.64 0 0 
P Layer Tests 
pd e:, Etan W u, su (uu) su (vane) E Cure 
(t/m3) (%) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (days) 
1.67 1.5 46.7 9.49 52.38 26.19 153.44 80 0 
1.67 1.3 44.4 9.48 45.10 22.55 80 10 
1.67 1.2 48.0 9.62 37.76 18.88 80 100 
1.80 1.5 126.09.42 167.98 83.99 320 0 
1.80 1.8 74.4 9.43 118.83 59.42 320 10 
1.80 0.9 251.09.57 187.54 93.77 320 100 
1.75 1.0 105.99.44 79.11 39.56 140 0 
1.80 1.4 165.811.41125.01 62.51 160 0 
1.56 0.8 83.0 11.50 5.52 2.76 72.68 14 0 
1.64 0.6 48.2 11.3119.09 9.54 107.68 45 0 
1.74 2.2 69.2 11.37 98.35 49.17 150.75 100 0 
1.74 1.8 64.8 11.60 89.39 44.69 100 10 
1.74 1.7 76.3 11.59 99.86 49.93 100 100 
1.57 1.6 14.1 11.40 16.94 8.47 80.76 20 0 
1.57 1.3 19.6 11.60 19.17 9.58 20 10 
1.57 2.0 15.2 11.66 16.57 8.28 20 100 
1.76 2.8 52.2 13.7182.33 41.16 100.95 60 0 
1.76 2.7 52.8 13.69 99.40 49.70 60 10 
1.76 2.3 70.4 13.73 114.84 57.42 60 100 
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Unconfined compression strength versus axial 
strain graphs 
Results of Unconfined Compression Testing - C layer 
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Results of Four Day Soak Test - C layer 
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Sample 5/3/p 
w = 13.66% 
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Sample 2/2/p 
w = 14-.63% 
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Smnple 1 /2/p 
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Results of Curing - P layer 
San1ple 2 0/4 /P Cure time 0, 1 0, 1 0 0 days 
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Sa1nple 10/2 jp Cure time 0, 10, 100 days 
'Oj' w = 11.40%, 11.60%, 11.66% 
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Results of Four Day Soak Test - P layer 
San1ple 15/2/p 4 Day soak test 
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Sample 10/6 jp 4- Day soak test 
w = 14.99% 
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A4.4.4 Four Day Soak Test Results 
C Layer 
Pd (t/m3) w (%) Swell e, so (UU) S0 (vane) Comp. 
Before After Before After (mm) (%) (kPa) (kPa) Effort 
1.74 1.73 12.34 16.98 0.76 12.4 30.81 125.18 20/5 
1.75 1.72 9.66 18.40 3.51 23.2 16.56 69.99 32/10 
1.64 1.63 12.22 19.50 0.61 34.2 12.91 30.96 15/3 
1.81 1.80 14.00 15.71 0.80 14.3 98.64 175+ 10/5 
1.66 1.63 9.71 19.64 2.52 38.36 20/7 
1.59 1.58 7.77 20.90 2.63 15.21 20/7 
1.38 1.37 7.85 31.50 5.00 1.10 5/2 
PLayer 
Pd (t/m3) w (%) Swell e, so (UU) S0 (vane) Comp. 
Before After Before After (mm) (%) (kPa) (kPa) Effort 
1.79 1.81 11.88 12.18 0.28 2.2 33.16 168.25 20/8 
1.68 1.71 11.86 12.64 0.03 1.8 8.67 76.72 15/3 
1.71 1.72 14.02 15.17 0.02 4.6. 7.75 41.05 5/3 
1.80 1.80 13.90 14.99 0.23 2.6 26.45 90.18 10/6 
1.56 1.61 9.53 10.58 0.00 1.6 1.86 41.73 15/2 
1.80 1.82 10.60 10.90 0.00 S/Cornp 
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A4.4.5 In situ Vane Shear Testing 
Sample Moisture Content S0 (vane ~hear) 
No. Layer (%) (kPa) 
1 s 23.95 26.92 
2 s 24.17 43.07 
3 T.Crack 30.99 23.56 
4 T.Crack 26.74 26.25 
5 s 23.65 34.73 
6 s 23.48 69.99 
7 c 17.68 91.53 
8 c 18.22 76.72 
9 T.Crack 23.72 52.49 
10 T.Crack 24.09 20.19 
11 c 18.69 113.06 
12 c 18.57 74.70 
13 s 21.01 86.82 
14 c 18.63 139.98 
15 c 17.87 84.80 
16 c 16.48 100.95 
17 p 21.93 125.18 
18 p 19.44 170.94 
19 p 19.12 134.60 
20 p 20.86 153:44 
21 p 19.67 174.98 
24 p 21.15 135.95 
28 Vain 22.11 34.99 
29 Vain 23.36 32.30 
33 c 20.43 48.45 
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A4.5.1 Shear box procedure 
Equipment 
The shear box equipment used consisted of a Wykeham and Farrance manually 
reversible shear box machine, a two channel Plotamatic 815M chart recorder, a 
single channel variable speed Rikadenki chart recorder, 10, 12 and 20 volt power 
supplies and potentiometers, and a 250kg load cell, as shown in figure A4.1. A 
100mm diameter shear box (figure A4.2) was selected for all tests, as this 
accommodated remoulded samples retrieved from standard proctor moulds. 
Calibration 
The shear box apparatus was converted from dial gauge display of settlement and 
displacement, to chart recorder printout, as it was envisaged that run periods would 
exceed an eight hour day. This involved the installation and calibration against dial 
gauges of potentiometers to measure settlement and displacement. Similarly, the 
250kg load cell was calibrated in compression and tension against known dead 
weights and showed no significant deflection (0.1mm) over its entire working range. 
Table A4.1 gives the calibrations for the two chart recorders and the accuracy 
accounting for graph line thickness. 
All electrical equipment was run continuously from five days prior to the testing 
until the completion of all tests. Both chart recorders were tested for drift over a 24 
hour period. The Plotamatic 815M chart recorder showed no drift over this period. 
The Rikadenld chart recorder had a random drift of up to 0.1mm (true). 










(SOmV/cm) 1mm = 33.41N ± i6.7N 
(O.SV/cm) 18mm=1mm ± 0.03mm 
(2V /em) 1mm = 0.04mm ± 0.02mm 









Shear box carriage 
Levered (1:10) dead weights 
Displacement potentiometer 









Plotamatic 815M (Load/displ. chart recorder) 
Rikadcnki (time/settlement chart recorder) 
Digital readout of load cell (mY) 
Power supply for load cell (lOY) 
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Power supply for displ. potentiometer (24Y) 
Power supply for settlement potentiometer (12Y) 
Figure A4.1 Direct shear (shear box) testing equipment. 
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Figure A4.2 Shear box (lOOmm diameter) and sample extruder. 
Procedure 
A sample 20mm thick and lOOmm diameter was placed between two saturated rough 
porous ceramic filters in the shear box. Free draining spacer discs were used to 
locate the sample mid-point adjacent to the shear box mid-point. The rough porous 
ceramic filters were saturated using a vacuum chamber. Weight of the shear box, 
saturated rough porous ceramic filters and spacer discs, with and without the sample 
was recorded to the nearest O.lg. Trimmings from sample preparation were used for 
initial water content determination. 
The shear box was then placed in the distilled water filled shear box carnage, 
followed by the placement of the desired weights on the lever loading arm in 
preparation for the consolidation stage. The settlement/time chart recorder was then 
zeroed and the lever loading arm released to start the 24 hour consolidation stage. 
After the sample had undergone 24 hours of consolidation, the desired shearing rate 
selected on the variable gear box, the shear load/ displacement chart recorder 
zeroed, and the shearing stage was started. Reversing was manually controlled after 
the sample had been sheared a desirable displacement. 
After the shearing stage, the shear box was weighed and the sheared sample was 
used for final water content determination. 
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Determination of initial and final water contents, initial and final dry densities and 
void ratios, were all done in accordance with the appropriate N.Z.Standard. 
Consolidation and run settlements were ascertained directly from the 
settlement/time chart recorder. 
Shear stress and normal stress were calculated in the following manner:-
Effective shear stress (Pa) = shear load (N) 
cross-sectional area of sample (m2) 
Normal stress (Pa) = weight on lever arm (kg).9.81 (m.s"2) • 10 (leverage) 
cross-sectional area of sample (m2) 
Note: For the determination of effective internal angle of friction (</> 1 ) and cohesion 
( c 1 ), area corrections need not be applied. However, area corrections should 
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Remoulded samples - load/ displacement & 
consolidation/ time graphs 
DIRECT SHEAR RESULTS- remoulded C 
CONSOLIDATION TIME {hours) 
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DISPLACEMENT {mm) 
DIRECT SHEAR RESULTS - remoulded P 
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Undisturbed samples - load/ displacement & 
consolidation/time graphs 
DIRECT SHEAR RESULTS - C undisturbed 
CONSOLIDATION TIME (hours) 
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Analysis of B for 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5m thick. wedges 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
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f.\c:cf,~l.et··,,.t ion l<c: 0.9798 Factor of Safety- 4.19 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no .. 0.5m thick block - wedge 10 degrees 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. ?·5m thick block - wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
Side? m.tmbt~t­
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 0.5m thick block - wedge 20 degrees 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analyais no. 0.5m thick block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block - wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
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0 .. 6072 Factor of Safety - 2.99 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 0.75m thick block - wedg~ 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
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Fl"· i ct. i em ,;~rHJ 1 t:! 
Cc1 !·,;as; i Cl n 
Fo1··cte T 














E~fective nDrmal stresses 
B"'r,;<~ 





7 .. 25 
17'.00 
17 .. 00 
6 .. 44 
0 .. 00 
0.00 
14c:CE)lt2t·.:it.icln f(c: o. 6~51::::; 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block - wedge 15 degrees 
Eli. de m.ttnl)et· 
Coot· eli n,,,\tF~ :-:t 
C c1 t:l nli m'< b: y t 
CcJoJ·· d i n;:,,tr~ :·:t•J 
CtJr.:wd:ln,=ttr;.; y~<J 
CJJOJ··d:ln;:\tE~ ;.:b 
CcoOJ''di natr.'l yi::J 
Fr· ict ion .iilnt,:J lt=~ 
CohE?fii.on 
fH i.ce numb~~J'' 
Rock unit weight 
F1··ict:ion angle 
Col·trJs :i. em 
Ft:lt"C:fe T 











:l <i. 62 
2!3. 40 
6.00 
0 .. (H) 
0.00 
E~~ective normal stresses 
Bi'I!Et',) 










Accelerat:lcn Kc = 0.7103 Factor of Sa~ety- 3.88 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
AnDlysis nc. 0 .. 75m thick block - wedge 20 degrees 
~3 :i d<'l numbE.H" 
Coo r· din,,, t:El :·: t 
CoonJi n~d:'.G? yt 
CcJoJ··d:in<.,ltEJ :·:t·'-' 
Cc.>ot·clin<:,\tE" yw 
CclcH·ci:l n;;~to :-:b 
CounJi nat.F: yb 
FJ'':lct:i.c:1n .<:,\ri9l<~: 
Co h<~s; ion 
f3 J. i c E'l nt.un br.<' t" 




f~nq l.10 t hr,ta 
:l 
1ll ... a:~; 
,~,. ::::7 
g.B3 







2E3 II L~O 
b .. OO 
0.00 
0.00 
E++ective normal stresses 
Bt::\t=5t:;~ 
S:i. de} 0.00 



































Factor cf Safety - 4.70 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block - wedge 25 degrees 
f3 :i. cJr,; l"lUfllb<::t· 
COCH"d:i.n;"te l·:t 
Coc:Jr·di.natt.~ yt 
CQol·" d i n<,\'te :·:w 
CtK1t"di 11£\i':El )IVJ 
Coc:w d i n;:~·tl:~ :·: b 
Coca· d :i. n~1i:e: yb 
Fl"'il:tion .:in\]1€:~ 
Coh<=lfj ion · 
f:Jl ic:r2 numbiiW 




An·~J le t hF!t&.'\ 
15.24 
6 .. ;:}/} 
15. :z4 
6n 5/.j. 
1 ~). 24 
6. ~)4 
0.00 





0 .. 00 
, .. , 
.. ~. 










t;::. 't tM E·~ t::~ sf? f:) 
4 .. 06 
iC.!:ldf?. 1).00 

































----------....... ..,__ ... ________ _ 
Factor o~ Safety - 5.90 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unit weight of water = 9 .. 8 
f.3idi2 nwnbf2t" 
Ct'.\ol·"dinatr,; :·:t 
Cocwdi. nai:.f2 yt 
Cm:w d :i. rli:t t: r.~ :·: v1 
Coot" d i. n.O\t f" yw 
C<Jr.J1·· cl :l nate ): b 
C:ocwcli 1'1•0\tf..~ yb 
F1··i.c:tion .:lr11Jlc,1 
Cnhr?.f:i i Dl'1 · 
Ell iCE~ f1LimbEll·" 
G:n1:k UPli t: wei.ght 
r-1·· i ct. :lcm "'ng 1 1:! 
Co 11f~f.o i em 
Foi·"c:£; T 
~lni~Jlfj 'l:hc:t.:.1 









6 .. 65 
0 .. 00 
0.00 
0.00 





4 .. :1.0 
1.'7.00 
7 .. 2~5 




0 .. 1)(1 
0.00 

































Factor of Safety m 8.55 
K suggested to check fos 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. i.Om thick brock - wedge 5 degrees 




Cot"Jt" d i ne.te ;.:v-J 
c: w::w d i n a i: '" Y~>J 
Cocwdin<!.tE'' :-:iJ 
Cool"· eli 1-,~\i:e yb 
FJ·" :i.cti!Jil i;{il!] lC'l 
Cn ill"?:; :l on · 
S l i cr,:~ numb•~:!·" 
Rock unit weight 
Fl·"i.c:t.l<.:;n an~.;Jl!;~ 
Cnh1;:·~~ i c;n 
Ft:•J··c:,2 T 
p, rH;J 1 c: t h.:;'l: <:\ 
Effective normal 
:l 
/."'J .. 0~5 
~~; • ()C)) 
6"03 
::':. (1<7 





















Factor o~ Safety = 2.43 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block - wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
f.:) :i. c.IE: num t:l£1 r 
Cotlt"dinat!o.• ;-:t. 
Cr.:H.:wd:ln.::.tt~' yt 
C!:lOJ··tl:l n2,1te NvJ 
Conn:li.n~\·t:fa yw 
CcHJI"dinF.It!? :-:b 
Cr.:~c:wdi nate yb 
Fr·i.ct:lon ·an(JlF: 
Cohc;;r; i em 
!::ll. i.c:f.; numbE~1·· 
Rock unit weight 
F1·i.c:tion <'ll"li.:Jlt.! 
Coh!C!!?.i.on 
Fo n:c? T 











6 .. 00 
0.00 
o.oo 








6 .. 44 
0.00 
0.00 
Acceleration t:::c a 0.1.[75~5 Fac:tcr c~ Safety - 2.71 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.0m thick block -wedge 15 degrees 




C<:>ov· di n~1te :·:w 
CcJc:n··di nate~ )l\'J 
CocJJ··cJin."te ;.:b 
Coc.wdi nab;; yb 
Fi'":lt:t:lon ,;1ngln 
Coh,~s;i.on · 











17 .. 00 
7.51. 
l7 .. 00 

















. ........ · 
•" .. 
_..,.· 
S 1 i t:l" nt.Jmbt:H· 
Reck unit weight 




2E} .. 40 
6.00 





F r.ll'" t;: c~ T 
An<;; lr~· theta 
E>f:f;f:ct i Vt;' nDJ·"Ifii:\ 1 
Bi£·\!;s~~; 









o .. ~s::::;72 Factor D+ Sa+ety = 3.19 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLIC~ ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. l.Om thick block - wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weig~t of water = 9.8 
t):i.cle rKJITibt?t" 




Cc:Jo1·· d J. n.::~ t: c:? :-: b 
Cr.mrclin;:~bo~ yb 
rc·r· :i. ct :l on .~lnt;J 1 £'~ 
Cohr.~t:;;J.on 
S 1 i. CE.I rli .. Ullbt0J·" 
F:clck cm:i.t vmi.qht 
Ft"ic:t:lCJn an9le 
Co hE!£,; .ion 
FDt·r::~' T 
rln~.J lr' th<:il'l:.t~ 
B <::\ ~:;; c~~:-! 
E)J. rk' 
1 4 .. 12 1 '? • 00 
6 .. ~.:;;~:; 7 .. ~51 
1 '+. :l2 1 "7 " 00 
6. ~::5 7 .. ~51 
:l4.12 1'7.00 
6. ~~~:; 6 .. 44 
(l .. 00 ().(H) 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 
:l t;) .. 62 
2El.40 
{~) .. 00 
0.00 
o.oo 
5 n :L L~ 
























SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. l.Om thi~k block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight of water • 9.8 
!:H d!:il numbcn· 
C:c!ol··cl:ln;:i!i:l:cJ :-:i: 
C;.:;cn··r.Ji natt:'' yt 
Ct:!DI''d:lni:-.i:t~ NW 
CODY d i rlcc{'l', "" yvl 
C <:KH" d i n i(\ ·t: r~ :·: b 
CoonH nc;1t"1 yl:l 
rc·l·"ic:tion Hnolr..! 
Coh1.~r>i nn . 
~n :icE' numi::JGH" 




,; nu 1 f? t hl'1'!: '' 
























6 .. 44 
o.oo 
(1,(1(1 


















,... .. .:·· 
. ~··· 
. .., .. · 
.. 
J" 
.1'' , . 
_ .... 
.. 
~-· , . 
...... _, ___ _ 
~-----­
-·--·-
Fac:tcr cf Safety - 4.75 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.0m thick block -wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weiuht of water ~ 9.8 
~:J:i d£1 mtmbet· 
Cocw eli n;;,ti:c~ :-:i: 
CcJcwdin~\'t:.e yt 
CCJIJI·"d:l n,;tl:E' >:(I.J 
Co!JnJimtt.El y~AJ 
Co or· d i n<.d: r~ :·: b 
Coot" d i n.,,t ti1 y b 
Fr· i c:i: :i Dn c.\ng 1 l'il 
Cc;h<:<Si.<:Jn 
E>:l :l r:. t'l nt.t m tHol t" 
F:c:;c::k unit \•lf.d.()ht 
r:: 1· .. :i ct ion .:,t ng lt~ 
r:·CJt··c:riJ T 
r:O,rHJlb· thc:1t•" 
1.5 .. 04 
6.72 
1 ~3. 04 
6u72 
l.~:5. 04 
/.';) .. 72 
0.00 







E+fective normal stresses 
Bass 5.46 
i3:i de 0.00 
,., 
... ::. 
1'7 .. 00 
7" !':ii 
1? .. 00 
7" ~i:l. 
17, (H) 
6 .. 44 
(l,. (H) 
0.00 





























--......... _, ______ ·~....,_ 
--.. -....... 
Large e:-:trapCJlat:lon plot of fos 
Factor o+ Sa+ety = 6.35 
vs K suggested to check fos 
SARMA,NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block - wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water m 9.8 
Si. r.le'? m.tmbF.H" 
Cr.)ot·dinate :-:t 
Ct;o t" 1:Ji no.1t El y t. 
CDot·cli no:~tl? :-:t·J 
Coc:wdi.n"d:r2 yw 
Coon:lin.;d;!? :·:b 
Coon:li nc.d:e yb 
F'1··iction angle 
Co hces i. em . 
Slit:<? nt.ll!lbEW 







3 .. 28 
2 .. 25 





















Acceleration Kc - 0. ~~;2Lf.~j Factor of Safety 2.07 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block - wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
t:i:l d<? numb€~1·· 
Ccli:JI'' d i ni.:o.te :-:t 
Co•:wd:l n<:Ytra yt 
Cor.H" ci i nat!~ :·:t>.~ 
Co•.::wdi. nate yw 
C'-;cn·cJin,;.\te :-:b 
Coon:.li. rlii.l-1:.~2 yb 
F1··i.ction <.ln~JlB 
Cohl~l'J i cln · 
::on :lei? numb~:H· 




















6 .. 00 































.. .~ --~.. .....r 
... _....,..·._ 
.,, ........ 
./'-" ...... ~ 
.,.···· ... -·-·...,.. 
/' ~~-.r-
... .1' ..,. ...... --
,.. . 
.. l"' ~ ..... ·-
..... · ....... 
_,.·'.,., ......... 
.... o:,..-· .. 
,rl•" 
Factor o~ Safety ~ 2.30 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL ~-ICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block - wedge 15 deg~ees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
2 \3i dE•· numbc:J1·· 
CcliJI·"di nH t€~ :.:t 
Coc.wdimtt!:i yt 
Co c:w d i nr.d: e :-: w 
Cool"·dinat€; yt"i 
CoCJt"di nate :-:b 
C:r:HJI"'C;Ii nr.ttE~ yb 













•' .. ,. 
!3 1 i. C t;; nt.lll\ b EH" 
F:od=: un:l t vJe:i~:Jht 
Fl"'ictic:m .;-..ngle 
Co ht-~s i em 
FCJt"r~r"-' T 
r:·, nc;J J. "'' t: het •"-
5 .. 83 
0.00 










Ef~ective normal stresses 
Br.;lSE:.~ 
!=J:i cle o .. oo 
Acceleration Kc - 0. 42:l1 













·"' .. .. 
·' 
_, ••.• r·" ------··-··--
..... l ~~--
·"'· __ .... ---
.. ,.··· _ _.,...,---
... ,:---
Factor o~ Safety = 2.70 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL ,SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block - wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
f:)l.d!i" r1L\fi1bi;H· 
Cclnl··din,:\te :-:t 
Cotlt"di nco\tf:?.• yt 
CrJc::w d i nate :·:\"! 
Cm:wdi.natf:: yw 
Conrd:lnate :-:b 
Cm:wdi nate yb 
F1·ict:ic.m c)nglE) 
Cl1hc2l:;ion 
E! 1 i em numbF.W 
F:oc k t .. t n i. t wm i. g h:l: 
Fl" :i ct i em <Ul\;1 ll'? 
Cc:) I·H;~s l 011 
Fc:li'"C:.E! T 
(-1 nq 1 ~~ t h~~t ~~ 
1 
6.:::::3 










E~fec::tive normal stresses 
B<,t~>e 
fJi tiE• 1),1)(1 
6 .. 54 
.2 
:l7 .1)0 




6 .. 44 
1).00 
o .. oo 



















... '" ... 
.. 
·" 
r' ,.. .. 
• .r 
,1' 
j... ~ .. --.--... ~------
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL•SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block -wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
S :i. ch~! n u m b r;;r· 
CclcH"din.:;!tt1 wt 
CoonH nat1~:· yt 
Cnot·r.iinat(~ :·:v• 
Ct;;o , .• cl i. n<:d: r2 Y''J 
Cnon~linctte :·:b 














:31 i c:: f:'-' num b1:n· 
r;:cH:::k unit vH0ioht 
F1· .. i c:t i un an<,;J 1 <~ 
Cohesicm 
Fcwc:ril T 
f~n'J J. 12 t hc,rl:ii.\ 
E+·fr:;ct i. Vl'! not·rnal 
[I t:'! !~~ (..) 














































Factor of Safety 
------
4. 14 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick blcc::k - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Si dt2 m.unbet· 
Coclt"rlin,;~te :·:t 
Ccmt·dina'l:t:~ yt 
Coot" d i n;:\'l:t:; :·:\.'J 
Cocwdi.nah~ yw 
Cocwdiru\tl'? ~·:b 
CDDI··rJ:l n.:'l.tt;~ yb 
Ft·ic:tion an<;Jle 
Co hE~s i. •:lll · 
:::!1 :i.c:e nurnb<i.H" 

















































r.:Jn1;J J.r~ thet.n 
t <7. 6~~ 













Acceleration Kc: = 0.661'7 








Factor D~ Safety ~ 5.32 
vs K suggested to check fos 
SARMA NON-VERTICA~ BLlCE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block -wedge 35 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
Si. de numb~H­
Ccl!.Jt"dir.1.t~tG> :·:t 
Cmwd:i. ni:~tr,~ yt 
Cclor··di nc1te :-:w 
Cocwdinatc" Y~'l 
Coot"dinii,\'1:8 :-:b 
Cocwcl:l r; . atr,> y'b 
Fr·ict.inn ~ln\;)lF.! 
Cohf?So :i cn1 
Dl icE! m.trnbEH" 
Rt:lc:k t.tnit ~·lt?i~jt1t 
Fr·ictir.Jn c:mglr~~ 
C c) tH;.m ). o n 
F r::w c; s• T 
Ar,!_;Jle thet," 
1 







































""· .... ~~ 











r' , .. 
E·f'·fE)Ct :l ve nc:wrn.:~l 
Bi::\r;;e 





Acceleration Kc = 0.7843 





Factor o~ Safety= 7.64 
vs K suggested to check fos 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALY2I8 
Analysis nu .. l.Sm thick block - wedge 5 degrees 
Eli eke f1 L! m b c:w 
C:rxH" d .l n .;1 t r;:; ;d: 
Cnot'di.nE;,i:.i'! y·::·. 
CD o ,.H cl i n ~·::~ 1:: c-:~ ~-~ ~~-.~ 
Cc1CH"cJ1 nHte y~tJ 
CCiDI·"rJ:i l"li:\t\-?. :·:b 
C..-Jot·d:l n.:::\tt:::: yb 
f'':·" :c ct i. Cln ·'-'l"l<:J 1 !f.; 
CL~ h 1r:.·~~ ;L C:) 11 
:~::: ic<:~ numb>::?J-~ 
Rack untt Height 
Fi··lct:i.\:.ri <::\n(_:Jle: 
C t::'! hE~~;; i or~ 
I'';:Jr· .. cr~ ·r 
P1 r,q 1 E' t hi.et ,,:, 
E·F·ff~c:t i V{~) not··1nc~l 
!:)2.~"J '-' 
i:Oide 
0. ;:'A 17' .. ()i) 
l" 41 7" ..:?::'.i 
0. ::i4 1 7 . 00 
1.41 7 .. 9~:;;; 
i) u ~:!4 :t 7 ,, 00 
1..4.1 6.-'IA 
C• .. OO OuOO 
0 .. 00 o .. oo 
2El • .110 
I.J. 00 
o .. oo 
1)., 00 
~3 t. t" t~) ~;:; ~~ £~ <;:;: 
;=:.~ .. '7<:; 
0 .. 00 
.!. " :;4 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block - wedge 10 degrees 
:~ 'i. r:.l"; nu.m i:>•'-" t·" 
Cour·di nr.:\tf.~ ~-:t: 
[.<J()t"cl:i rli:!t'.E• yt 
Cuot"d:lno1'l:E· ~<~·J 
C•.::IOJ·~d:i n;:~.t:(~ 'y't·'>' 
Coot·"cll.n;:\tG! ;·:b 
l~c;o r· d t fii-~\ t t=;! y b 
Ft·icti.c;n anql.f"i 
~:ohr:-:;:.._:: ion 
f)'l. it:fi' m..tmbc;:•r· 
F:ock unll:. W<i·:lqht. 
F:· r· i c: i: i. t:J n {::~ ;··1 ·~I 1 t;~ 
Col·,,.,.;"" ion 
!'·'Ut'C::f~ T 
7 .. GB 
4.h6 
7 .. EJf:3 
4,, 66 
7 .. 88 
l.~ .. 66 




(.-:; .. 00 
() .. 00 
0 .. 00 
Acc0lsrsticn Kc ~ 
~:: i dE.• numhi2t~ 
Cc>o r'' cl i. nE\t 8 ;.: t: 
Ct:l!::Jr d J. ll,Bl:fct yt 
Cc:;cwd:i nc<b;! ;<w 
C>:E:ll·" d i rM t G )II~ 
Coot" eli nzltt7i ;.:J:; 
Co<Jt"ci:l ni;~'!:r:.! yb 
!''r· :l ct :l c;n r.<n<;:~l Ei 
C C:• I'! •:'..·:· ~::1 :i. o r·, 
!3 :c :l Cl'-' rH..tmlJ•.'·H· 




f11l(;j 1 fi! t hr .. :.··~·.:;.). 
:1.1. ~54 




:s .. 74 
0 .. '()•) 
0.~ 1,)0 
1. 
1.9 .. 62 
2[3 .. 40 
6.00 
o .. oo 
o.uo 
E~f~ctiva normal strmsses 
Ba·:~r.~ 
f.;::i.d:e. 0" Or) 
1.7'.00 
7 .. ~r5 
1'/" 00 




o .. oo 
1'7.00 
1'? .. 00 
'?' .. 9~:) 
17 .. 00 
6 .. 44 
o .. oo 
0 .. 00 
Ou 3'75<f 
Factor o~ Sa~ety - 2.43 
Factor of Safety - 2.52 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block - ~odga 20 degrees 
Unit weight o+ water = 9.8 
Si cl~~~\ n' .. .tfHb(?!·~ 
Cont''din<.\tE; >:t 
Cc.•or·di. ni.:\tfa yt: 
C:JDt" di n<~te ;<''" 
Co':)t .. di n<.~•.t.(~'/ yv .. ' 
CDCJt"c!i net!? :-:b 
Ct::Jot·"di nat"; yb 
Ft" i. c·t i. on ,\:\n~J 1''~ 
Ct.iht~s :Lon 
!'31 icEl numbt•.'t" 
F:m:k uni. t: wc;'i.qht 






6 .. ~~:;o 
:1.2 .. <}2 
6. :.~o 
:l'2 .. "72 
~~) .. :-:::o 
0 .. 00 
o .. (if) 
1 c_;· .. 62 
:2!'J .. Lf(l 
6 .. 00 
0 .. 00 
0 .. 00 
E~fectiva normal stresses 
Ba-:-~~.::i 
E; 1 de~~ 0 .. 0(! 
:L7 .. 00 
'7, 9~-~ 
17.00 












·"' •• ..r 
~-· 




.... ~ ... 








.. l' ..J ... -.4~~- ...... --·-···----.. - .... - .. .....,.,--_...--·---~··-.... - .............. 
Factor cf SafGty - 3.08 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thic~ bloc~ - wedge 25 degraes 
Unit weight o~ water - 9.8 
Side number 2 
Coordinate xt 13.68 17.00 
Coordinate yt 6,60 7.95 
Coordinate xw 13.68 17.00 
CocrdinatQ yw 6 .. 60 7.9~ 
c~ordinate xb 13.68 17.00 
Coordinate yb 6.60 6.44 
Fr~c~ion angle 0.00 0.00 
Cohesion 0.00 0.00 
Slice number 1 
r~:c!.:: ~: u n i t: tA.t~:-: i \~ ht 19 .. 6:.2 
Friction angle 28.40 
Coneeion 6.00 
Force T 0.00 
Angle theta 0.00 
Effective nCJrmBI stresses 
Ei :;:t ':31:? 
C.?.i de· o.oo 
(·\c:c: c? I. (0 t" '"' l: .ion f:::c 
7. ::i4 
·"' 
• .J .... 
-··· 
•' , . 















.. , ..•. -···· 








.A-.-- ... ~-..._ 
..... .-...._,_ ... ___ .,.. .. ~ .. --J-··--..... - ___ "'!.·---
Factor of Safety - 3.78 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 






:-J.£ c:IE) numbc:n· 
CcJc)r·c!ina."c€ .. ~ >:t 
C,:JC:•I·"d:l n.~tt:· yt 
Coov·d:i n<.itE' ;·:v4 
Coo1···cJi nate' Y'tJ 
c:·cm!·d:l n~;tm Nb 
C::Jo!···d:i.ne.tt·:: yi.J 
r;·l···:i.c:t:lon ElF'il.~lF.' 







F:c:~ck unit. •tmiuilt 
F~·:ict:lon ant]lm 






0 .. 00 
1.7 .. 00 
J.7.00 
i:i .. . ·.:1·4 
0 .. 00 













.. · •. ,.· 




I~Cl\] li~ U··,l?Y1.;,;,, 
:l9 .. ~1:;·:~ 
2EJ .. 40 
\~1u 00 
0,00 
0 .. 00 
.. :_. ______ .__ 
E~fective normal stresses 
BF.:~'S3E? 
f:) i dt! 0 .. ()0 
-.......... ~ ..... _~ ........... .. 
-..... _. ___ _ 




SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no .. 1.5m thick block - wedge 35 
Unit weight oF water z 9.8 
SidE! m.trnb£el·" 
C·~it:ll" c! i n~ltE; ;{t 
CrJr.:.,·~rJi ncttf::·~ yt 
CDor·cJ:l n<:d.:r.? >:t.·J 
CCJCH" c.l :llli::\ t f.~ '!IN 
Co or cl:l n;c·,t~J.· ;-: b 
Cclor· rii na·::.E? yb 
r:·r·:lction anglt~) 
C:o hr,::·s; i. n f"l 
:::;.t:l.Cf~ nt\tnbf2V 
f'.~;Jck unit w"li.f]ht. 
r::·r· :l. ct·. :i c!n c.~ r1~J 1 ~:.;' 
CDh\i!::oi.Dn 
r o 1·· c.£,' ·r 








:l t?. 62 
~~:·: EL. 40 
6 .. 00 
0 .. 00 
(i,, 00 
Ef~ective n0rmml stresses 
7 .. 74 





17 .. 00 
;';, 4'1· 
0.00 
0 .. 00 
AccelEration Kc = 
Lorge extrapolation 
0,71'74 
plot: o·f' +os 
Factor of Safety = 7.00 
vs K suggested tc check ~cs 
255 
Analysis of B for O.Sm to l.Sm thick wedges plus an additional 2m long block 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
"> -~ ·t·.·1-11·~. 1 t, tJlock with 2m block - wedge 5 degre~s Analysis no. ~-t m • 
Unit weight o+ water • 9.8 
Si. dr.J nL.unbf,?t" 
CooJ·c:iin;;.\te wt 
Ccmnli. n.;\'l:i'? yt 
Co Dr· cJ i. nate :<v.J 
CClot·di.nc;d::tt.• yw 
Cocwd:i n;;\te :·:b 
CclCH"di. nid:E: yb 
Fr· :l ct :ion 2)1"l\;J lt? 
Cr.th<-~5 i. c>r·l 
Dl :i.ce numb€?t" 
F;:o(: 1:: w1 i. t: 1·1m :i SJ ht 
FJ··ict:lon ancJlt? 
Ci:J hfJ'-> i CH1 
For·cc:2 T 
f-1 n •;J l r;! ti·l '"'' t c,; 




































Accel12ration Kc - 0. 48El'i' 






Factor of Safety- 2.54 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
::H de'? numl;t:H· 
Cclor·cl:inr.:'te.• >:t 
Cocw cl i. n~\tG• yt: 
C<::>Cll" d :l 1'1~\tF~ :·(\o'J 
Cc:;w· d i n,;,\t:e yvr 
Cc:;rwdin"d:e :·:b 
Ccn:wdi rlEite:< yb 
l~'·r·:lctit.1n Eirl<;Jlr: 
CcJI'lf~E ion 
~n ir.:e m.unbt;H· 
l~:oc::k uni.t wcei.ght 
F~l·"i.cti.CJn ,;~n~j.lc;:; 
CcJ hr~a :i. cJ n 
Fcwc:r: T 




































Acc::el12ration Kc:: a 0.4674 
:LS'. 00 
B. 0~5 






Factor of Sa~ety = 2.49 
256 
257 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 2m block - wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weicht of w~ter = 9.8 
f"\ 
·"-~1 i d€~ nt.tlnbc~r· 
Ct:Jcwdi ne.te :·:t 
Coot·c:Ji nc:1te yt 
C<:iCH"d:l rli:ltEl :·(~1 
Cr:H:q··· d i. nr.1·!:<? yw 
Cc;ot··dinE.Ite :·:b 
















1 C/ • 1)1) 
£:1.05 























f:Jl ice numbeJ'' 
Rack unit weight 
Ft·iction i<n~Jlt~ 






















.. ~···· .. .,.·"'· 
,,.·"' _. ... 
, .. "~ , ....... 
..... ~- l' • .r· 
...... ~· _ _,......-
...... .. .. ----·· 
..... ._#"· ------
.1' ----.t~---
Factor of Safety ~ 2.50 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 2m block - wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
Si. rJE? numbet· 
C c:;r.:w rJ i n ,•,rt ro? :·: t 
Corwc:li.nat:e yt 
Cc:mr·cli. nL~t.El NW 





















1 C:(, 00 
B .. 05 
19.00 
D. 0~5 
1 '?' .. 00 
7 .. ~,:4 
0 .. 00 









... ~ .. 
... 
Ell :iCE.' nt.llllb!'~l· 
Rack unit weight 
Fr·:i.cti.on Etn9lt;; 




6 .. 00 
0.00 
0.00 















f:li dE! 0.00 





















• ..I" ... 
.~ ... ·· 
2 .. ~35 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 2m block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
S i cl<'' nwnbr.o:>t" 
Coon:l:i n.::~b=~ wt 
Ccmnii nata yt 
Cr.Jclt" d i n<:d: e >: vl 
Cocw d 1 n<:d: a yw 
Cocwdi nats >:b 
Coc:wdin<d.~t-..'1 yb 
Fr· ic:t:lcm J:lrlq le 
Ccihc:.>t,; :lDn 













7 II 2~5 
:l7. 00 
7 r:-.-=: 







f:J .. 05 
19.00 
El.05 





























r.=:f;-Ff.;;ct :i ve ncwrn<:l 1 
B;:\~=?.f? 




















Acceleration Kc - o. :':5454 Factor of Safety- 2.63 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 2m block - wedge 30 degr~DB 
Unit weight of w~ter = 9.8 
Si cia nL.unbEH" 
CoCJr··dinc:\tE~ :·:t 
Coonli n.:.tr' yt 
C(JCJr··cli nat(02 :·:~·1 
C:<Jot·clinatf;) yw 
Cclt:WcJi n.;.1tr.~ :·:b 
Cc;on:li. n,;:,t:e yb 
Fr·:lct:icm angle 
Cc>hc-sicln · 
1 ~i. ::; 1 
6 .. 6~5 
1~5. ~)1 
6 .. 65 
15.::::1 
6 .. 6el 
(l,(l(i 
0.00 
Slice number 1 
Reck unit weight 19.62 
Friction angle 28.40 
Cohesion 6.00 
Fore~ T 0.00 
Angle theta 0.00 
Effective normal stresses 
,, 
.. ~ 
17 .. 00 
17.00 












~~ • t18 ~j" Ll.:) 






































.. Jll--......... _ ,. 
............ 
----~ •' J' 
.,.. 







SARMA NON-VE~fiCAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 









G:t :lee nL\mbc•!·" 
l'<:m::k un:l t wr~Ioi·d:. 
F!'·icticln "'n\Jlc? 
Co hr;;s i cn·l 
Ft.WCE,I T 
(-\11\J ll-."1 thE?t:,':\ 




































7 .. 77 




. (l, 00 
o.oo 
Factor of Safety - 3.36 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0 .. 5m thick block with 2m long block - wedge fO degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
S i dt.~ nt.un b1~ 1·· 
Cncwc:li n<,\te wt: 
Cc1o t" d i rv:d: c~ ')it 
Cuot·· rl:l nr.;\te )·:vJ 
Cm:wdi nate Y\•J 
CrJcwr.:li n,;\te )<b 
Coon:li nate yb 
F1·~iction anr;)l!? 
CcJhfl~,;icin 
r3J. icE! m.unbw·· 
























6 .. 97 
17.00 













7 .. 77 
1<1. 00 




0 .. 00 
Factor cf Safsty = 3.18 
259 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysie no. 0.5m thick block with 2m long block- wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
E3i d;:! numb~:~t· 
Cccwd:lni;~te :-:t 
Cocwdi. n<.{tt:J yt 
Cctcn- tl:l n.-att~ :-:1•1 
Ct1Clt"C:I:i rli:ltC-l Y~'J 
Cc.mt··cJ:l nt:ttEl :-:b 




Rock unit weight 
Fr·id.:irJn <Hlgls 
Co hr";r.; i r_; n 
Fcwce T 
Anq le thr~~tif.l 
E~fective normal 
Br.-;\~;<=~ 
E) i df? 
15.05 


















1.7 .. 00 
6.44 
2!::1. '1·0 






:2. <.ff:l ~$ .. ~252 
0.00 :::::.68 
Acceleration Kc - 0.6'7'11 
19.00 
7.77 
1. <;,;. 00 
7.T7 
1 "?. 00 
7 .. 24 
o.oo 
0 .. 00 
Factor of Safety m 3.14 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 2m long block -wedge 20 degrams 
Unit weight cf water m 9.8 
~H dE~ m.unbr~r· 
Ct:H:Jr· di natt:l :-:t 
Cocwdi.ni:\te yt 
Corwdin1:1te ;-:w 
Ct:JCW cJ i. n.Tt. f:? Yl" 
Conr·din<:lttel 1-:b 
Cocwd:i n~c\tf: yl:t 
Fr·ic:t:ion c:lnt;)lt:' 
Cclhc:~>i.on 
Sl ir.:;:: m.lml:tt;H· 




!~nt;J 1 .:~ t hrat '~ 
































Acceleration Kc - 0.704:.2 








Factor of Safety- 3.12 
260 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nb. 0.5m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
f3i dr.;> m.\mbet" 
Coc:H"clinate :·:t 





_,. Cm.H· cl i n i.:l t f;) ;.: w 
Co !:H· d :i. nr.:d; e y w 
CDrJI·"di.n<:\tE! :·:b 
Ccmt·di.n.:;\'1:€~ yb 












































. . S1 ice nLlmbet·· 
























Eli dE: o.oo :::.. 80 











.. . _ 














Factor of Safety~ 3.18 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight cf water = 9.8 
G i. cite nL!rrd:ltH" 























Cc:ID!"'di. n~1te :·:w 





f'31 :l c: ~~ n wn l:l!Ol t" 




P-!n';.J l. e t h El ti.;\ 
E·F·Fect i Vt:! no1··m;:\ l 
Bc1 ~~t:? 
16.01 










:l 9" \::;:~~ 




.ll·. 41 ;:. • .'.J9 
f.'l i clr~ o. 00 4. s:::: 



































,. .. ,. .. ~ 
r" 





SARMA NON-VERTICAL S~ICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
Side-? numbcH" 
Com .. di n.-;1'\::e :-:t. 
Coo 1··· d i. n;;1t.e yt 
Coot· d:l ne,tfJ :-:1'' 
Coot·di. n:ato yv.1 
CCKlJ"'dinatEl :.;b 
Ccmt·cli nc;,te )'b 
F1·· :l c:t ion i'.lrH;) 1 E) 
CohE•si.on 
f.! J. :i. t:i:: numbEH" 










2 .. 2~.5 
3.:28 









0 .. 00 























1 r;;. 00 
B. ::59 




Factor c~ Safety- l.B7 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.25m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 10 d~grees 
Unit weight of water ~ 9.8 
S i. d>c? rHJm br:.w 
CrJCH"'rJin,"tG1 wt 
Cm1t·"'di nr.-.tra yt 
Cool·'"dint::tte.~ >:vJ 
Cocn-di.nr.c~t:~~ '/\•J 
C r.:m nJ :i n ~Ybi.l ;.: b 
CcJC:JI"CJi.nr.,\tt~ yb 
F , .. i c: l; it:> n ~~ ng lt?.l 
Coh12rd.on · 
51 ice nL\IllbEw 




An;;.] lEl thE)ti::\ 













19 .. 62 
28.40 


















Acceleration Kc: - 0. 2T7~S 
19.(10 
8. 5';' 








SARMA NDN~VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.25m thick block with 2m lbng block - wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight cf water = 9.8 
Si d~2 riLtlllbG:H" 
Ce>c~t·di 11c:l't:F2 )·:t 
Crmt·di. n<:\tf~! yt 
Ct:lor·dinate Hw 
Coot·di nat<? ytr--J 
Cocwcl:i. natE! )·:b 
Coc:w cl i n~d:. e y b 
Ft··ic:ticJn ;;1ngl.e 
CohE?tsion 

























7 .. 24 
o. 00 •. 


















j;:oc k unit •;Ja i t;:J ht 
















Ef·f'ect i ve nonn"' 1 
Ba ''1E? 
:::; i. cit? 
7,.22 1:3.. 21 














Acceleration Kc m 0. 2'197 Factor of SafRty = 1.98 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysi5 no, 1.25m thic:k block with 2m lcng bloc:k - wedge 20 clegrmas 
Unit weight o+ water = 9.8 
fJi cle numbat· 
Ct:lot·dincll:e wt 
Cclcwdi natc.i yt 
Coon:Jinclb'? )·:ltJ 
Cocwdi.n;,:,t.E,! y~! 
Coot·di n<!."l:~? }:b 
Cc:H:H" cl i rltt{ t e )' b 
l~·r·:lctiDn c"\n\]l.f~ 
Coi·lG:Hsion 
EiJ. :i. c C-! nt.un ln? r· 






















7 .. 79 
1.7.00 
6. !.J.iJ. 
2E3 .. 40 
6.00 










:l "i. 00 
7.24 
o.oo ... ·· 












SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m t~ick block with 2m long block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weig~t of water ~ 9.8 
S i. cl<~ numbEH" 
CotJt" cl i n a i: ~:? >d.: 14.06 
264 













1 '?. 00 
7.24 




Cl:>rH·cii n.r:~b:;; :-:1-'J 
CtJCH"' eli n<~te Y''' 
Ct>cwdi. n.:;ltEl Nb 
Cc>cwdi nc..l"i:e yb 
Fr·icticJn Hngle~ 
Coht?·,;ion · 
Sl ir:t'.' nLimbot· 




Ang lr~ thE?t.<~ 
E·f-f;ect :i vm ncwnw 1 
Ba~:;;.~ 































Factor of Safety = 2.22 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight cf water = 9.8 
S:i. dt"J m.1mbEH" 
Ct.)CH"'dina'l:E! :-:t 
Cocw di n.:;rl:e yt 
Ccm t· cl i n '-' t e :·P.'i 
CcHJt"d:l n,"te Y''' 
Coor·dinatf2 :-:b 
Coot· eli. natl'~ yb 
r:·,··icticm 21r101E~ 
Cclhem:i.cn 
Sl icr=! numbEH"' 
F\:ock unit wc~ight 
Ft"'ic:tit1n anglE' 
C Cl I-n'? r; i C:ln 
Fc>t"l:l'! r 
A no 1 (? t h\o!t ,,\ 
E·F·Fc'"c:t i ve nonnf.\l 
B~1~;1·?? 























17 .. 00 











Ac:celaraticn Kc - 0.4419 
1 <?' 00 
E:l .. 59 
19.00 
f)" ~59 











Factor o~ Safety- 2.35 
~··· .. ··· 
... 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
fJ idE! numb£~t· 
CcH:wd:lnt:: .. tm :d: 
Coot· eli. n.:l'!:t~ yt 
Cclot·din<'lte :-:w 
Coc:wdi m\'l:<O~ yw 
CtiCJI"rH natti! :·:b 
Cclot· cJi lli.;lt<~ yb 
F1·" ict i rm <Hlg l. r~' 
Ct:ll1ci!~? i. on 
S 1 :it:£~ nt.tmbE.'!i·" 




?inq le thG?'!:.:I 














6 .. 00 
o.oo 
o.oo 



























Factur of Safety~ 2.54 
SA~1A NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 2m long block - wedge 5 deg~ees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
S i dcJ numbE~t· 






C1:1or· d :lnatG" yt 
Cocwd:i n,:\'l:t:0 :·:w 
CcJc:H" tH n.::.te y1·J 
Cc>ot" c.l :i n,;\tt? :.: b 
CCJnt·d:i. n.::.te:! yb 
Fi··i.ctiCJn ,,1nglu1 

























) .. ;.-~·,/'·~···1"' --···· 
,.., ..... ·· ~.,.· 
,.... . ...... 
[,.:; 1 it: f:.) riLl [I) bE?t" 
Rock unit weight 
F1·" :l ct: :i <Jn i:,ng 1 El 
















o .. oo 
4.44 6.62 
Elide 0 .. 00 4. 4!3 
Accelaration Kc - 0.:5614 
... 
, ..... •• .r···J-
,.. .. ..... 
...... -···· ... ,. .. ~··"" 





... •• j't ... 
....... :,::,.-·· 
.~ ..... -· 
fl''" 
Factor of Safety 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysja no. 1.0m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
~3:[ c:l ;;; n l.Hll b f.J I'" 
Coor· cl :l nc:1tr: ~-:t 
Coot· d i nate-" yt 
C<J<:H"" cJ i. nat~ZJ >a'l 
Conr·rJi nat:r-,? yw 




Dl ice numbEH" 
f;~oc:k unit wro?ir;Jht 
Fr·· i c:t i. em ang l t~ 
Coh .. ?.si.on 
FOI'C::Ei' T 
r:)nq lE; ·l:hti.!"l:.<c.\ 
E+:·h:·cti.vr;; f"lr.)l"tnal. 
J3o:, SoC!. 
































0 .. ~~;~j57 
19, (H) 
fl. ~; 1 






Factor of Safety- 2.15 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 2m long block - wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
El.l de nL\f!ib£~1·· 
CC!r.)n-Jl. n;,\te ;-:t 
Com·d:ln;i\tm yt 
CotJI··c:li.n.;,te ;-:w 
Cocw d i. ned: e y\•J 
CDot .. c1 i n;;d:t~ :-: b 
Cocwdi n,:;tr,~ yb 
F , .. i. c:: t .l o r"i ;.a n~11 w 
CohE1sion . 
t'Jl i c 2 n wn l:m r·· 
Rock unit weight 
Fr···ict:lDn ;;1ngl.rr~ 
Co j~,~;: .. :B ). <::. n 
FCJI""CG T 
(-Ingle· thet<A 




13 .. 20 




0 .. 00 
o .. oo 
19. 6;;:~ 
28,/j.(> 









17 .. 00 




6 .. 00 
,., 
..:~ 
















SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 2m long block - wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight c+ water a 9.8 
2 3 
14. 12 
8 ide numbEH" 
Ccloi·"d:lnclte :-:t 
Coot"clin<od:e yt 
CcJC.H"rJi n,"te :-:w 
Coor·cli nc1t<cJ yw 
CocH"dinah~ ::b 
Ccmn.ii. nat1;:1 yb 
Fr· ict ion c1ng lt'! 


















_,. .. ~"·· 
,..  
81 iC:€e rH.linbf.H" 
1'1:ock unit V·Jf'Jight 
Fr·ic:tion ~lniJlc: 
C'<::J hr:~s i. c1n 
F.'Dt"C'i'?. T 
f'llliJ 1 '" t l1f.d: E.\ 













£5't.J· .. (:;~t.!j~}8!5 
6 .. 54 
o.oo 5.00 
Acceleration Kc - O • .£H)4J. 
,, 
. .::. 














·" .. ,.. 
·" 
Factor ~F Safety = 2.28 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no, l.Om thick block with 2m long block - wedge 25 degree~ 
Unit weight o+ water = 9.8 
S i. c.lf1 m .. unbEH" 
C::CJCJI" d :i. nc.~ti~ :·:t 
Cocwdi nHtE! yt 
CDCH"di r\i.'itb:! )·(1-'J 
Ct:KH"di n~\'t:e yw 
Cr.JOt"di n<.;trJ ;-:b 
Gncwdi ni.'li:f:i yb 
F 1·" :l ct :i. on ,<-In(] l "J 
Co hE~~,~ :i. 1:1 n 
1 
14.66 























() .. (l(l 
.. 























SJ. :leE! m.unbf,'l" 

















r.;n;;J J.c:· thc,;'l:ct 
f:":·F{'c~ct. i VEi r!CJI"'ffii:\l 
f.t {:;\ ~:.; f3 
Si ciE,i 
~~; t r· <:~~5 E>f? !5 
?.1B 
0.00 


















Factor c~ Sa~ety - 2.37 
~· 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.0m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit w~ight of watar = 9.8 
tl :i. de nt .. lmbc~f·­
CocJI"din.:4·ta :'t 




Ct:HJt"tli natE:; yb 
Fi·"ic:t:lcln .<:\l"liJli!! 















7 .. ~)1 
17.00 

































l:11 ice numbEir' 
























Accmleration Kc ~ o. ~.)120 
7.0:l 
....... .. ..... .. 
,...J... _,.·"' 
.. , ~ 
,.j.r· , .... ·• 
--~- .... r• 
----.. ~-··· 
. ...._'----..... _ ....... 
2. ~j:J. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unjt weight cf water ~ 9"8 
3 i c:lr~ nLunbE,, .. 
Cc:Jt:lr"d:t natG ;-:t 
Cc)\:}rdl. n:':itt.(-:':i ~lt:. 
Ccmt"di ne:\'CF~ >:w 
C cw nli. n .:.\'l:.1:2 '/'i'l 
Co(J 1·M tl i n~::t i::. t::: ~·~ b 
():oc:tt"di. n'O'. l:t:! yb 
Fi·"it:l::iCln .:<nl;:tlr.:ot 
Co i"H,~;'; :i. on 
i:i.l1C:f:i'• numb~r-
F:oc:: k ~.1 nit wE< i o h t: 
















o .. oo 
17 .. 00 
7" 9:"i 
:l7 .. 00 
6., .<JA 
2f3 .. 40 





Accelaraticn Kc - 0,. 2ll-:?O 
1 fj) .. 00 
El" 7:5 
1 C'/, 00 




Fac:tcr of Sa~sty- 1.78 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 2m long block - wmdge 10 deqrees 
Unit weight cf water = 9.8 
S t <.k• numbE!I'" 
Cc•C:•I" d :i. n~:1te >:t 
Coor·d:i. n~~t~~~ yt: 
Ct:JC)I"di rlii<'i:F1 >:t•J 
Cc::cn"di n.ort:c:; yt•J 
Cocwdi l"'i'.\'t:El Hb 
Coc)~~cJ·L ria.tc~ 'lb 
;::·,.- ic·t: icJn anqlr~ 
Col"\i:.·:!s.ion 
::1 i i c: Co• m.tm lE01·· 




p, 110 J. rJ t l'iEd: io1 
Ei:i. de! 
J. 
? • f~f:l 
4 .. 1..16 
'7. HEl 
17 .. 00 
? .. 95 
17 .. 00 
lJ. 11 \St':J 7 n C)~j 
'7. 8B 17. 00 
4 .. 66 6~~44 
0.00 2D.!J.O 
0 .. 00 6il00 
,., 
.. ::. 
J. C.(. 62 !. "). 62 
2El. 40 ~::~El. 40 
6 .. 00 6 .. 00 
0, (H) ()" 00 
0 .. 00 0 .. (i() 
ff.:."l: t"E.,£S':i5f..?S 
'? .. 19 '-i'. :;::4 
0.00 ~i. 41 




7 .. 24 
0.00 
0.00 
r:O,ccf?lc!l·'c..\t ion l<r: Factor of Safety = 1.99 
~-11 c.!(?. numb~:.-1r 
Coo1··di. ~"~"•tEl :d: 
Cc;c:wcli natrD yt 
COOI"din;:,te :<t•! 
C•:1c1 ~- d i l'li!\ t. c;; '/If·! 
C t~HJ , ... cJ :l rHo> L r!.' ;.: b 
Coot· cl i nat!::! yb 
Fl·"ic:ti.on i?.n~J]E> 
Co !·1\~1~:; ion 
D 1 icE! fit .. ! Hi lKi t" 
F.:clt:l< upit WF"i9hl:. 
F1··i.c:t:ic>n ,,\nt~~J.F' 
C 0 l·i \::·:·~ -;:; .i. D fl 
Fc:>;--·ct) T 
l;nq J. E) '\:.h:c;·(: i'o\ 
E:er. ~:r,r::• 
S:i. d~;,.; 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
:1. 
:t 1. !':'i4 
~5. 74 
J1.~;';l~ 
1. :l " ~~,J+ 
!:j .. 74 
0.00 
0.00 
19 .. 62 
~:;:~8. 41) 
6 .. 00 
1) .. 00 
t). 00 
~;t l"'t::-~~1t~E'!;;i. 
'7 .. 99 
0 .. 00 
17 .. 00 
7 II 9~"5 




6 .. 00 
,., 
.. ::. 






5 .. 06 
o. 271t3 
19.00 
B .. '?'5 
1"?. 00 
1 <;>. 00 
'7.24 
o.oo 
0 .. 00 












SARMA NON-VERTICAL ~-ICE ANALYSIS 
:~:ilt/::\}.y~:t;L:~i ncJ .. :t .. !:jm thj.c:k bl(::>Ck trJit:h 2m Inno blc.1r.::k ..... v.Je-~ci~J~3 :;:~0 dt~grr.-:tc:~s~ 
Unit ~sight 0f water = 9.8 
Si. d>2 nwnb>:;r· 
Cot;!·- d :L ni::-ttc·~~ >~t 
Coor-.:Hnc,'l:<:J ':It:. 
Ct:.t:) , .. d i nat rt ::< t'-4 
Cor:J!··cJi. no.tttiJ yw 
CiJetf"CI'i nat.rJ ;.:b 
Ct:.)(JI·~d-t n::~-t:r:.=: yb 
Fl·"ic:ti.rJn c.t:·,l.:Jl~.~ 
Cohr'.l~::.1on 
1:~.,S'2 1"7 .. 00 
,6 .. ~50 7 .. 9t~; 
19.0(> 
a~75 






.. , .. · 
t::l ].C::E'< 1"11..\Hibt:o)l" 
fi:w: k t .. \ nit. WG :i. f:J ht 




r::+=f.:G.1 Ci::i.v~~ ri!Jf·~mal 
Bi':\5JE! 
i:'i :t de.~ 
12 .. 9~c :l'?.OO 
6 ... :~;o 7 ~~ (:;)~; 
12 .. 92 17 .. 00 
c.. ::':o 6. 44 
0. 00 2E!. 40 
0 .. ()(> (:; ll 00 
1 f} .. 6;~ :l '?) .. .;~:;:: 
2El .. 40 :~n:; .. 4() 




Ef ro 8{:.1 t;> .o 29 
o .. o~) ~:5 .. ~5:2: 







Factor of Safaly- 2.02 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analy~is nc. 1.5m thick block with 2m long block -wedge I'"\ I.:.~ . .:: .• J 
Unit weight of watmr ~ 9.8 
Si de-e rn.tmbc-:?1·" 
Cooc· cl i n<'.lt.f.? :·:t 
Cncf·din,;,tc! yt 
COD I"' cl i rlic1.tf~ ;-:w 
Cc>clt .. dinc.'itt::·? yy.~ 
Ct:IOI'"cl:l l"li'.ltE; :·:b 
Coo1·di. n~<tcc; yb 
F'J·ic:t:ltJI"l an•;Jl.E! 
Cohf.~~;:lt;n 
sn. ic:r.e numblo)!•" 
Rcc:k unit we1ght 
F't·:i.ct:lc!n a.n~Jlf? 
CCJ hE!S i. c:m 
FtJI''C:G? T 
Am,J l.n•. t.hr.?t,;\ 










:l '7'. 62 
2!3.40 
,:) ' (l(l 





:l '7. l)(l 
7 .. 9:~; 
17.00 









0 .. 00 
""1.63 ti'.4f.! 




8 .. 75 
19.00 
7 .. 24 
o.oo 
o,oo 
. ...... · 
•" 

















..... .r ./ ... 
J........ ..-·· 
~ / 
.... ,.,. .. 
__ .... .. .. ~" 
~ ~ 
./" ... · , ......... 
........ __ ~... ,J ........ 
--·-.. ......,..--......... ,..,.... __ ....... , .. 
2. :l4 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 2m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight c+ water = 9.8 
~; i. de?. n• ... un l.:l•? ,-
Cc>~:H· din;'.\!:(! )-! l: 
Cocwdi nate::· yt 
C C.) til'" ci i :-1 <;\'(: f.) :-: 1'.1 
CClo t· cl :i na.t fC! yvJ 




Ell ic:m nwnbE:t· 
Rock unit weight 
F1··ict:ion i:\ni,;Jlf" 
Cohf.~!~1 ion 
F:· o v· c: •:::' T 
;'\ l'lt) l t::• t hc.·? i::. f.t 
E:-l~{:,;;c: t :l \IE! 1'\CH" Ill"\ l 
f?.a~;e 





1.4 .. 21. 
l.> .. f32 
1),(10 
(l, (H) 
0 .. I) I) 
l 







17 ,. 00 
7 u 9~5 
17 .. 00 
7' .. 9:'5 
J '7" 00 
6.44 
2i:l" 40 




6 .. 00 
0 .. (1(1 
•) .. 00 
S'. 74 
:!. l,~~'t II 00 
EL. 7~) 




































Acc:Bleration Kc: - 0 ,, 4 1 ~~j\<;.. Factor c~ Sa~ety - 2.29 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.5m thick block with 2m long block -wedge 35 degrees 
Unit weight c+ water· = 9.8 
~~~i cJ(:: numbt:~· 
CCJC:) t .. d :i. r·lat t::: >~ t 
Coot· d i natE.l yt 
CDC! I'" (j i !"li'!.t "'' >:t•J 
CcJoJ·~cJ.i. ne:\t.E~ }/("J 
COD!"~ d 111;3. t f;-:• ~·: b 
Coc:lt"c:l:l n;:;1t:e i'b 
Fi"ict:ic.ln ;"nglt:! 
Cc:l ill::!"> i. D n 
Ul :lCE! nt.tmbE.H' 
r:ock unit ·-~f:i.~jht: 
f"'l·"icti.on ;::\r·:gJ.L) 





14 .. 61 




1..~· .• ('_?fj 
(•. (10 
0 .. 00 
:l 
1 '1. 62 









17 .. 00 
h.44 
2B .. 40 
6u00 
, .. , 
~' 




0 .. 00 
1 (l .• (I ~;:~ 
1 C?,. (\() 





o .. oo 
0 .. 00 








I'' , . 
.. ·· -~· 
(.~cc c~ 1 E!t" i:'\t. :i. :;; n f:::c 0 .. ~7j()1. 7 Factor cf Safety - 2.48 
272 
Analysis of B for O.Sm to l.Sm thick wedges plus additional 4m long block. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS' 
Analysis na. 1.25m thick block with 4m long block -wedge 5 degrees 
3. :::~8 21. (10 
2.2!:i 9.39 
Side m.unbfi?l·· 
COCH"di. n<:\t.e >:t 
Cm:w d i. nr.:~ t t'! yt 
C<JCH" d :l l"i<'.o'\t (i.l )-:1'1 
Ct1ot·d:i.nat€~ yw 
Cocwd:lnate :·:b 
Cc:m t· d i n~1 t<=~ y b 
Fl":lct.ion i::lnglt;' 
Co t·1r2\" i rJ n 
:;::,2B 
















Rock unit weight 
F1· ic:t. :lon r.<ngle 
Cohc;•sion 
f;CJt"C(~ T 

























... ]····" .. ··"' .. .... 
··" , .. .. ,.. 
··'" ,.. 
_,...· .. ·· 
.;-•"" ....... 




,. . .~· ......... 
~· .... 
• J'' _ ....... 
·"' .t'., 
.... 1' J' ..... 
J ....... ,.,.. 
............ 
. /'··· 
Acc:alaraticn Kc = Fac:tcr of Safety - 1.75 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 4m lcng block - wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Bi.ch?.J nL\mbE;t· 
CcHJI"' di. n<,lta :·:t 
CDoJ·"dini~tf;; yt 
CUD I·" cl i. nc:\'l:t:i :·:\·~ 
Co.::H"di. nat f..~ yw 




Gl :lee'.' numbr"t" 


































6. ~'51 8. Tl 
0.00 7. ~'D 
f=ic:c::t~l.~"t"<.:ltion f:::c 0 .. 2265 
2:l.OO 
0 "!!'<:) 7 N ._1 I 
21.00 














.. ····· ,.r· 
.... . .. 
•• .t .,.,.•"" 
,.ol... .,.,.·" 
...... ··· ,.,.  .~· 





. -.~-·· ..,.. .... - ..... .r-
·"'" .,.,..,.. ... ,. _ ..... 
.. .. ... 
.............. 
.x· ...,.. ... 
I'" ...... 
.rt ....... 
1 .. 71 
273 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
t~n.:d Y'' :i.s no. :l. 25m thi.c:k bl.m;k with 4m long blrJc:k - W€~dg1:1 1~; de<;Jt"Gf)S 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
S :i dEl nttmbr,;J·" 
Cocw 1j:i nc;d:El :·:t 
Coclt"di nate yt 
Cclc:wcJinatc? >:vi 
Cr.;m·dt n;:rtc=; yw 
CClc::n-di nr.1i:"~ Nb 
CrJcwdi n.::rtc:s' yb 
F:··ict:lr.Jn an<;JlE! 
CohEls i c.m 
Sl icr.~ numbEW 
F<:r.Jc: k \.tn it \'JEd g ht: 
F1· i ct: :i. on ang 1 c'l 
Cc:ll·ic)c; i r.m 
FCJt"CE! T 
f':lrl!]lf:! tht!i:f.~ 
E+·Fect i vt=~ ncnn<.:d 
B.':H>£;) 
Ei i. ciE:! 
12. 19 
5.!:n 
12. :l '7 
1.2. FJ 

























7. ~;4 n. 7c1 
o.oo ?.71 











.. /' I'" 
... ·· ..... 
·" ,.•"" 
./ ,.."' .. 
, .. ·· ...... 
... .:"' 
,.t-•" __ ,. .. 
..!" .... •• __ ... ---
,. .. · __ .... ---
.. ~::..---
Factor o~ Safety -
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
l3i. dr.~ m.tmbEH" 





Cc::Jcwd:i. nr.'\'\:ii:1 yt. 
Cow·di.nate :.:w 
CoClnli nate Yi'J 




J. :.~. :$'1 
(:,' ~5:::: 
















f31 :l CE1 f1L\I!lbet· 





t::::-J~·Fri.'ct i vr~ ncwm.ri 1 
BcH'iE! 
E:i. dt"' 















0 .. 00 
B. 64· G. f:lf5 
0. 00 B, :l S' 
Acceleration Kc -

















.. _,.!_ ___ ... ___ _ 





























SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 25 degrees 




6. bO 7, 7'C:,' 
14.06 17.00 •" .. 
Sid~:? numb<:)t" 
CoonHn~c.;te wt 
Cor.wdi n<<te yt 
C<::lCH"tli.n<:d:e :·:w 
CcmnJi n~\tt'! yw 
Co en- d i r·, ;,yt €'' l·: b 
Com·cJi n.rAtt~ yb 









Ei 1 i. c t~ m.un b ~''I'. 










0. 00 2fJ. 40 
0" (H) 1~1" 00 
1"'\ 
.t:. 
:ts> .. 62 J.9. 62 
213.40 2G.40 
6.00 6.00 
0. (H) 0. (H) 
o.oo 0.00 
~~'t r- m~;!::.er::> 
9.6~) B.CJ2 


























Factor of Safety- 1.83 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.25m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9 .. 8 
!:;idr.1 m.tmbf'21·" 
Co Dr· t1 :l nate~ :-:t 
CocH"di n,;;tr.o yt 
Cm:wdinatrJ :·(\'! 
Cc;ot·di n<,lt.El yw 
Ccmt·di natE; :-:b 
Ct:.c:wdi n,;;,te yb 
Ft·icticm ;;1ngla 
C<::Jhl?~:.;ion 
Sl ir:<~l numbt,;l·· 
F:oc:k unit. vmi.<;:~ht 
Fl'iction anglt:' 
FCH"C&; T 
{~nq lo tiH1t.&:~ 




. 14. ~::iJ. 17 .. 00 
6.78 ?.7'? 
14. ::)1 17.00 
6.78 7.7'-? 
14.~'i1. 17.00 
6 .. 78 6.44 
0.00 28.40 
0.00 6 .. 00 
:1.9~~62 l9 .. 62 
28.40 2!3 .. 40 
b"OO 6.00 
0.00 0.00 
o.oo o .. oo 
1:5tr·essE~s 
:lO. 62 '1, 01 
0.00 9.20 















SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 35 dmgrmes 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Sid~~ numb<H" 
Ct"Jot·d:i.ni"'b'l :.:t 
Ccl!:l I" d i nat c~l yt. 
Cc.1r..n-di nc:<te Nvl 
c.:~cn··cjJ. rli:\t€~ yw 




f:H icr;,, m.tmbt?l·" 
























8 i cif.0 0.·00 
17.00 
7 .. 79 
17.00 










C)" 1 ~.=; 
9. El2 
21.00' 















·" .. ,,.· 
,. 
_,... 





, .. ~ 
,.. 
,/"' 
Acceleration Kc - 0,. ~57Bt=J Factor of Safety ~ 2.00 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no .. 0.75m thick block with 4m block - wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
G:i dt::; numb£n· 
Cclcii·" d i natr: :-:t 
Coo1··r.Ji nE.<'l:Ee yt 
CclCJI"di ni;~'l:tol :-:~~ 
Coc:wd:lnc\'l:.e yw 
C:OCll··din,C~tE? ;.:b 
CcH::wdi. ni:\te 'yb 
Ft·ic::'l:ion c\n\;{le 
Cohe~>i.cln 
Sl :lt:f.'J l"lt.lfllbEH" 
r;:cl<: k u n :it. ~·Jf,J i 0 ht 






!3 i c:lc:; 
1 
:3.77 
3 .. 92 
r:J. 77 
3 .. 92 
B.Tl 




1 Cf • 62 










17 .. 00 
7.25 
1?.00 
6 .. 44 
28.40 
6 .. 00 
1 <], 62 
2E3. 40 
6.00 













2 .. 31 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 4m block - wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water ~ 9.8 
1 oo;:· 
····' 
~3:l dec) numbat· 
Cclot·di.n.;\tc:.• :-:t 
Cc:Jot"dinc\t.e yt. 
C c:m r cJ :i. n a i: 101 :·:I·J 
Coon:l.i. niid:c;? yw 
Coo1··dinate :-:b 
CorJt"di. f1ii.lt.El yb 
F1··ict:ion .:~ngle1 
Ccihet;;i.Dn 
12 .. 76 
~5. 5:3 
J. 7. 00 21.00 
81 :lee rH.Imbc:.•1·" 
f~:ock unit Wt'lic.;Jhi: 
F1··ici:ion <:1ngle 
Cc::~hes i. on 
For·ce T 
{·\ng lE) thE?i:CI 
Ef:f'ec:t i ve f'lfJI'"!Tli:il 
Bi:tE;f? 
!3 :i. de;:; 
12.76 


































SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no .. 0.75m thick block with 4m block - wsdga 15 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 



























Com·di nat.E! yt 
C m:w d :i n a b:1 :·: l-'J 
Cocw d i n,:\t e YitJ 
CclrJI·" d i n.;\te :·: b 
CmJt"din.:.\tr1 yb 
Fl·"·ic:ticJn ,,\nc;:JJ.I;; 












., .. ~· ...... ··· 
,.. ol .. 
~31 i c:e nwnbet" 
r;:ock unit ltlt'.li(~ht 
Ft"ici::ion i:\rl!Jle 
FClt"CE/ T 
,,;nq J. e t ht~i:i"' 










o.oo 6. 14 






~) .. 44 
_,.. _,. . 
.• ·• .r··· 
.. ~ .. ·· ... ·· 
J_ •••• ] ... ·" ... ····'·,.." 
.;-·'"· ,. ... ,.· 
..~···" .. ..~·· 
. . . 
........ r _. .. r•"' 
.... ,. ........ --------·. 
r• ---,...,_-
0 .. 00 
2. :l7 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 0.75m thick block with 4m block - wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
5 J. dE.~ f1Lllllbf1J·" 
Cnov· d i nate :·:i: 
Cc:Jcwdi.n<:ltl:i) yt 
CcJoJ·"c.li.natr:) :-:w 
CDOt"di n<.d:E! yt,J 
CocwrJin~1te :·:b 
Co!:)l"' cl i nc:.te~ yb 
Ft"ict:lc!n cln~11£'' 
Coh€esii.on · 
Sl ic:e m.tmbet· 
Rock unit weight 



















































Acceleration Kc - Factor o~ Safety- 2.18 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 4m block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
SidE; nl.llnbf'-'1·" 
Cocwdi nate~ :·:t 
Cow·di. nate~ yt 
CclDI" dim~ i:e :-a•J 
Cm1t"cli.niEite yw 
CcJOI'" d i ncl'l:e:.; :-: b 




f;:oc: k U 1'1 i. i: \•H:? i. g hi: 
Fr·it~:titln ;:~ngl.t::i 
CD hE!~:; i. n n 
FDt"C(?,I T 
l:m t;J 1 e i: h f.d.~ ;;, 
J. 
1 ~). 24 
6. ~54 
1 ~5. 24 





























a .. ~3rs 
21 •. 00 





2 .. 2:1. 
277 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 4m block - wedge 30 degrees 











































(:;,(H) o.oo / .~· ~-· 
,.  ..,· ..... ·· 
fHice numbet· .. 
Fi:c:1ck unit W€~i9ht 
F1··icticn .:u1qlr~ 
c () I"H? ~; :l CH1 
Fot·c:F.~ T 
l~ng1<=1 th~:t.:\ 













2E~ .. 40 
6 .. 00 
o.oo 
0.00 
.-· ... . 




..... ] ...... ./' ··"· .. ·"·"· 






.... _ ..r· 
--- .~· 
--.... _ .. .~· 
Ac:c:eleration Kc a 0.4652 Factor o~ Safety- 2.32 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 0.5m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
~>idE~ nurnbc;Jt" 
Cc:H:It"" d i n<o1 t:l" :-: t 
Coot·di natr,~ yt 
Cocw rJ i ne:~t L~ :-: t,J 
Cc:l<:wcli natEc1 yt'-1 




G 1 j. c: e m.un i:H~~ 1·· 
Fi:rx~k un:i.t lvP-i\Jht 
F1··ict..i.on an\~lc2 
r:· c•1· c: "" T 
(.:if·l \~ 1 r.~ t 11 r;.d: '" 











































o .. oo 
(1,0(1 
Factor of Safety - 3.02 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 10 degrees 















!'-3 i ch:e numbt~t­
CocH"d:i rlic.~tr~ l·:t 
Coc:w cJ:l n.:rt: l'~ yt 
CcJar·dino;\tr;! l·:I'J 
Cocwd:ln;;d:t? yw 
Cot:H"di n;;d:El ;.:b 






















•• •·•• . .r· 
·" ..... 
..... ...~ 
... r "' .. .1' 
f::) 1l C!;~ rl!.\ITlbE>t" 
r;:c;ck unit \.<JE•i.<;:Jht 
























... ...  
... •· .r' 





-"'... "'"' .... 
. ~ _...,.. 
,. .... -· ..,..----
·"· __ .,.. 
/' --
_.,: .... · 
Ac:caleration Kc: ~ 2 .. f:32 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with Li-m long bloc:k -wedge 15 degrees 
















Eli dt:; nt .. !fll b(;'H" 
Cocwd:l tlc\h~ :-:t 
Coot· d i. nate£! yt 
CtJot·c.iinatE? l·:~J 
CrJt.H" d i. nai:fJ Yt-J 
Cc:Jon:li nai:a :-:b 
Coc:w c:l i n•''\t r~ yb 
Fr·ict:ir.)n i:\f'H;:Jle 
Coht;.>£;i.on · 

















.•.. .~-· -· 
... .. 
S 1 :i t:l~ ['1\.tlllbE!t·" 




An~J 1 e t: hE!•t c:\ 








t~) t 1·· t=~f::1 SE~~> 
:;:;, 10 
0.00 4.'14 








,..J .• •· 
•• J" 
_r•' _,.. 
.. ···· ... ··"' 
,·" ,. .. · 




... · .. .~· .. •• .r 
"'' .. 





Factor of Safety= 2.75 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 20 degrees 















f3 i d<! rn .. tmber· 
Ccmt·ciinah:- ;-:t 
Coon:ll nat F.! yt 
Cot)t" d i nab-;' ;-:~1 
Cclcw cl i n 1:\'t: c;,; y1~ 









6 .. '17 
17.00 
t1 .. 97 
17.00 
6.44 





·" ~_,. ,/" 
. ~· 
Bl ic1~1. nLtmbet" 




(.1nf,J le tht:!i:a 
E::-r:·h~ct i vr: ncwmcd 
Br:iE;E·~ 












0 .. 00 
~T,. 62 
... .,. _, .. 
.~· ·"' ... .... 
--· ,/" .--· .. ·· 
,/" ·" 
••• • ... zo 
• .r""' •• ,/"· 
_,...·· ..... · 
_,.. ,.-" 
·J·" ·" .. ..1' .... .. · _,. 
_..I ,1' 
•• .J' 
•' I" ,~· •"" . .. 
·" .-~· L.---
o.oo 
Acceleration Kc - 2. T3 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5~ thick block with 4m long block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
S:ic!E.' rH .. tmbret· 
C<:lcl·· d i natr:1 :-:t 
Cr.JCH"cii. n.;\tcc: yt 
Ccrwdinatr~ ;-:~1 
Cclot· d i nata yw 
Coot" d i f1<,ttf.:' ;-: b 
CoDnl:i. nab:; yb 
Ft··iction ·&.<nglc• 
Coht~!:si.cln 
81 ice llLUllbEH" 
F:ock unit \•H::li.qht 




















































Factor cf Safety - 2.75 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight of water m 9.8 








Co hf.i.•S i. on 
t-'ll ic:t'.! numb!~t· 
f\m~k unit weight 




E-F·fet: t i Wl !"HJt"lll<:11 
Base 












































Accalaraticn Kc - 0 .. 6~$5(1 F<~ctc:w n·F Sr.1fety 2.T7 
SARMA NON-VERTitAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. l.Om thick blcck with 4m long block -wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
::::; 
21 .. 00 
9 .. 11 
2:1..00 




CoDt"di n~ltf.? ;.:t 
Cool·""di nc~t:E) yt. 
CclCJ r· cJ i ni:d:t:~ ;-: ~~ 
Coc3nJi.n<:il:r.? yw 
Cno1···rJi.n,;1tc:? .':b 
Coon:li nate ytl 


















6 .. 00 





...... ·"' . 
r'l···•" ,.r···""" 
Sl :icE' numbt~t· 
I;: or.: k 1.1 nit ~~c;: i. g ht 
Ft··i.cti!Jn i:tnc;;JlE) 
Co l .. le!:; :i. on 
Frn· C::f.~ ']" 
r~nolc.;; l:hf.~l:i':l 










0.00 7" .. 131 









,.... . ... 
-· ... 
' .. 
... · ... ,..- ... 
... ..,J 
....... ·· ,. ..... 
.... .~·· ~..r_ .... 
,.. ... .... 
.,., ...................... .. 
_.,. .... .. 
•• l' .... 
·"'··· .l'_. .. ..r 
-" .. 
•• • .z-"' 
... ·::·:_,. ....... 
.1.•" 
./""' 
Factor cf Safety- 1.98 
281 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 4m long block - wmdgs 10 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water a 9.8 
S i dt:1 numbe:H· 
CDt:il"rli nr.1te! >rt 





21 • 00 
9 .. u. 
282 
Cocn-cli nate NV~ 
Cc•cwd:l nate~ Y~-'J 
Cr.:JcwcJinata :-:b 


















E1 .. 04 
0.00 






••• ·" .1"' 
Ell i. r:.I?J r1L!tnbf.H" 




f-h1q 1 t:l that a 
Br.:~!;5c~ 
~) :i. dt-J 
1 





s t t"f.':.\~55f=.'~'; 










•• .1" ... • 
.... ·"' 
.l·d .~·" .. ··· .... ~'-
... . . 
• .~ .J 
.... _,. 
... ·" ~· .1" ,.. .. 
' .. 
.. r .. " 
·"' --
., ... •• ..r-.,.,.. • .., 
_,.. .M~ 
.... ·· ___ .. _ .... 
.,.. ... .... 
• r• ...,....,..·-
··"' ... --.:;...-J.r 
Factor of Safety = 1.92 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nn. 1.0rn thick blnck with 4m long block -wedge 15 degrees 
S.i.ch-: numbe1·· 
Cm:w d i n;xt e l·:t 
Cncn-dim1te yt 
Cc>twdinah~ l:t'i 
Cno r d i n,;:, t. !'= ','\'1 
Cc:Jnrdinc\tr.; :-:b 
CmH" cJ i n.:rt. e y tJ 



















~,?. :L. 00 
C). :L 1 
















r·'· .. ~· 
... . . 
0 .. (H) 
~::ni.c;(;o' nurnbEn· 





E·f'·i::ect i ve not"m~~ 1 
Si. de~ 
J. 
:!.9 .. 62 
28 .. 40 
6.0(1 
o.oo 












.,.1' .. -· _,. • .~ 
J... . .. ··" ,.r .. _,. ,.. .. ·"· ...... · ,.1" ... •• ... " ,. .. r····" ... ..r· .... .1 ... _,~-· ,.. 
·' ..,...rJ-
... .t•"" ...... ....:---·-· 
L·~-.~ 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
















Ct::JCl·"di n.;l'l:f.' ;.:w 
CocH" d i n~\'1:. E! yw 
Ce>Oi•"di. rlii\'1::8 :-:b 
Cot:)t"di nat:r-'! yb 
Ft"ic:ti.on ·<,,nglf'l 



















B J. i c r,, m .. un b r=H"" 




PII'H;J 1 t~ t two t <il 
E·F·F1?1:t i VEl nc:wmal 
B,·:·:t!5<·2 




































Factor c~ Safety = 1..94 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.0m thick block with 4m long block - wedga 25 degrees 
Unit weight: of water = 9.8 
f:'li c:f8 nL.ItnbEH" 
Coc:wdint~te wt 
Cocwdi nat12 yt: 
J. 
14.66 



















........ Cool·" eli nc:~tE; ;.:w 
CocJt" d :i. nat: f~ y~·J 
CDCJI'' c:l i. n.:'\tE~ :·: b 
Cc)(:H-di natr.~ yb 
F1·" ict :i.!:1n .ang l€~ 
Cc:li .. lP.£5 :l on · 
SJ. i.C:E! numbEw 
F:oc: k unit to1Jfi1 :l I] ht: 
F1·· ic:t ion EH!IJ :te 
CohE?r,;i on 
Fn1··c:s T 
14 n 9 1 12 Uwd: ii.l 








































































SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.0m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Gi dr:? nLtmbet· 
Cclcwc.li ni:1't~? :·:t 
Co<:lt"di.na'b:~ yt 
Coot'di f'lcl'te l·:w 
CeJtJt" cl i. n.:,tte Y''' 
C cn:w d i n ;:d: r~ >: b 
Cot:ll'"di natt~ yb 
Fl"' i c:·t: i t11'"1. i'H'IQ 1 El 
CoheE; ion 
~31 i c r~· nwn bE? t" 
l':oc: k un i. t. vH'.'i i ~J ht 
Ft··:lct::i.c>n <:crti;:Jle 
Co hE?£; ion 
Fcwc:e T 
1-lngl.f'! th!::it.-'1 
E·FfE!C:t. :i Vf2 not"tlii;\ 1 
Ba!iie 
!3 i cJr~ 
1 












o .. oo 



































./' .. ·· 
.. •.. 






Ac:celaration Kc m o .. ::;:;'742 Factor cf Safety - 2.04 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.5m thick block with 4m long block - wedgQ 5 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Coor··di l"li:\tE~ ::'1: 
C::::.or·di ni~tc:J 'lt 
C:rXH" r.! :i. i"i,'-:\t',0~ i·:l·J 
C Cl CH" d :i. r: <:1 b~; )"' W 
Cc:ICJ:··r..:i nc\'i:E-: >~b 
CCCJ1·4 d:t i1.~t·.:·.' yb 
1:··~ ... ir.::t i.on ;::.no lt'·~ 
CtJ l·~(~~E~ :L t> rl 
Ell. :l c: ec' r11 .. tm b en· 
F:oc k u n :i. t • .,,r;!:i, q ht 
Fr·" :i. ct :ion i::cnq lc" 
Co:)l'it:,;s:l on 
Fot"Cri! T 
r'or-,~1 ::. e t hr:;t;c,, 
Effective normal 
0 .. ~:i.q 
1. 41 
0 .. ':5.1.!, 
1.41 




1 s) .. 62 
:ZE3 .. 40 
6.0(1 
0 .. 00 







7 .. 95 
1.7' .. 00 
7 .. •:1::; 
17 .. 00 
.:"J .. 44 
2f.L40 
6 .. 00 
:t9 .. 62 
B.20 
2El.40 
6 .. 00 
0 .. 0(1 
o .. oo 
2:1. .. 0(; 
9 .. 5!:i 
21 .. 00 
C'}i .. ~55 
~;~1. "00 
G .. (;lf. 
(1.1)(1 
o .. oo 
Factor of Sa~etv- 1.67 
284 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unit weight c+ water = 9.8 
E3J.dE· :·"tUnib<::~r~ 
Cocwc:li ni'id.:e ~:t 
Cc:Kw d i rk'\"t.: (~; y t. 
Cocwd:inD\t£; ;.~~~ 
Cocw d i r1i3 b,,, ytt-J 
Cc:Jot"di n.:.-=ttf1 >~b 
CocH" ;,Ji nt:~ t:e:; ;.-b 
Fr· i ct :l c:m iHlg l. E! 
C(:)hE;siDn 
t31 i c:<:~ numb(·:~!·· 




(~nq 1 ~,, t. h•~' t ,.\ 
E·f·r:e-;,;ct i vr2 no1·"m"d 
B,:·:\SC--1 
~-3 J df:~ 
:1. 
"7.80 






0 .. 00 
1 
:1.9.62 
20 .. 40 
~,,, .. oo 
0 .. 00 
0 .. 00 
E:> t r· t.1 s~ s; ~:-:~ ~~; 
'/" :::;4 
o .. 00 
:17 .. 00 
7" 9~"5 
17.00 
7 .. \75 
:l?' (lr) 
"''" 44 2i3 .. 4i) 
6 .. (!0 
1'7 .. b:.? 
2~:3 .. 40 








fJ .. 04 
0.00 
(;.00 
SARMA NON-VERl'ICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
J.. '?7 
Analysis nc. 1 .. 5m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight c~ wmter = 9.8 
~:Ji c.i(;: rl'.tmb~n· 
Cout .. d:l rwt!? ;.d.: 
Coot· c!i. n<'~t.r0 yt 
Cnor·dinc.ltr,~ )·~VJ 
CC!i::>t·'d l n,;1tEl Yl'1 
CD::.lt" cJ i rll:!t.E! )·: b 
Coon:Ji 1'1•:'\tr.:,, yb 
F1· i c:t: ion iH1(;) 1 Ee 
c,:) 11f..~r; i 0 n 
f:ll. :i. ct~ riLI.nltw·r .. 
Reck unil weight 






~3 i. dE! 
:l1 .. :::;4 
5.7A 
11' :'.:54 




0 .. 00 
.. p :!.0 















:t '-1. 6~·~ 
2~:J .. 40 
6 .. 00 
0"00 
O .. O(i 
f:]. :3:3 9" '?'7 
0 .. 00 8~~10 
Accelet·ation Kc - 0 .. 210El 
21 "00 
9" 5~3 
::'~ 1 • oo 
21.00 
t:~ .. 04 
0.00 
0.00 
Factcl"' o~ Safety - ·I .1 .. ! J, n 1:); 
285 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analymis no. 1.5m thick block with 4m long block - wadga 20 degrems 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
1 
:l2 .. ~:t·2 
6 .. ::~o 
:i2. 112 





:;:; i de.' m.1 m l:n:;1··· 
Cocn-·d:l n,;;d:e ;.:t 
Ccmt·cii.nii.\i.:E! yt 
CDon:.i:i. n.:lt:G ;.:\'J 
CD•:n .. di nat:,;; Y\': 6" :30 




·~-; .. ~.)~) .. .~ 
_,. 
Cc:.>ol·"din.:\t!i.' >:b 
Cour·rJ:i. n~'tt:; yb 
Ft .. ir::t:lcln E•n•;Jl.~''' 
Co h;,)~=· i ec n 
f) 1 :l C E) nLlo1l !:lE! 1·· 
1;:oc: 1,: • ...tn i. t:. l-'1'2 i g hi: 













st t"f~!:5 t~)f2t.:.l 





6 .. 00 
El. 60 
, .. , 
...::. 





9 .. !::14 
o. :::::::::10 
21 .. oo 














L~-·· __ - ............. _ ....... ...,.-... -·-· 
.. ··· 
, .... , ... 













..~ ... · 
r"" 
.r" 





SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
:::; i (.:IE! num::Jr..;r· 
Cc;nt .. clin~~tE? ;.;t 
Coo1··· d i nt:·:\'l:t;? "/t 
Cont .. d :l natE:: :-:\>1 
Coc:n .. d:i. nc.1'l:<" y~~ 
C Cl o r· cJ :i. n i',\ t f~) :·: b 
CcKlt"tJi.nate yb 
Fi .. ic:t:itJn an{]l{;'.• 
Co h{''~; :i. CJ n 
fH :i.C.:El flLtrr;bt;'l· .. 
Ro~k unit weight 
Fl··icti.t;ln i;\nglf.~· 
Cnhf,)'; i. c:;n 
f': [) (·" c: E) T 
(\nqJ.1'? tt·lE:i:;;,; 
E·f'·f'ect:iv~' liC:ll .. ma.l 
[1,',1 t=:;.~;.~ 
~3 :l dt~ 
J. ~,:: 
13.68 17.00 
l~j" 60 7" 9~.=_:; 
J.::~:.t,[') :i7'.00 
6 ,, 60 '? .. '-)iti 
l~_j .. 6£1 17,. i.)(i 
6,. 60 6u 44· 
0 .. 00 :Oi!fl, il·O 
0~00 6 .. 00 
:t ''i'" 62 1 Si" tL2 
2f:J' 40 :;;,~r:~" 40 
6.,(i(> 6u00 
0" 00 0" (l!) 
0~.00 0 .. 00 
E~i-:t~E.'HSf}t-1 
l 0 II ~~5~5 910 \7:,2 
0. (l(l 9 .. :lO 
":!' 
·~·· 


















Factor o~ Sa~mty - 1.76 
.......... · 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
~\ 
.,...:, 




Cc:•cn"d). nc:1tE-' yt 
Coot·"d:ln"\te :-:w 
Cocw d :~. nr.i t.:;~ yw 
Cc:•cH'd:i n.:<tt': :·:b 
CQ(Jt·d:i.nat:~;' yb 
Ft·"lc:ti.on 2.n(;!l!'.e 
Co h;:;s i. em 
6 .. 82 7 .. 9~5 9 .. ~S:i 




Ell i. c: cJ nt..t m b <?H' 
Foe: k u r11 t. v1r.e i G ht. 
Fr 'i.c:t ion <:11'1\:< lEe 
Cl7• I'll-;;:; i. tJ n 
Few c::l? 'I' 
f.m q 1 '01 t l": ''" t ,., 
:::; i. cle 
14.21 1?.0(; 
6 .. f32 7 .. <'}~) 
:1. 4" 2 :l 1 7 . 00 
6 .. 02 6.44 
0 .. 00 2f:J .. l!·O 
0 .. 00 6 .. 00 
j, 2 
1.9.62 19.62 
2!3 .. 4(l 2f.:l. 40 
6 .. 1)0 6 .. 00 
0.00 0.00 
0 .. 1)<) o. 00 
:1. J." t,:,::~; J. (J. i)Lj. 
op oo r.; .. ·75 
Ac:c:elerat:ion Kc: -
Cf " ~5~) 
:Z:l.OO 




. ........ .. 








Factor of Saf0ty R 1.84 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 4m long block - wedge 35 degrees 
'~:> i df:t lll .. tmbra t·· 
,:::t:t[)l··· cl i nt:ttE? H't 
c c~o t" c! in~::\ t·. t:.· v·r. 
Coot·" c:i :l n;,,t\Oe ~·:trJ 
Cno~ .. cl:l nc.\t:.F2 )'l"'J 
CoD•··rJi. ni;,'tm >;b 
Coor·din;:,b-"1 yb 
F1·· ic:t ion <:<n~.Jlt-i.' 
C;;:J h(2~~ i •:i n 
::; 1 ). L:f.e numb;?t·· 
t;:cJCk Ltnit: I•Jei.;Jht 
Ft"i.ct:lc:~n <.1ngln 
FDI"'C:\::l T 
P::·;G 'l t;: t l·;&?i: ,;,1 
E·f·f'c;;ct I ve.; noJ·'m"' J 
Bic~':.(!';.' 
~:;; i dt?. 
.l 
:l4 .. 61 
{~1u O:?f~J 
14.61 





1 Cf" 62 
2{3. 40 
6 .. 00 
0.00 
0.00 
!S t I' . E:! ~~; !:£:. r;~ fi~ 
J.:;-~. 6i:1 






7 .. 95 
:l '7. C•O 




c., .. oo 
0.00 
OnOO 
10 .. 20 





B .. 04 
0.00 
0. O(t· 
Factor of Sa~mty - 1.94 
Analysis of B for O.Sm to l.Sm thick wedges plus additional 40m long block.· 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unit weight o~ water a 9.8 
!:H dt'? llL\tnbt:H" 
Coonh n;:~te )·:t 
CoonJ:lnat<'! yi: 







f.:o<:k Ltni t. ~~~;;.ight 
F1·:icticm c\ngl.r" 
C1Jhr!~>ion 
F t:H" c t:-1 T 
1-)nl;J l. f! t hE''t a 
E·f'·r:r2c'L:iv<~ nDv·m;;\l 
B~~\Sf::• 





.11 .• 60 
11" 12 
















28 .. .1.1·0 
6.00 











2:::: .. 1::::: <J.':l-··n-
62.00 ,,,. 
::::::. 13 ,,-~- ,-, .. 
62.00 1-1 °r 
22 .. b0 
0.00 
(1. 00 
A<:c:alerat1on Kc: - 0.4"163 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
,. +.t11'c·."~ t·,lclc:':·. "'i.th 40m J.rmP bloc:k - 1-'Jf"dge 10 de~;jl'·\soi!!S Analysis no. O.~m . '· • • " ~ 
Unit welg~t Df water m 9.8 
Bidf~ nLtmbf.;)t" 
Cool·" eli m:'lte >:t 
Ccmr·di. n.;<tr.~ yt 
C:1XJt" cl i. nc:\tf;! :-:1•J 
Cc:H:It" d i 1"\o:\tE'J yv~ 
C\JCH" cl i nr..\t ri! >: b 
Ce~o1··di nati:'J yb 
F1·" i ct i 1:>n E.H'HJ lt:oJ 
Coh<?s-,:lt1n 
f:l 1 i c: I? rlL\Ill bEH" 


















Ac:calerat.ion Kc = 
1 
19 .. 62 































Factor of Safety a 2.54 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with 40m long block -wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
Side nt.unb<C)t" 
Ct:~cwdini(\'\:e wl:: 




















j,~:i .. 05 
(;,, 1"1 
o .. oo 
0.00 
1 
























Acceleration Kc - 0.4601 
62.00 
b2 .. 00 
Factor of Safety - 2.52 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick blc~k with 40m lDng block -·wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
G:id(;;; nLtmbeH" 
Cr:lDt"dinate :-:t 
Cc:H:H" cl i nab:J yt. 
Ce>DJ··dinatf~ :·:1'1 
CorJn:Ji natE) yw 
CrJc:wdin.:.l't:F!. dJ 
Cocwdi. nE\t.El yb 
F1·ictitJI'l ii\n~Jlf-'1 
CcJht;~;ion 
~:; 1 i c li~ l"il.tCTl b€~'1·" 
Rock unit weight 
Ft·:ict:inn i,\llt;Jlr~ 
Co hf.e.r,;; ion 
Fct··r:.c.~ T 





1. ~5 .. ~5.c1-
6 •. 313 
15. ~V+ 
b.3!:.i 






































Factor cf Safety - 2.52 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.5m thick block with·40m long block- wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight of water • 9.8 
t3 i. Dfil rHJtnbE·J·" 
Cmw d i n.:1 t r? ;.: t. 
CcxH·din.:.t<'" yt 
CcJOJ'' di n.'lte :·:~>J 
Coct·di n<,l"te Y"'J 
Cc.:Jc::JnJi nate >:b 
Cnm·di n.:.<"tf:l yb 
F1·ictic:m .:1n9le 
Co hf2S i c) n 
Ell ic:e nt.tmbeJ·" 





E·I'·F<~r~t :i. VfJ nonna 1 



































AccE; J. r;Jt" c:1t i. c.;n f:::c o. 4t>1f:1 
62.00 
23 .. 1::::: 
b2.00 





Factor cf SQfety- 2.52 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
f~ln<.llys:i.s nc). 0. 5m thick blL1cl' ~>Jith 40rn lon!;J bJ.c)c;l< -- wr~~d\~(? 30 cJeor·c~es; 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
G i r.Je nl.llllbc:r· 
C: tn:w d i n .:;1'!: e N t 
Coot·di.nat<c; yt 
Coclt"di nat:r:~ }:VJ 
Cc:H:Jrdi nr.l·t:£;! yH 
CnoJ·"clin.;:~tr~ ;.:b 
Cocwcli n.:d:r.e yb 
Fr·:tction ·c,,nc;Jl.0;; 
Cc:; h£.,f.> i em 
81 ic:r:.> m.1mbe1·" 




t:'lng lt? thc:1ta 












1 r1. 62 
28.40 


















Acceleration Kc ~ 
62.00 






2 .. 52 
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SA~~A NON-VERTICAL SLICE.ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 40m block- wedge 5 dmgreas 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
~3i. ckJ nt.tmbf.H" 
Ce!t:lt"cl:lnc;l'l:~~ Nt 
Coord:l n.:~l'.t~ yt. 
Cc:lcH" d :l n"'t12 :-:w 
Coot"di n,Tte Y~'J 
Ct:Jot·· d i n"1tr~ l·: l1 
Cocwdi. natE: yb 
Ft··ic:t:lon iolflt_;]lr.e 
Co ht~f3i c:m · 
~=n icr,, numbe;;r· 











~5.92 7 .. 2~5 
8, T7 17.00 
:;T,. c;:.z (:;," 4/.~ 
0. 00 2El. 40 
0.00 6.00 
1 2 






~::.. 4:::: b. J.1 
0. 00 1LJ., :l :l 
62. (10 ,,-;. 
2::::.'H <1"t·(S 
62, (l(l I I'/ .. 
2::::" 41 .c;. b 'i" 
62.00 
22 .. 60 
o.oo 
o .. oo 
I ,-j. 
•;_(,· 'I <I 
Acceleration Kc - 0.2844 Factor of Safety - 1.94 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 40m block- wedge 10 dedrees 
Unit weight of water g 9.8 
Si. dr,~ m.tml:mt· 
Cnor·din.::\te :-:t 
Cm:wdi nate? yt. 






81 i. C:G? f'll-!(llbE~I·" 
F<:nc: k unit. weight 
Ft·":i.c:t:i.t:ln an!Jlf~ 
Ft:11'C:e T 
Anq 1(0 th<,•tc:l 









1 c;. 62 
28. LJ.(l 
6.00 

























o .. oo 
1 • lf 1 
291 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 40m block- wedge 15 degrees 
8 :i. dr: m.lmbe<·· 
Coon:Ji n;;d:r,~ :d: 
Com·d:l n"1tr: yt 
Cc!nr·rJina·t:t;J :-:w 
Cont·dinnt~? yt•J 
c'ocw d :l ni:~t.r:-1 :-: b 
CocJnJi nHt[~ yb 
F<···ic:t:lon ·<:InglE.! 
Cnhe~:;ion 
!31 ic:e nL<mbri!<·· 
F:ccJ,: unit vJe:i.ght 
F''t· i ct ion ~~nGtl e 
CohE;r;ion 
r=·oJ·"'C!:! T 





















7 .. 2~.) 
J.7.00 























SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE'ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 40m block- wedge 20 dagreas 
!3icJe numbet· 
Cocwdi n<'lte }:t 
Coc:wd:i nate yt 
COCH"'di.n.:.d:l? N\'1 
C<:lCH"'c'li.nate Y~>l 
Cnr..wdi n;;1t<: >:b 
Cocn-di nat<~ yb 
FJ·"':lct:ic!n «1nole 
Cni1E'l>o i. c:m · 
Ellice~ m.1mbc=w 
I~:<~H:k unit. ~'H'-'!ight. 
FJ··ic:t:lcln ~ln<;Jl.E! 








































0 .. (H) 
o.oo 
1. 'iO 
Ac:c:aleration Kc = 0.2726 Factor of Sa+aty - 1.90 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick black with 40m block- wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water a 9.8 
Sid<?. nwnbE~I­
Cocwdinc:\tt? >:t 
CoonH n.o1te yt 
Cnor·d:i nc:\tr~ NW 
Cc)<:;r·d:i n;.<tE! yw 
CcH:wd:ln,:,;te :-:b 
Cnot"di nc.1t.e yb 
Fl" i c:t inn ~-.ng 1 e;; 
CohF.:;:;:.i.nn 
81 :i.ce nLtmb<::~l·" 













































Factor of Safety m 1.90 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 0.75m thick block with 40m block- wsdgD 30 degreaa 
Unit weight of water a 9.8 
Eli dr! numbf,H" 
Co<:wd:i natm wt 
Ccon.1 :i. n<:ti:e yt 
CDcH·cl:inc:tte :-:v1 
CcJDt"rlinr.ttGl yw 









ArtGJ la thet;,;~ 




























6 .. 00 
r;" '17 
, .. , 
. .::. 

















SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Unit weight of water a 9.8 
S:ldl'" nt.i!TibE!I''' 
Cc:lCJt"di n."tl:;; :-:t 
CoCJI"c:l:l nat~: yt 
CC!Cll"'d i l"l"ltE~ )-(\•J 
C: C! t::W i;l :i. 1"1<.1'1:!"' ')l ~,1 
C w.:w cJ.l 1'1 icd: e H b 
Cc!C:H"d:i. n<:lt<;? yb 
Ft·:lc:t:ion ,;\ngle 
CDhe~-1:ic.1n · 
Sl :ic:r::J numtn;.>t" 
F<:or:f:: unit t~a:i.Qht 
Ft"i.ctii:JI"l ,;~n<,;.)ll'i 
F"Cli'"C:f!~ T 












:l ~'. (:,::;! 





7 .. ~5:l 











4. ~:i7 L1. 04 












" . .,. 
"-1·(..· ,,1. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
1. "6~5 
Analysis nc. :l.Om thick block with 40m long block - wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water ~ 9.8 
G ide nt .. tmbet·· 
CcHJJ"di. nr.:rtE; :·:t 
Cnc~t"di.n;:•t.FJ yt 
Coot·din;:\'I:E! :·:vJ 




Cc.,hce!:; i em 
~31 iCE!! l"lt.\lilbf2t" 



















b .. OO 
o.oo 
o.oo 




1/' .. (10 
6 .. 44 
28.40 
6.(11) 
· 1 'J. 62 
:l :l "'i'2 













o .. oo 
Fac:tcr c~ Sa~ety - 1.62 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 40m long block - wedge 15 degrees 













S i. de numl:l!"'l'' 
CC:lCH"d:i f'l<"ltE) :·:t 
Connli na'!:.ra yt 
Cocw d i nate >:I'J 
Cc;,ot"d:i.nc.<'t:ril yw 
CclOJ·- d:i nat,,. :·:b 




















, • .,.•.,.of" 
81 i.e~! m.unb<.:•t· 


















...... , ... 
........ .... ·· 
ol' -· 
.... J":.-··· 
.- .. /' _,.. 
• ••• - ,.J" 
J' .. ,. • 
.r" .... 
.. .. 






.... •' E+fF:ct :l VE• nonn<o< 1 
D.:E:>e 1:3.04 
.. ...  
.... :,...·· 
. .,.·c . .,. 
,.f..<-8 :i. elf' 0. (H) 
Ac:r:elerat.ion Kc - o. :li:l62 1. 62 
SARMA Nm~-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 40m long block - wadga 20 dagr8es 
Unit weight o~ water m 9.8 
fl i dta numbcw 
Co1::J t" cJ i l"lt'l t e :·: ·1: 
Coon:li. nc.;te yt 
Co<:Jn:li.ni:I'I::E! >:J•J 
Cc.1cWd:inc:1b;,• yw 
CcH:wcl:l n;,d:e Hb 
CDoi·"cJ:i nat<;) yb 
FJ·" ic:t :l1Jn anglE! 
C:ohc~sii.on · 
!;) 1 i C: E/ . Jlt..llll bf!.H" 
Rock unit weight 
FJ·"iction c:1n9lt:;) 
Co hE?& i. em 
Fm"C:e T 
,-:, r1l;J 1 !'! t hf2t. '~ 






















1. "'/. 00 
6. •1·4 
2f:J .. I.J.() 
6 .. 0(1 











2:.::. .. 6'7 





Factor of Safety - 1 .. 62 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 40m long block - wedge 25 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Si. de nutnbfi.H .. 
Cclot·din~\t:tol :-:t 
CcHJt"cli n"Yte yt 
Cc:ir.Jt"dl nr.-1t~; :·:1-'J 
C!JDt"CJ:l n"yt:;!! Y\'J 
Cocwdi natf1 :·:b 
Ct~c:H·d:i rli;\t;c~ yb 
Fr· :i c:t ion .<:,nrJ 1 E? 
CrJ hE)~; i c:J n 
BJ.J.r.c:;) m.cmbc0)1·· 





EFf'ect :i ve nc~H .. ma l 
BaE:;e 






























o .. oo 
8.9B B.04 
0,,00 11.01 
Acceleration Kc: - o. 1f::194 
62.00 




22 .. 60 
0.00 
o.oo 
Factor of Sa~ety - 1.62 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. l.Om thick block with 40m long block - wedge 30 degrees 
S:i.dce nucn!Jf.~t· 
Cc:mrdi nate >:t 
Com· c:Ji rl!':it E! yt 
J. ·-:r 
·-· 62 .. 00 
296 
C t:JC:H" cl i n '" t f.J :·: w 
Ccw nJi n ;;rt. Fei y w 
C:ocll" dina t fi) :·: b 
Cc:lOn:J:l nnte yb 
F1··ic:tion c.1n9lm 
Cohc;:~.;;:lc;n . 
1 :.:; ' 04 
6.72 




7 .. !:ii 
1?.00 
7" ~51. 
1. 7. 00 
6 .. 44 
2!3. L/0 
6.00 
62 .. 00 
~c:::~: .. 6? 
62 .. 00 
•"] ,...· 
, • .r".r···"' 
.... • .t' .. 
..... · .. ·· 
f:Jl iC::E~ rlLllllbE~t· 
F:cH::k uni 1:. ~·JF.dc.:Jht. 
Ft·:ic:ti.cJn F.\rtc;:~lc:;; 
Co ht~b> ion 
Fc;t·c:e.? T 
?inole thr.~t'" 
E·f:·F~~c::t i VE' rKJnn<:d 
Ba~::.r.:: 
f.l:lde 



















22 .. 60 
0.00 
o .. oo 
,..··~ .. ···· 
.,. .. .r .. ,. .... 
., .... ··, • .r· 
r •" 
........ .~·· 
,·'" .... ..!" 
_, ...... · 
,,•.,. "" .. r 
" "'' / .. ·· 
....... 
-~·"" _...1" 
.. -"' ~·,.. 
... " .r"' 
-·· .i'" ,,.. .... 
~(~-·---·· 
... ~.· 
Factor cf Safety = 1.62 
297 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLIC~ ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 5 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Si c:lt'! nLtmb~Jt" 
Co en-d i rlt;t t!:; :·: t 
Coon:li ni"·!:;:~ yt 
Cc!CJ t" d i n.,rt e >:t·J 
Cocwd:i.ncYtG! yw 
CotJt"di.ni;t-i:E'J :·:b 
Ct.)ot·cli 11<,tt.r:! yb 
Ft·" i r.:t :l tJn .:1ng 1 fo? 
Coht~sion · 
SJ. ice numbt:?t" 
Rock unit weight 
Ft··ict::lon 21ngle 
Co hera i r.l11 
Ft::JI"'C!i? T 
r:;ng le ·thet~\ 
B~~\~SF.! 
Sidt·? 
:;':! .. 25 
3 .. 28 
:::::. 2fJ 






















62. (H) tl"l· 
2::.:: .. tt5 
b2 .. 00 
22 .. 60 
0.00 
0.00 




.... .i"' ,. .. ,. ... .. 
,. .. ,· ....... .. 
.,. ..... 
, • .r• 
.. · .... 
.... .~~· 
.. ,.··· ..... ·· 
·" .. · 
.,. • .r , .. .r 
.... ,.,.  
...... .,.. 
...-·· ..... .. 
.,. ... .. 






. -~'· .. ·· 
... .r .,.·" 
J"1" ..... • 
18 .. 28 
_,.·,f-... . 
......... 
... ,. ,..,. 
·=--
./ 1.0. 12 
Acceleration Kc - o. :l402 Foetor cf Safety - 1.46 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water ~ 9.8 
Si. elF~ rlLtlfobQ,I"' 
Coo nii n ii\ t G.' :·: t 
Cocwdi n;~tE! yt 
Coc.wdinate :-a·J 
CocJn:Ji. n~1tr~ yv.J 
Cr:;or··di. n«t.E~ :·:b 
Ccn:w rJ i nti,b?. yb 
Ft'·:ic:tion f..\n\;jlF~ 
Cot'liiJs:i.rm 
E3l i. c "'' nLtrn I:JEH" 




Anq l.e thf2i:o.1 





4 .. 86 
9.82 
4 .. 86 












17 .. 00 







1 ~7. 62 













,. .. ..,.··. 
..,.. ·"' 
.......... "'lol'"J-
··'" ... ·"' 
.... ··" r""., 
" .. 
J" • .,.·,. ... ··" 
,. . 
.,. .,ol' 
.. ·· __ .,. 
_,.. .. 
...... ...... .!' 
,..• .. r 





..... . .. 
.... •' 
,... ·'" 
.{"' . .. ··"" 
J'.,.·,!..,.,.. .... 
",(.-:.':".~-~ 
Factor of Safsty - 1 .. 44 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.2~m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
s:;. c:IE:; numbet" 
Cm:w d i n ~~ t le :d: 
Cr:JCH" d i. l"l<:1'l:t2 yt 
Coc:wdini.l't:f1 NI•J 
Ccr.:w cl i l"l<':,te yvJ 
Coc>r cl :ln;;\'1: e H b 
CoonJ:i nate:• yb 
Fr·ic:tiDn anglr:e 
CohE;si.t.:Jn 
Ell i C:i<i numbr,.;l"' 




(111~11 r;; t htet '" 




12. 1. c; 
~). El3 
12. 1'! 



















28 .. 40 
6.00 
2 
19 .. 62 
2G .. 40 
6.00 
0 .. 00 
0.00 
1.0. 1:/. 






22 .. 60 
o .. oo 
o.oo 
Factor c~ Sa~ety 1.43 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nD. 1.25m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
::>ide rn..1mbtH" 
Cr:JCJI·"d:ini':\te :·:t 
Cnon:l:i natE~ yt 
CrJnt"di n.c.i'l:£e NW 





!31 i c: El num bc.w 
f;:or:k unit. t"mi~.J~rt. 































19 .. >">2 
2f3 .. 40 
,';,. 00 
o .. oo 
(>"(H) 
c.7. ElO l 0. 11 
o. 00 J,:;::. 10 
Acceleration Kc -
.. :: . 
..... 
62 .. 00 
62.00 
~:~~ ~.::: • c; ;:) 
Factor of Safety- 1.44 
298 
299 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.25m thick block with 40m long block- wedge ~"'11:.::' .• ::..~J 




C<:JDJ· .. di rli'ltf'! !-:VI 
Cr.:JCH" cJ i f10.1 t G' )lh' 
Coon:Ji nilltf-" )·:b 




Rock unit weight 
Fr·icticJn ,:J.ngle 
C<J hu!~; i <::J n 
For-ct.~ T 
P,ng lE! thc~tc1 
J::::·I~·Ff.:!<:t :l ve nc:wma 1 
Ba~se 




























o .. oo 
0.00 
11.40 10.11 
o. oo 1:.::.. '1~:; 
62.00 
62 .. 00 
62.00 




.......... / ,·"'· 
.. ·· ...... 
•. ··"" .r···· 
~· .r .. or .,• J •• 
.... - .1:' .. 1' 
.-."' ,-
.... · ,., .... ·· 
·' .1' 
./" ...... ·· 
,. ... ··· _,.·"' 
.,..r .. •rl' 
...... r"'"' 
.r·" ..... • 
ol"' ..... 
........ ·• _,..r 
...... ,.. .. .~ 
41::~: ... -··· 
Factor of Safety = 1.44 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
An~lysia nc. 1.25m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 30 degr-ees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
Si df.? nLtmber 
Cmwr.Ji.n;;rtr~ >:t 
Cc;cn .. r.Ji. nate yt 
Cc:;oJ··d:ln.;ltt'l :·:w 
C<:iCH' d i f1~1t:<'t Y~') 
C<Jclr·din;;,te :·:b 
CCJoJ·· d i nate yb 
Fr·i.cti<Jn •3r11Jle 
Coh•:!~;i.on 
~Jl iC:&' ril.tflibEH .. 
F:ock un:i.t wc,,:lght 
Fr·ict:icln angle~ 
Cc; h'i'iS :i. on 
Fov·c12 T 
?'mg l. r." t hl'Jt c;\ 
Ef-FE!cti.vl? nc:.wmi!il 
Dat-se· 















~:_:, t tME?E:iSl~~;} 


















J. ~5. 12 
b2u00 
62.00 
22 .. 60 
0 .. 00 
o .. oo 
~·~-~:J 
... ..r· ".,. .. "' 
..~·· , ... ol' 




.. .(' ..... 
_., .,. .. 
.. .r' 
r"',... ·"· ,. .... 
. •' 
·" ..... 
..r•J" •• .~-· 
.~· .. 
... • J" 
.. ,.,. 




• ol'· 1" •• 
,..,. I'. 
~-J .,,.· 
.. "' ... , ... 
J .. .r •• •• I• ,. .. • oJr_ •• 
Factor of Safety a 1 .. 45 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. 1.25m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 35 degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
:3 i de2 rH.llllbEW 
Com- d i n<:rtG' :·(t 
Ct:~onl:l n;:d:e yt 
Ct:H:wd:in<:,te :-:w 
Coun:li natt2 yw 
C t:JO t" cJi n trl: r? :·: b 
Cocwdi n.?.d:Ei yb 
Fr· ic:t :icm ~lrHJle 
Cc)ht*!>oi em · 
E>l ir.;u" m.unbc~t" 





Ef·f'ec::t i VE! nt:H"mr,ll 
Br.:1se 
























2fJ .. 40 






1. o. :1.2 
Ac:celeraticn Kc: - O.:l467 
:~~::;:;., 95 
62.00 
Factor cf Safety ~ 1.46 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no .. 1.5m thick blcck with 40m long block- wedge 5· degrees 
Unit weight c~ water = 9.8 
1 '"\ . .::, 3 
62.00 





8 i ck" numbf!.H" 
CDot"rlin<atro:! Ht 
CorJt"din.:,ltl;; yt 



























.. rl' .... 
..... 
f.H i C:C-i nLtlllbfiH" 
Rock unit weight 
Fr·:lcticin '"n\:)l.E! 
Cu hr.~L~ :ion 
F'Cli"Cf£! T 
r:,nglr:; thF~t,;, 












;/. Cf, 62 
2El. 4·0 









J" • ..... 
.. ./'" _,.-~/ 
.~ 
• .~·ol'_,~ ... 
·"' .. "" •' .
..... i"" 
.. .. 
... ·· .... ·· 
... .. 
.. ol'· .., .... 
.... ····:~·.r"-r 
,. ...... ·~ ... ~-· 
... ···J> ...  
....... ~:r·· ... 
.-~=-·--~~:·· 
Factor of Safety- 1.39 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 40m long black- wedge 10 degrees 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
~3 i d<'" rH..tmbr~t· 
Ccn:H·di n<ol'tf~ wt 
Cocw cl :i. n;,d:G! yt 
CrJoJ·"di n;;d:r:! ;.:~·~ 
Ct11:1nH n;;,\'t:E! )'I'J 
CooJ·"dinate :·:b 
CcJCJt"di nat.rJ yb 
Fr·ict:iL1n <:.ln<;:Jle 
Cc;h<o;sirJn · 
Eil icc? numb<;H" 
f;:CJCk Llrlit Wt1i.~Jht 
Fr·i.ction ant;Jl<~ 
Fo<··ce T 
(.)ng l E) t f·110!'tii1 































1 <7" 62 










24 .. 11 
22 .. 60 
(1.00 
0.00 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 15 degrees 
Unit weight of water m 9.8 
Bi. da n<Jmbt:w 
Cc>Lit·dinc-,,t:~e :d: :1. "7" 00 
:I..:Yi' 
301 
Co:H:wrli n,"t.m yt 
Ccn:wcli nate :-:w 
Cocn·tH n<:lt!"! yt•l 
Coc:JJ"d'in<:{te :·:b 
CocJJ··d:i.natl0! yb 









24 .. :t:l 
62.00 
_ ... ] 
,J" 
J.,tl' ....... 
Ell i c <" rn .. un tJ E' t" 
F<:oc k 1 ..1n it: v~f" i <;1 ht 
F1·iction anglm 
Coh<"~; :l on 
FDt"C!?. ·r 
{inqle thr:~tf-1 












6 .. 00 





E+fective normal stresses 
Br.E,e 
Eli dF.? 
Cj'" 14 1 :1. " ~':() 
o .. 00 14.02 









_ ... • .,Jf· 
_ ..• ./' ...... ~ 
.. -· ./'' 
24. 11 
62 .. 00 
22.60 
0.00 
0 .. 00 
.i"- ... 
.. .,... . ... -· 
... .~ ..,..· 
.... olf • 
•• .!'-· ···"" 
_.,.-··· .,./" ...... 
r·r·"' ....... ·· 
r·< .. • •"' 
.. ~..-
Factor cf Safety- 1.36 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 20 degrees 
Unit weight c+ water a 9.8 
f3i dEc: nLtmbEH' 
Cl:lol··cJinatEl :·:t 
Coc:wdi. n,;ttF' yt 
Coot• d i n<::lt<J NW 
C1:Jt11r r.J i. n£:1 1:. El y~~ 
Cocw d i n;;1 t.l~ :·: b 
CL~lf./t'd:i. llr::\tr,J yb 
Ft"i<:tic:Jn <::Ingle 
Cohm~icm 
~'3 1 i c: F! nwn bE11·· 
r~:m::k unit. wc=.li9ht 
F1·· i.r.:t ion cH1\:Jlfii 
i"'C:lt'C~' T 
r-,n~Jl<'? thE~ta 
E·I:·FE•C:t i Yf.~ niJI'"fll[;\ l 
B,,\!:SE-) 






































f:.J2 .. 00 
24. 11 
(:,2.00 




o .. oo 
FQc:tor o~ Safety= 1.36 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysia no. 1.5m thic:k block with 40m long block- weclga 25 dagrmas 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
Si rJ.:;, numbc':'H" 
Cont·cJin,':'lt.El :·:t 
Coot· eli 1"\<0\'t.e yt 
CocH· eli n<'~tr.? :-:w 
Coon:lin"lt.f? yw 
Cot:H"di na·t:E;; :-:b 
CoonJJ. nr::\tlo? yb 
Fi·-:icticln <:lnl,;)ll'.> 
Cohesiclll · 
S 1 i ct.;• nwni.JEH" 
Reck unit weight· 
r:·, ... it:t.it1n ctn<;:JlG• 
Cclhf;);::;ion 
Fc:WC:f") ')" 
Anq le th~~l:'" 
































o. 00 15. :.:;;5 











SARMA NON-VERTICAL BLlCE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with 40m long block- wedge 30 degrees 
14.21 










~3 i de num be~ r· 
Cncwd:l nat!"' >:t 
Ccmni:l ne.te yt 
C<J<Jt·d:l natr~ :·:w 















b2 .. 00 
22,60 
o .. oo 
"""] 
·"'· 
..... ··"" , ....... 
.. . I'_.,. .. .... ·"' 
. . .
13 l :l c~El nutnbr;n-
r;:oc k U 1'1 it \~e i IJ ht: 
F<·"iction c<nglf.': 
Ct.) I"! f.~;;; ion 
F<:JI•"C8 T 
P1ll~J 1G! thet<'<l 












., .. J" .r·· 
.. -···· _,. .. .,.· 
...... ,. .,.·" 
(' .. 
. .,.  
.. J'I •• 
" .. 
....... •• .. .r-" 
....... .. .. -~ 
. .. 
~·o/'·#' ..., .... •• 
.. ··""· .,.·"'"' 
•• J 
........... 
,.. .. .... E+:-f'c~<:t i ve; nDt"il'li.:\ 1 
Etc.-I,Sf? 
£~t: 1· .. f.Z.S£1C~~S 




"1 .. J ,.,. .. ~" .. f:'Ji dr.; o.oo 
... ~ . .~· 
Acceleration Kc ~ 0.1178 Factor of Safety - 1.38 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. 1.5m thick block with '40m long block- wedge 35 ·degrees 
Unit weight p~ water = 9.8 








C.:; l"lf:<!5 i rJ n · .. 
f:31 ice numbfEil"' 
























, .. , 
.~:. 
17.00 







19 .. 00 


















Analysis of Sarma "infinite" slope for O.Sm to l.Sm thick .blocks. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. in~inite slope 100m long 0.50m thick block 
Unit weight o~ water ~ 9.8 
;:3 :i. d 0? nL.lln b 1:,~ t" 
Coc:.1·· cl i nr:1ta :·:t 
ConJ"CJinc~i:ra yt. 
Cc:lnJ··din,;,tt:l :·:vJ 





81 :i. c~? m.unbc~t" 
Hnc: k c.\f'l :l t we; :i. 9 ht. 
l'''r .. :lcticJn '"nt;Jla 
Co ht-H:. i c> n 
FcH·c:r;; T 
(-\ng .lf.i· thmtc;l 
:1. 2 
1'7.00 1 1. 7. 00 













~::; t r· E~ ~=:. s £~ !:;; 
::::: .. 74 
0 .. 00 
46. BLI· 
0.00 
0 .. 00 
o. 40~52 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no .. infinite slope 100m long 0.75m thick block 
Unit weight of water m 9.8 
1 1''\ ,,::. ::~ :l de f\LllllbE!t' 
cc,rJJ·"di ni:ltl'1 :·:t 
CuoJ ... di nat£; yt 
CCJc:w r.l i rH·;d:a :-:111 
Cocwd:i. n<~tc=~ Y\'11 
Cnot·d:ln.;;\ta :-:b 
CnonJi. n~ltE;; yb 
i"'r• :i c:t i tJri 2.11'\\J l El 
Co hE?,, i. on 
1'7.00 117.00 
'"! 
I' 25 47~~\~)~5 
:l'7.00 ~17.00 




0 .. 00 
Slica number 1 
Reck unit weight 19.62 
Friction angle 28.40 
Cohesion 6.00 
Force T 0.00 
Angle theta 0.00 
E~factiva normal stresses 
Be:\ r*~~ 
~3 i rJ(~') 0.00 
46.84 
o .. oo 
0 .. 00 
::. 21. 
Accalaraticn Kc - O. 2:1.4F:l Factor of Safety- 1.64 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
,!',n;;\l.ys':i.'~ no. in·t~i.nite sl.opc-:l :lOOm lc111g 1. OOrn t·hic:k i:Jl.or..~k 
Unit weight o~ water = 9.8 
l 2 El:i. dr;; nLtmtE;;t· 
Ct:liJn:li nate :·:t 
Cc1Dt"d:lnate:: yt. 
Cc1Dt"di l"li.o\'l:E! >:w 
CoDt"di.nc.,tf:? yw 
Cc::oclt"di ndt<? :·:b 
Coor·d:in,,,,l:e yb 
f~·,·:ict:i.cm anDl.t?. 
Co h<?.S i. on 
1'7.00 1.17.00 
7 .. 51 47 .. 91. 
J."/.00 117' (!() 





~n i<=E) nt.~rnl18t" 
Rock unit weight 19.62 
;:.·,··ic:ti<:)l'l an~jl.E? :;~8.40 
Cohesion 6.00 
Force T 0.00 
Angle theta 0.00 
E+~a<:tive normal stresses 
Base 7.56 
!3i de.; 0.00 
P•c:c:elet"•"t ion l<c: o. 12'72 Factor cf Safety- 1.38 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. infinite slopa 100m long 1.25m thick block 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
, .. , 
...:. !·3i. dtii nun·rbEn· 
CotH" cJ i nat<,; >:t 
CocJt"di.J'liO\l:c'l yt 
Cocn"di l"la·i:c• >a'l! 
CcJot·cJi. n.:~tf2 y<·~ 
Coot·d:l n.;;,ts' :·:b 
CtjCJI·"d:i.nr..\t.!?. yb 
Fi·" :i. ct :i Cln ang 1 t: 
1'7.00 117.00 
·-; '"'J'C) 
I 11 I 1 48. 19 
1'7.00 117 .. 00 
7. ?''i 48. 1 <j> 
:l7.00 11.'7.00 
6.44 46.B4 
o .. oo 0 .. 00 
C 1:JhE~~~ i ("Jf'l 0.00 o.oo 
:o.\J. i 1: t:! nLifli bEH" 
Rock unit wEight 19.62 
Fr:lct:lcn angle 28.40 
Cohesion 6 .. 00 
Force T 0.00 
Angle theta 0.00 




SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis nc. in~inite slope 100m long 1.5m thick block 
ElicJEJ numbt"·!-
Coo!·"cl.i. n.:1t.r.;1 ;.:t 
CCJ(JI··,·;:~i nEtte y"t: 
Ct1CJI·" d j, ni:';\t<-::? i·~lrJ 
Con!·" c! i nat. f.:! yw 
Coo!"d:lr·,<~tEI ;-:b 
CoCll"di n;,,tEI yb 
::::t~ :i. c·t: j, ~~~n. t='tng J. E~ 
Co hE;"; inn 
t"ll i.ce.; m.lmtJ'"w 





























0 .. 00 






17 .. 00 
413 .. :;;:5 
J.7. 00 
46 .. f:J4 
0. 00 
o. 00 
(l, 04'7'7 Factor cf Safety- 1.14 
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Undrained back analysis for a 0.53m thick block. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=1, Block thicknesa=0.53m, phi=O, G.W.L.=0.26m 





Coot· d i. nate Y~"' 
Coo1··dinate :·:b 
Coordinate yb 
Ft"i ct ion <:1ng 1<! 
Cohesion 
Slice nwnber 













































1 L 01 
27.00 
Factor o-f Sa-fety- 1.00 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F~O.S.=l, Block thickness=0.53m, phi=O, G.W.L.=0.53m 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
Si dr.~ numbet· 
Ctmrdinate :·:t 
Cocwdi nate yt 
Coo1~di nat!? >:w 
Coot·din,;rtl',) yw 
Coot·dinate :·:b 
Coot·d:i nat€~ yb 
F1··iction angle 
CohF.?SitJn 
8 J. ice numbet· 



















































Factor of Safety - 1.00 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=1, Block thickness=0.53m, phi=O, G.W.L.=Om 
































































Factor o~ Safety 
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1.00 
Drained back analysis for a 0.53m thick block. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F:O.S.=1, Block thicknass=0.53m, phim28.4, G.W.L.=0.53m 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
Side m.unbet· 
Cocwdinate >:t 
Cocwdi n.:<te yt 
Ct:>ot"di natf.? :·:w 
Cm:wdi nate yw 
CotJJ·"dinat.e :·:b 
Coordi natt=• yb 
Ft· iction anglt? 
Cohesion 
Slir:e numbr:t· 












6. 1 <J 
1~) .. 05 





































Factor of Safety - 1.00 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.D.S.=l, Block thickness=0.53m, phi=28.4, G.W.L.•0.26m 
Unit weight of water m 9.8 
Side nLtmbeJ·· 
CotJt·t:li nate :-:t 
Coonli nc\t:e yt 
Coor·din.:ilte :-:w 





!31 ice m.unbe:n· 
F:ot::k unit vJF~ight 



















































Factor of Safety- 1.00 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.D.S.=l, Bleck thickness=0.53m, phi=28.4~ G.W.L.•Om 





Coot·di r1atl~ yw 
CcJrJt"dinate :-:b 
Coordi nah1 yb 
Ft·ir~ti<Jn e:mgle 
Cl:>he-~s i <:Jn 
Slice nLUnbr~t·· 





















































Acceleration Kc = -(1, 0003 Factor of Safety- 1.~) 
Undrained back analysis for a 1.4m thick block. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.0.8.=1~ Block thickness=1.4m, phi=O, G.W.L.a 1.4m 
Unit weight of water = 9.8 
8 idE! numbet· 
Coot·dinate >:t 
Com·din<ltt?. yt 
Coo1··di nate :·:1'1 
Coot·dinc:lt<l yv1 
Coot·di nate :·:b 
Coc.1nJi nate yb 
F1·· ict ion anglt? 
Cohesion 
81 icr.~ nt.unbc·u· 








































1 (I. ~$7 
14.20 
Acceleration Kc = (1, 0002 
3 
27.00 
11 • 9CJ 
27.00 





Factor of Safety = 1.00 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=1~ Block thickness=1.4m~ phi=O, G.W.L.= 0.7m 










Sl. ict? numbE~r· 




















































Factor of Safety = 1.00 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=l, Block thickneas~1.4m, phi=O, G.W.L.• Om 































































Factor of Safety 
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1.00 
Drained back analysis for a 1.4m thick block. 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=l, Block thicknass=1.4m, phi~28.4, G.W.L.= 1.4m 




























































Factot· c:)'(= Sa·Fety 
SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
1. 00 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=1, Block thickness=1.4m, p~i=28.4, G.W.L.= O.?m 

















































11. 50 1 7. 44 
(1. 0(1 1 o. 4-4 










Factor of Sa·Fe'l:y 1, (H) 
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SARMA NON-VERTICAL SLICE ANALYSIS 
Analysis no. F.O.S.=l, Block thickness=l.4m, phi=28.4, G.W.L.= Om 
































































Factor of Saf~ty = 1.00 
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Undrained back analysis (infinite slope equation) for a 0.53m thick block. 
INFINITE SLOPE CALCULATIONS FOR ANY GENERALISED SLOPE WIT~I SEIS 
INPUT PARAMEtERS 
Cwithcut artesian pressures] 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEGl 
THICKNESS IH in M) 
WATER LEVEL IHw in Ml 
Rf'.iTIO:, Ht•J/H 
UNIT ~JT l•H·1TE:F: 
AVERAGE UNIT WT, BOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
COHEf:'JION 
SCL:3t'IIC CDE:.FF, <10 
f3D I L. F m;:cE 
v.u:.TE:I~: F:or;:cr:: 
FRICTONAL STRENGTH 
TOTAL STRENGTH Cia + Cl 
::~H~:{.)i~: E1'T'Ft:I7~Sf:1 
L'::'"="' 
II ... J.,) , 
1. 00 
·~> .. BO. 
1'? .. 62 





";~· 1.. ~~.; 
....... ~...,..:.. 
:::;:., 61 
l .. OO 
.00 
COS ~ .. 93 SIN = .37 
TPd\l .. 00 
(··-J." 00 J .• 00 
CUb SO "'' 
T i~~l\i :~.:; 
COTI'~I'I '·" 
"(H) 
INFINITE SLOPE CALCULATIONS FOR ANY GENERALISED SLOPE WITH SEIS 
Cwithcut artesian pressures] 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEG) 
TH I Cl::J,.IE~'Jf3 ( H :i. n 1'1 l 
WATER LEVEL CHw in Ml 
i;:f~T I Cl :• H~J I H 
Ui'l:i:T l,,JT '".Ji~TEF: 
AVERAGE UNIT w·r, SOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
CClHES I Cll',l 
Sl:: I :;11"1 I C cm.::FF. i I<) 







0 .. 00 
SOIL FORCE 8 .. 94 
ttJfi'l'E!·~: FCJN·CE ,. 00 
rc·:.;: I CTDI\IP:L f.:lTF;:ENC'iTH 4. n:~: 
TDT.AL. GTf<:E:i'IEiTH (i.e;~ + C) ::-::: .. .SO 
:;:~:··!f::::f.~k ':C>TF:J:::::3D :,'::, 6 l. 
FACTOR OF SAFETY 1.00 
i<c 1· it ,:.: ····, 00 
COS a .93 SIN = .. 37 COS SO = 
TPd\l "~ 
CllT::.;,N "" 
TP:N • :'54 
··-. :;':4 ·-· •. 0•.) 
315 
Drained back analysis (infinite slope equation) for a 0.53m thick block. 
INFINITE SLOPE CALCULATIONS FOR ANY GENERALISED SLOPE WITH SEIS 
[without artesian pressures] 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEGl 
THJ:CI<NESS 11-1 in t1l 
WATER LEVEL IHw in Ml 
f~:ATIO, Ht>1/H 
UNIT ~JT WATER 
AVERAGE UNIT WT, SOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
COHESION 










BOIL FORCE 8.94 
vJATE.R FOF<:CE 2. J. 9 
FRICTONAL STRENGTH 3.65 
TOTAL STRENGTH lie + C) 3.62 
SHEAR STRESS 3.61 
FACTOR OF SAFETY 1. 00 
f=~ct·it = • 00 
COS ~ .93 BIN ~ .37 COS SQ = 
TAN "' 
COT(-iN ::: 
TAN - .54 
.01 ·-·. 01 .oo 
I r.J;r :c h\ I ·~·r:: ULDF:·r:: cr~;L.CUL(~\T I 010~ :i ~t:f~~Ju~f~l ... !'t,, r·· ~fi~~~·~;.i!i:~~~A 1 ~· f-~ ~~ifi~:~ ~,1h~~:t~~~;~:5 
7~P~T P~RAMETERS 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEG) 
TH ::. CJ:::HF:El~3 ( H :i. n t'l) 
:.,,!f:lTC!·:: l ... Eit'l:].. <Hv·.J in i'1l 
r-:,::~·1 ··;·:r ~J !l Hh1 ./ H 
'H;r •. ; IT l.tfT' ~·J:::JTEF: 
AVCRAGE UNIT WT, SOIL 
!:;(,IG: .... r.:. UF ;:-:·h: I CT I D!·~ 
CC"Ii·i:Cc::;:r(JI\1 
:::~:::: :l: ::;>! ::: C CDt:.Fr:-.. ( :<,; 
f;:,(J I L ;:·oF:CE 
l1JiYTT'.l<: FCJF;:CE 
Ff;: :c C:TU;•,f(-',L f:HF:Cl\JEJTH 
:t.OO 
9 .. 00 
1.9 .. b2 
1 ":::o 
0" ()() 
B .. 94 
. .::~, Ll·7 
:e: .. w:;~ 
·roT i::;:_.. G'T'f'i::~~:l\~EiTl-i ·~ :i. ~::~ .;.. C) :::;; .. 6~.:?: 
·::~H[~(;]·1: t3TIX:E:~:~f:\ :::;;" 6 t 
~ACTOR OF SA~ETY l .. OO 
f:::c: t" :t t. "' .,01.) 
CDS = .. ~3 SIN = .. 37 COS SG ~ 
T!'~l\1 
" :::::::~ . 
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Undrained. back analysis (infinite slope equation) for a lAm thick block. 
INFINITE SLOPE CALCULATIONS FOR ANY GENERALISED SLOPE WITH SEIS 
Cwithout artesian pressures] 
F.O.S.=1, Bldck thickness=l.4m~ phi=O , G.W.L.= =Om 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEG> 
THICKNESS CH in M> 
WATER LEVEL <Hw in M> 
RATIO, Hw/H 
UNIT WT WATER 
AVERAGE UNIT WT, SOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
COHESION 










SOIL FORCE 23.61 
WATER FORCE .00 
FRICTONAL STRENGTH .00 
TOTAL STRENGTH Cie + C) 9.54 
SHEAR STRESS 9.54 
FACTOR OF SAFETY 1.00 
~::ct· it == .oo 
COS = .93 SIN~ .37 COS SQ = 
TfiN = 
COTAI\1 == 
TAN ::=: .00 
(-1. 00 1.00 .oo 
INFINITE SLOPE CALCULATIONS FOR ANY GENERALISED SLOPE WITH SEIS 
Cwithcut artesian pressures] 
F.O.S.=1, Block thickness=1.4m, phi=2B.4, G.W.L.= =Om 
INPUT PARAI1ETEf;:S 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEG) 
THICKNESS CH in Ml 
WATER LEVEL <Hw in M> 
RATIO, HI'J/H . 
UNIT Wf viATER 
AVERAGE UNIT WT, SOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
CIJHE~1ION 




TOTAL STRENGTH Cie + C> 
SHEAR STRE!?S 

















COS .93 SIN ~ .37 COS SQ = 
TAN := 
COTAN ., 
.34 -.34 .00 
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Drained back analysis (infinite slope equation) for a 1.4m thick block. 
I NF HH TE SLOF'E CALCULATION!?> FIJR ?-)NY GENEF':ALI SED SLOP I:.~ vJ ITH SE IS 
Cwithout artesian preesuresJ 
F.O.S.:::1, Bl<:>ck thickness=l.•'J.m, phiro:2f3.4, G.vi.L.:= 0.7m 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEG) 
THICKNESS CH in Ml 
WATER LEVEL CHw in M> 
RATIO, Hvl/H 
UNIT WT v!ATEF': 
AVERAGE UNIT WT, SOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
COHESION 










SOIL FORCE 2~.61 
WATER FORCE 5.90 
FRICTONAL STRENGTH 9.58 
TOTAL STRENGTH lie + C) 9.55 
SHEAR STRESS 9.54 
Ff~CTOR OF SAFETY 1.00 
Kcr· it "" .oo 
COS - .93 SIN = .37 COS SQ = 
TAI\1 = 
COTAN "" 
TAN - . ~i4 
.00 -.00 .oo 
INFINITE SLOPE CALCULATIONS FOR ANY G8~ERALISED SLOPE WITH SEIB 
[without artesian pressures] 
F. 0. S. :::1, Blocl( thic:knE~!;i&==l .• 4m, phi=28. 4, G. vi. L. =1. 4 
SLOPE ANGLE CDEGl 
THICKNESS CH in Ml 
WATER LEVEL IHw in Ml 
f~f1TIO,, Hw/H 
UN IT WT vi?-)TEf( 
AVERAGE UNIT WT, SOIL 
ANGLE OF FRICTION 
COHESION 




1 • (H) 
9.80 
1'7. 62 




WATER FORCE 11.80 
FRICTIJNAL STRENGTH 6.39 
TOTAL STRENGTH Cia + C) 9.54 
SHEAR STRESS 9.54 
FACTOR OF SAFETY 1. 00 
• 0(1 
COS = .93 SIN = .37 COS SQ ~ 
TAN == 
COTAI\I = 
TAN - .54 
-.::::.3 .00 
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